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FOREWORD
Under guidance from an Agency-Wide Steering Group, this manual has been
prepared by EPA’s Office of Research and Development (ORD), primarily to provide
methods to Agency program, regional, and enforcement offices, and secondarily,
to provide guidance to states and contractors for characterization of hazardous
waste sites.
At the first meeting of the Agency-Wide Steering Group for the Development
of a Methods Manual for Characterization of Hazardous Waste Sites in August
1981, the scope of the planned Available Methods Manual was expanded from
sampling and analysis to site characterization. The steering group agreed that
sampling and analysis of hazardous wastes must be closely tied to sampling and
analysis strategy. Before methods can be useful, they must be related to the
purposes and objectives of sampling and analysis. Such an association leads to
the necessity of considering all aspects of hazardous waste site
characterization.
The objective of this manual is to provide field and laboratory managers,
investigators, and technicians with a consolidated source of information on the
subject of hazardous waste site characterization. The manual covers the range
of endeavors necessary to characterize hazardous waste sites, from preliminary
data gathering to sampling and analysis.
Because of the large number of subjects covered in this manual and the
need to provide detailed methodology in the areas of sampling and sample
analysis, this manual comprises three volumes:
Volume I - Site Investigations
Volume II - Available Sampling Methods
Volume III - Available Laboratory Analytical Methods
Volume I, the main text of the manual, discusses in somewhat general terms
the many aspects of field investigation, the intent being to provide a working
outline for the characterization process and to serve as a framework for the
subsequent volumes. In this respect, Volumes II and III can be thought of as
technical supplements to Volume I which build on the fundamental concepts and
principles laid down in that document.
Volume I, Site Investigations, is a composite of several works. Much of the
text was originally derived from the National Enforcement Investigation Center
(NEIC) April 1980 draft manual, “Enforcement Considerations for Evaluation of
Uncontrolled Waste Disposal Sites by Contractors” and supplemented with
iii

information contained in the Office of Emergency and Remedial Response (OERR)/
Ecology and Environment, Inc., June 1981, draft manual “Technical Methods for
Investigating Sites Containing Hazardous Substances.” Throughout subsequent
drafts additional sources of material, either published or unpublished, were
used and are cited in the body of the text, where applicable.
Volume II, Available Sampling Methods and Volume III, Available Analytical
Methods are products of extensive literature and protocol review resulting in a
collection of proven procedures for sampling and analyzing hazardous wastes.
Both volumes are “Standard Methods” style manuals with Volume II organized by
media and Volume III further subdivided by specific compounds or classes of
compounds.
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ABSTRACT

Site investigations is the first of three volumes of a methods manual
prepared to give guidance on information gathering activities in support of
the requirements specified in the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan. The National Contingency Plan contains a seven-phase
approach to implementing the authority of the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA). Each phase represents a
level of response dependent upon the situation. Information must be obtained
to determine the appropriate level of environmental response.
Both remedial and enforcement actions under CERCLA require reliable site
information. This volume describes approaches to obtaining this information
and follows a semichronological order through subsequent phases of the National
Contingency Plan. These steps range from preliminary data gathering, to site
inspections, to large field investigations.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION

STATUTORY AUTHORITY
The control of hazardous substances and the prevention of the entry of
these substances into the environment is the objective of several acts passed
by Congress. Rules regulating various aspects of hazardous waste can be
attributed to the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA); the Clean Water Act
(CWA); the Clean Air Act (CAA); the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and
Rodenticide Act (FIFRA); the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA); the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA); and in 1980, the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA). RCRA and
CERCLA are the two that are most often associated with hazardous waste site
investigations.
RCRA was passed to control industrial and municipal solid wastes,
including sludges, slurries, etc., and to encourage the recovery of useful
materials and energy from these wastes. The act also called for a tracking
system to document the generation, transport, and disposal/storage of solid
wastes. The discovery of a large number of uncontrolled and abandoned
hazardous waste sites, such as at Love Canal, NY and Valley of the Drums, KY,
prompted a much greater emphasis on the hazardous nature of the wastes. The
regulations and resources of RCRA are now primarily devoted to the control of
hazardous wastes, with a lesser emphasis on nonhazardous solid wastes. So
great is the problem, that in 1980, legislation aimed at providing federal
money for the cleanup of inactive waste disposal sites was enacted. The
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA),
often called the “Superfund Act”, provides regulatory agencies with the
authority to deal with inactive sites, funds to deal with hazardous waste
emergencies and a means to assign the liability of cleanup to the responsible
parties. It also provides monies (Superfund) to pay for the mitigation of
hazards from abandoned sites when no responsible party can be found or when the
responsible party refuses to take action. In addition, it enpowers the
government to seek compensation from responsible parties to recover funds used
in mitigation actions.
Section 105 of the CERCLA requires that the National Contingency Plan
(NCP), developed under the Clean Water Act, be revised to include procedures and
standards for responding to releases of oil and hazardous substances. The
revised plan reflects and effectuates the responsibilities and powers created
by the Act.
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Subpart F of the NCP, Hazardous Substance Response, establishes a sevenphase approach for determining the appropriate extent of a response authorized
by CERCLA when any hazardous substance is released or there is a substantial
threat of such a release into the environment, or there is a release or
substantial threat of a release of any pollutant or contaminant which may
present an imminent and substantial danger to the public health or welfare.
Each phase presented below sets specific criteria to establish the need
for further action and progress into subsequent phases.
- Phase I - Discovery and Notification
- Phase II - Preliminary

Assessment

- Phase III - Immediate Removal
- Phase IV - Evaluation and Determination of Appropriate Response Planned Removal and Remedial Action
- Phase V - Planned Removal
- Phase VI - Remedial Action
- Phase VII - Documentation and Cost Recovery
This phased approach is the basis for implementation of all CERCLA authorized Hazardous Substance Responses.
ADMINISTRATION
The NCP provides for a broad base of authorities to act within its
guidance. In addition to the EPA and the U.S. Coast Guard, the Plan requests
and encourages States to undertake authorized actions, and directs the EPA to
provide funds to States (under cooperative agreements) for such actions.
The Plan does not specify the mechanisms for implementation of the seven
phases. The various EPA offices, primarily the Office of Emergency and Remedial
Response (OERR) and the Office of Waste Programs Enforcement (OWPE), as well as
the individual States each have developed programs specific to their needs in
accordance with the NCP.
Figure 1-1 illustrates the series of tasks developed by OWPE and the
essentially parallel tasks developed by OERR to implement the Plan. OWPE is
charged with the enforcement of Phase VII - Documentation and Cost Recovery.
As such, their investigation will differ from OERR, who is focused on remedial
activities (Phases I-VI). Regardless of this difference in emphasis, the
efforts of both offices are directed toward meeting the criteria of the various
phases of the NCP. A common component of both programs is the need to gather
data. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has prepared a three-volume manual
to provide field and laboratory managers, investigators and technicians with a
consolidated source of information and guidance on data gathering procedures
including preliminary site assessment, sample collection, and sample analysis.
1-2

Superfund Site Management Plan

1-3

Enforcement Site Management Plan
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This three-volume manual identifies available procedures, provides detailed
guidance for implementing these procedures, and provides a framework for
assessing research needs in the area of hazardous waste characterization methodology. The contents of each volume is summarized below.
Volume I.

Site Investigations provides a management strategy for
undertaking an Investigation of a hazardous waste site.

Volume II.

Available Sampling Methods provides a discussion of available
sampling techniques and guidance on the appropriate use of each
technique.

Volume III.

Available Laboratory Analytical Methods provides guidance on
preparation and analysis of hazardous waste samples and other
environmental samples that may be collected during a site
investigation.

Volume I, Site Investigations describes policies and procedures common to
all data gathering efforts, such as personal conduct, document control, and
quality assurance. Additionally, guidance is provided on the extent to which
safety precautions which must be considered. Subsequent sections provide a
framework for gathering the required information. They detail what information
is necessary, where that information can be found and how the information can
be acquired.
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SECTION 2
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES
INTRODUCTION
The understanding of certain administrative procedures and legal
considerations prior to the onset of onsite actions is paramount for successful
program management. The purpose of this section, therefore, is to present
topics such as investigative conduct, documentation and recordkeeping, quality
assurance, site entry, etc., from the viewpoint of Agency policy. Although
this discussion is based on EPA policy, it can serve as a guideline for anyone
conducting a hazardous waste site investigation. Where necessary, the
technical aspects of these topics will be addressed in subsequent sections of
this document.
INVESTIGATIVE CONDUCT
Professionalism
Personnel are expected to perform their duties in a professional and
responsible manner. Persons conducting hazardous waste site investigations must:
l

develop and report the facts of an investigation completely,
accurately, and objectively;

l

conduct themselves at all times in accordance with the regulations in
the EPA handbook Employee Responsibilities and Conduct (Title 40 CFR,
Part 3) or in other pertinent guidelines for personnel conduct;

l

avoid, in the course of an investigation, any act or failure to act
which could be considered to have been motivated by reason of
personal or private gain; and

l

make a continuing effort to improve their professional knowledge and
technical skills.

Prohibited Actions
Attempted Bribery-Money may be offered by persons whose activities are being investigated.
Offers are usually made by people unfamiliar with EPA rules and regulations.
Other offers may be blatant attempts to whitewash a serious violation or
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condition, or to cause the withholding of damaging information or observations.
Investigative personnel must:
o
o

ask “What is this for?” if offered something of value;
explain politely, if the offer is repeated, that both parties to such
a transaction may be guilty of violating the Federal statutes;

o

not accept money or goods of any kind; and

o

immediately report the incident in detail to their supervisor.

Conflicts of Interest-A conflict of interest may exist whenever an EPA employee has a personal
or private interest in a matter which is relevant to his official duties and
responsibilities. It is important to avoid even the appearance of a conflict
of interest because the appearance of a conflict damages the integrity of the
Agency and its employees in the eyes of the public. All employees must,
therefore, be constantly aware of situations which are, or give the appearance
of, conflicts of interest when dealing with others in or outside of the
government. For a detailed discussion of the situations and/or activities
which may result in conflict of interest, personnel are directed to the reprint
publication Employee Responsibilities and Conduct (Title 40 CFR, Part 3).
Gifts, Gratuities, Favors, Luncheons, Etc--An EPA employee is forbidden to solicit or accept any gift, gratuity,
entertainment (including meals), favors, loans, or any other thing of monetary
value from any person, corporation, or group which has a contractual or
financial relationship with EPA, which has interests that may be substantially
affected by such employee’s official actions, or which conducts operations
regulated by EPA. Acceptance of food and refreshments of nominal value, such
as luncheon during a plant tour where the arrangements are consistent with the
transaction of official-business, is an exception.
Dress
Good public relations and common sense require that personnel dress
appropriately for the circumstances. When conducting an offsite reconnaissance
where hazards should be minimal, contact with the public will occur; therefore,
regional policy relative to proper attire should be followed. Onsite
inspections will require that personnel be protected from unknown hazards or
toxic materials. Required protective clothing and breathing apparatus are
described in Section 3.
Public Relations
It is important that cooperation be obtained and good working relationships
be established when working with the public. This can best be accomplished by
using diplomacy and tact. Even a hostile person should be treated with courtesy
and respect. Personnel should not speak derogatorily of any person, regulatory
agency, manufacturer, or industrial product. All information acquired in the
course of duty is for Official Use Only.
2-2

DOCUMENTATION
General
Hazardous waste site investigations generally involve several government
program offices, a number of private contractors, scores of individuals, and
often generate enormous volumes of information. This information must be
collected and maintained within a system that allows for precise and expedient
access. Further, it must protect all records as potential evidence that may be
required for enforcement actions. It is therefore imperative that a comprehensive document control system be implemented during all phases of an evaluation.
For a number of years, EPA’s National Enforcement Investigations Center
(NEIC) has provided guidance for the careful recording and tracking of all
information, data, and samples collected in support of an environmental
investigation, especially with respect to enforcement. This guidance can be
found in the NEIC Policies and Procedures Manual, EPA-330-78-O01R, May 1978
(revised December 1981 ), which serves as the basis for this subsection as well
as Appendix D of Volume-II.
The advent and current widespread use of personal computers further
enhances the usefulness and ease with which data can be managed in support of
enforcement actions and site characterization. Using either custom developed
software or currently available data base management software, computer
assisted document control systems have proven successful for handling, tracking
and manipulating large quantities of information with relative ease. Compared
to manual record keeping practices, these automated systems can be of great
utility. Although not meant to be a replacement for physical evidence (field
logs, tags, labels, etc.) these systems can alleviate tedious record searching,
sorting, and storage tasks and can provide quick and easy retrieval of
information with cross references to stored evidentiary material.
Document Control
The purpose of document control is to assure that all project documents
issued to or generated during hazardous waste site investigations will be
accounted for when the project is completed. The purpose is achieved through a
program which makes all investigation documents accountable. This should
include serialized document numbering, document inventory procedures, and an
evidentiary filing system.
Accountable documents used or generated during investigations include:
l

Project Work Plans,

l

Project Logbooks,

l

Field Logbooks,

l

Sample Data Sheets,
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Sample Tags,
Chain-of-Custody Records and Seals,
Laboratory Logbooks,
Laboratory Data, Calculation, Graphs, etc.,
Sample Checkout,
Sample Inventory,
Internal Memos,
External Written Communication,
Business Confidential Information,
Photographs, Drawings, Maps,
Quality Assurance Plan,
Litigation or Enforcement Sensitive Documents, and
Final Report.
Each document bears a serialized number and is listed, with the number, in
a project document inventory assembled at the project’s completion. Volume II,
Appendix D, provides further discussion of Document Control/Chain-of-Custody
Procedures.
Serialized Documents-All serialized documents are assigned to the Document Control Officer.
The Document Control Officer is responsible for ensuring that a sufficient
supply of documents is obtained for an investigation and that these documents
are properly distributed to the appropriate personnel. The Document Control
Officer will maintain a list of the serialized project documents that were
issued to personnel for that project.
Project Logbooks-The logbook of the team leader will document the transfer of logbooks to the
individuals who have been designated to perform specific tasks on the survey.
All pertinent information must be recorded in these logbooks from the time each
individual is assigned to the project until the project is completed. All
logbooks are the property of EPA and are to be returned to the Document Control
Officer upon completion of the inspection/investigation.
All logbook entries must be dated, legible, and initialed and contain
accurate and inclusive documentation of an individual’s project activities.
Because the logbook forms the basis for the later written reports, it must
contain only facts and observations. Language should be objective, factual,
and free of personal feelings or other terminology which might prove
2-4

inappropriate. Entries made by individuals other than the person to whom the
logbook was assigned are dated and signed by the individual making the entry.
Individuals must sign each logbook assigned to them.
Field Data Records-Serialized Field Data Records (FDRs) in the form of individual sheets or
bound logbooks are maintained for each inspection or investigation and the
project code is recorded on each page. The Project Coordinator also numbers
the FDR covers with the appropriate project code. All in-situ measurements and
field observations are recorded in the FDRs with all pertinent information
necessary to explain and reconstruct sampling operations. Each page of a Field
Data Record is dated and signed by all individuals making entries on that page.
The Coordinator and the field team on duty are responsible for ensuring that
FDRs are present during all monitoring activities and are stored safely to
avoid possible tampering. Any lost, damaged, or voided FDRs are reported to
the team leader.
Sample Identification-All necessary serialized sample tags are distributed to field personnel by
the team leader or designated team member. Individuals are accountable for
each tag assigned to them. A tag is considered to be in their possession until
it has been filled out, attached to a sample, and transferred to another
individual with the corresponding Chain-of-Custody Record. At no time are any
sample tags to be discarded and if any tags are lost, voided, or damaged, this
is noted in the appropriate FDR or logbook immediately upon discovery and the
team leader is notified. At the completion of the field investigation
activities, team leaders are accountable for all serially-numbered documents
including tags. Tags attached to those samples split with the source or another
government agency are accounted for on a Sample Receipt Record. Figure 2-1
illustrates an example of an acceptable sample tag.
Chain-of-Custody Records-Each person involved with the sample must know Chain-of-Custody procedures.
The procedures should be included in the Project Plan or be published and
available to all personnel. Due to the evidentiary nature of sample collecting
investigations, the possession of samples must be traceable from the time that
samples are collected until they are introduced as evidence in legal proceedings.
To maintain and document sample possession, Chain-of-Custody procedures are
followed.
Serialized Chain-of-Custody Records (e.g., Figure 2-2) are assigned and
accounted for in a manner similar to that used for sample tags. If samples are
transferred to the laboratory, the white original is filed in the laboratory’s
designated security container. The carbonless copy of the Custody Record is
returned to the team leader. A similar procedure is followed when dispatching
samples via common carrier, mail, etc., except that the original accompanies
the shipment and is signed and retained by the receiving laboratory sample
custodian. The carbonless copy is retained by the team leader.
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Chain-of-custody form.

When samples are split with the source or another government agency, the
tag serial numbers from all splits are recorded on the Sample Receipt Form
(Figure 2-3). A copy of the receipt form will be provided for the receiving
agency and the original returned to the team leader.
When movies, slides or photographs are taken which show the effluent or
emission source inspection activities and/or any sampling of monitoring
locations, they are numbered to correspond to logbook entries. The name of the
photographer, date, time, site location, and site description are entered
sequentially in the logbook as photos are taken. Chain-of-custody procedures
depend upon the type of film and the processing it requires. Once developed,
the slides or photographic prints shall be serially-numbered corresponding to
the logbook descriptions and must be labeled.
Sample Custody -- A sample is under custody if:
l
l
l
l

it is in your actual possession;
it is in your view, after being in your physical
possession;
it was in your physical possession and then you locked it up to
prevent tampering; or
it is in a designated and identified secure area.
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Field Custody Procedures-l

l
l
l

When collecting samples for evidence, collect only that number which
provides a fair representation of the media being sampled. To the
extent possible, the quantity and types of samples and sample
locations are determined prior to the actual fieldwork. As few
people as possible should handle the samples.
The sampler is personally responsible for the care and custody of the
samples until they are properly transferred or dispatched.
Sample tags shall be completed for each sample, using waterproof ink
unless prohibited by weather conditions.
During the course and at the end of the field work, the Team Leader
determines whether these procedures have been followed, and if
additional samples are required.

Transfer of Custody and Shipment-l

l

l

Samples are accompanied by a Chain-of-Custody Record. When transferring the possession of samples, the individuals relinquishing and
receiving will sign, date, and note the time on the Record. This
Record documents transfer of custody of samples from the sampler to
another person, to a mobile laboratory, or to the permanent
laboratory.
Samples will be properly packaged for shipment and dispatched to the
appropriate laboratory for analysis with a separate signed Custody
Record enclosed with the shipment. Shipping containers will be
padlocked or custody-sealed for shipment to the laboratory. Preferred
procedure includes use of a custody seal* wrapped across filament
tape that is wrapped around the package at least twice. The custody
seal is then folded over and stuck to itself so that the only access
to the package is by cutting the filament tape or breaking the seal
to unwrap the tape. The seal is then signed. The “Courier to Airport” space on the Chain-of-Custody Record shall be dated and signed.
Whenever samples are split with a facility or government agency, a
separate Sample Receipt is prepared for those samples and marked to
indicate with whom the samples are being split.

* Custody Seals. Custody seals should be made of 1" x 6" U.L. litho tape with
security slots. This tape is backed with a very strong self adhesive so that
once stuck to itself it will not come apart without breaking the seal.
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l

All packages will be accompanied by the Chain-of-Custody Record
showing identification of the contents. The original Record will
accompany the shipment, and a copy will be retained by the Project
Leader.

l

If sent by common carrier, a Bill of Lading must be used. Receipts
of Bills of Lading and shipping documents as well as all receipts
will be retained as part of the permanent documentation.

Corrections to Documentation-As previously noted, all original data recorded in logbooks, Field Data
Records, Sample Tags, Custody Records, Sample Receipt Forms, and other data
sheet entries are written with waterproof ink. None of the accountable
serialized documents listed above are to be destroyed or thrown away even if
they are illegible or contain inaccuracies which require a replacement
document.
If an error is made on an accountable document assigned to one individual,
that individual may make contemporaneous corrections simply by crossing a line
through the error and entering the correct information. Any subsequent error
discovered on an accountable document should be corrected by the person who
made the entry. All subsequent corrections must be initialed and dated.
If a Sample Tag is lost in shipment, or a tag was never prepared for a
sample, or a properly tagged sample was not transferred with a formal Chain-ofCustody Record, a written statement is prepared detailing how the sample was
collected, and whether it was air-dispatched or hand-transferred to the
laboratory. The statement should include all pertinent information, such as
entries in field logbooks regarding the sample, whether the sample was in the
sample collector’s physical possession or in a locked compartment until handtransferred to the laboratory, etc. Copies of the statement are distributed to
the team leader or Document Control Officer and to the project file.
Document Numbering System and Inventory Procedure-To provide document accountability to the appropriate individuals, each of
the document categories discussed above features a unique serialized number for
each item within the category. Logbooks, Field Data Records, Sample Tags,
Chain-of-Custody Records, and Sample Receipt Forms are serially numbered by the
Document Control Officer before assignment to the team leader. The logbooks
and Field Data Records are usually given a five-digit number, with the project
code as the first three digits followed by a two-digit document number. Sample
tags and custody records are labeled with a four-digit document number and the
project code. All documentation not covered by the above (logbooks, data
sheets, graphs, etc.) are uniquely and serially-numbered using the project code
as part of the number. Documents are then listed on an inventory sheet.
Confidential Information-EPA recognizes four classifications of confidential information. These
are: (1) Business Confidential, (2) Enforcement Sensitive, (3) Enforcement
Confidential, and (4) National Security Classification. Each is described
below.
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Business Confidential--The environmental statutes specify EPA reporting
and recordkeeping requirements which in turn protect trade secrets and business
confidential information. However, EPA is extremely reluctant to accept this
type of information unless it is necessary for carrying out Agency functions
under these Acts.
In compliance with EPA regulations, an Agency request for Company
information, pursuant to statutory authority, will contain a statement allowing
the facility to designate all or part of the information requested by the
Agency as business confidential by marking it according to Title 40 of the Code
of Federal Regulations (CFR), Part 2, Subpart B, Sections 2.201-2.309 [41
Federal Register (FR) 36902, September 1, 1976, as amended in 43 FR 39997,
September, 1978]. In addition to citing the appropriate regulation(s), the
request should state that:
1.

The business may, if it desires, assert a business confidentiality
claim covering part or all of the information in the manner described
by 40 CFR 2.203(b), and that information covered by such a claim will
be disclosed by EPA only to the extent, and by means of the procedures,
set forth in those regulations; and that

2.

If no such claim accompanies the information when it is received by
the EPA, it may be made available to the public by EPA without further
notice to the business.

When conducting a plant evaluation, inspection, or reconnaissance, field
personnel should not accept business confidential information unless it is
essential in performing their responsibilities. When inspectors expect to
obtain or observe business confidential information, they should maintain
a separate logbook. When business confidential information is entered into an
inspector’s logbook, the entire book and the portions containing the business
confidential information are marked. In those limited situations, the Company
should be requested to provide the Agency with a written statement identifying
the material which is entitled to business confidential treatment. In addition,
reasons must be given to substantiate the claim, including any supportive
technical data or legal authority. By statute, effluent and emission data are
not business confidential. Any business confidential information received in
the mail or hand-delivered shall be marked Business Confidential and handled
appropriately as outlined in the document control program.
A separate, locked file is maintained for the segregation and storage of
all business confidential and trade-secret information. Upon receipt by the
team this information is directed to and recorded in the Business Confidential
Inventory Log by the Document Control Officer (DCO). The information is then
made available to EPA personnel on a “need-to-know” basis, but only after it
has been logged out. The information should be returned to the locked file at
the conclusion of each working day unless the employee can guarantee its
security. Business confidential information may not be reproduced except upon
approval by and under the supervision of the DCO. Any reproduction should be
kept to an absolute minimum. The DCO will enter all copies into the document
control system and apply the same requirements as for the original. In
addition, this information may not be entered into any computer or data handling
2-12

system. Business confidential documents may not be destroyed except upon
approval by and under the supervision of the DCO. The team leader will be
notified prior to destruction of business confidential information. The DCO
shall remove and retain the cover page of any business confidential information
disposed of for one year and shall keep a record of the destruction in the
Business Confidential Inventory Log.
Enforcement Sensitive--As defined by the Office of Enforcement CounselMonitoring (OEC-M) materials considered to be enforcement sensitive include but
are not limited to:
l
l
l
l

Documents* discussing the strengths or weaknesses of the government’s
or the opposing party’s legal position.
Documents discussing the strengths or weaknesses in the government’s
evidence or the strategy and scope of efforts for gathering of such.
Documents listing the names of potential witnesses and/or describing
other evidentiary material prior to discovery.
Documents discussing the strategy to be employed in litigation and
the timetable.

l

Documents discussing negotiation or settlement strategy, including
dollar amounts.
.
A number of documents have already been designated “enforcement sensitive”
by the Office of Enforcement Counsel-Monitoring. When in the judgment of a member
of the Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response (OSWER) staff, a document
is believed to be potentially “enforcement sensitive,” the document (or other
material) is to be submitted to the Director of the Office of Waste Programs
Enforcement (OWPE). The OWPE Director will then forward the document to the
Associate Administrator for OEC-M and to the General Counsel, requesting a
determination as to the “enforcement sensitive” nature of the material. OEC-M,
in consultation with the Department of Justice, will be the office responsible
for designating materials as “enforcement sensitive.” No one else may apply
such a designation. However, such materials will be labeled "enforcement
confidential” by the OWPE while the OEC-M is considering whether the material
is “enforcement sensitive.”
All OSWER “enforcement sensitive” materials will be stored in a safe
location OWPE. Each “enforcement sensitive” document will be so stamped at
the bottom of each page of the document. Where the material is not a written
document (such as a Lexitron disk or a tape) the jacket should be stamped
“enforcement sensitive.”
*Note: The term “document” includes books, records, correspondence, memoranda,
papers, notes, computer printouts, tapes, floppy disks, evidence and similar
material. It covers originals, drafts, duplicates and copies. Materials may
be handwritten, printed, or machine encoded.
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No materials designated “enforcement sensitive” are to be retained anywhere
in the OSWER outside the designated secured area without the written consent of
the OWPE Director.
All “enforcement sensitive” materials will be placed in red folders. A
complete list of all materials contained in a particular folder shall be placed
in the folder. They will be grouped according to the enforcement case.
Access to these materials will be on a need-to-know basis. Assuming most
if not all such materials will relate to specific open enforcement cases, the
OWPE Regional Coordinator, in consultation with an attorney will determine
immediately, or in the future as soon as a new case is opened, who should have
routine access to enforcement sensitive materials associated with that case.
This “routine access” list must be approved by the OWPE Director designee.
Once that approval is given, persons on the approved list will be able to
access the “enforcement sensitive” files through the procedures outlined below.
No one else may access the files without the instance-by-instance approval of
the OWPE Director.
Access to the “enforcement sensitive” files will be controlled by the
secretary to the OWPE Deputy Director. He/she will maintain a log which will
include a complete listing of materials within the safe, and space for time
(day and hour) dated sign-out and sign-in of “enforcement sensitive” materials.
Procedures will be established for including such information as the handling
of the materials by those who check them out, or whether the materials were
shown to anyone else, and whether they were xeroxed.
Word processor disks on which material determined to be “enforcement
sensitive” is stored must also be retained in the safe. Any office or person
whose duties include development of such materials should identify a disk which
will be solely dedicated to storage of “enforcement sensitive” materials.
Enforcement Confidential--This is an internal Office of Solid Waste and
Emergency Response designation for those documents whose security should be
assured. Enforcement confidential materials include but are not limited to:
l
l
l
l
l

Materials proposed for classification as enforcement sensitive but
not yet formally designated.
Scientific documents which have not yet had a peer review.
Preliminary working papers or analyses whose disclosure might cause
confusion or unnecessary public concern.
Data which have not as yet been evaluated or analyzed.
Internal memoranda expressing the personal views of various staff
from the agency whose disclosure may be harmful to open exchange
within EPA.
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In general these are materials which, if disclosed, may impair the Agency’s
ability to freely and fully initiate or prosecute an enforcement action. It is
crucial that all parties understand that all cases may eventually go to trial,
and therefore, case material must be handled accordingly.
The protection afforded “enforcement confidential” materials will be much
less rigorous than that for “enforcement sensitive” materials. All “enforcement
confidential” materials must be kept in bar-locked files, or equally secure
areas. The OWPE Director or designee should inspect and approve such file
areas. Files may be kept in individual offices or work areas. A complete
listing of “enforcement confidential” materials must be compiled for each case.
This listing is to be maintained, and a copy retained, by the person in possession of the file. A copy of the listing should also be kept by the Chiefs,
Compliance and Technical Support Branches, and the Secretary to the Deputy
Director who will maintain the “enforcement sensitive” files.
National Security Confidential--The United States Government classifies
certain materials as confidential in order to protect National security. This
classification system has four designations:
1.

For Official Use Only (FOUO)

2.

Confidential

3.

Secret

4.

Top Secret

Higher classification status also exists, but those documents are never
handled by EPA. For a complete description of this system refer to the
Department of Defense.
Team Files-After the team has completed its work for a particular investigation, all
documents generated from that project should be assembled in the team file.
Individuals may retain clean (no handwritten comments) copies of documents for
their personal files only after personally verifying that the original or
similar copy is in the team file. Documents that have been declared "Confidential” may not be retained in personal files. The team leader is responsible
for assuring the collection, assembly, and inventory of all documents relative
to a particular project at the time the project objectives are completed. The
file then becomes accountable. Any records leaving the file must be signed
out.
Evidentiary File-When the team has completed the project objectives, all inventoried file
documents are reviewed and submitted to the Document Control Officer. By this
time each document will have been labeled with a unique serialized number as
specified above. The Evidentiary File is formatted according to document
classes. Atypical format is illustrated below.
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A.
B.
::
F:
G.

H.
;:
K.
L.
M.
N.

Project Plan
Project Logbooks
Field Data Records
Sample Identification Documents
Chain-of-Custody Records
Sample Receipt Forms
Correspondence
Intra-office (Contractor)
EPA
;:
Industry
Record of Confidential Material
i:
Report Notes, Calculations, etc.
References, Literature
Sample (on-hand) Inventory
Check-out Logs
Litigation Documents
Miscellaneous - photos, maps, drawings, etc.
Final Report

Once deposited in the Evidentiary File, documents may only be checked out
through the Document Control Officer.
Reports-All draft reports are dated and numbered and are accountable. They are
stamped in red DRAFT REPORT FOR AGENCY REVIEW ONLY, DO NOT DUPLICATE on the
cover page. If reports are for enforcement cases they are further labeled as
“Enforcement Confidential” unless a case attorney assigns a higher classification. All draft copies of the report are to be returned to the author. Once
comments have been incorporated and the final report has been prepared, all
draft copies are destroyed.
Evidence Audits-Evidence audits may be conducted by Regional or Headquarters personnel,
NEIC, or by a Contractor Evidence Audit Team (CEAT) which is located in Denver,
Colorado. Evidence audits will be structured around the "Field Investigations
Audit Checklist” and “Document Control Audit Checklist" (Appendix A). Evidence
audits may examine procedures and records, at the field site, laboratories,
Regional Offices, or combinations thereof. (See “NEIC Procedures Manual for
the Evidence Audit of Enforcement Investigations by Contractor Evidence Audit
Teams,” September 1981).
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QUALITY ASSURANCE
General
The purpose of this Section is to provide general guidelines which address
the quality assurance procedures applicable to the evaluation of hazardous
waste sites. Due to the complex composition and heterogeneous nature of many
hazardous waste materials, these guidelines cannot discuss every possible situation which may be encountered in the field or laboratory. Consequently, they
are designed to encourage personnel involved in hazardous waste investigations
to give adequate thought and sufficient planning to quality assurance measures,
techniques and procedures before initiating a field investigation.
Decisions concerning the control and management of hazardous wastes or the
need for enforcement actions must be based on analytical data generated in
Agency, State, or contractor laboratories. Such management decisions will be
no better than the data upon which they are based, therefore, it is imperative
that the quality of the data be assured. Obtaining quality data, data which
are scientifically and legally defensible, and which have the requisite levels
of precision and accuracy with minimum expenditures of resources, requires the
development and implementation of comprehensive and well documented quality
assurance (QA) program. Decisions concerning sampling site selection, the
frequency of sampling, the number of samples to be collected, the procedures
involved in the collection, preservation and transport of samples, the calibration and maintenance of instruments, and the processing, verification and
reporting of the data must incorporate the concepts outlined in the quality
assurance program. If careful attention is not paid to these concepts, the
possibility of producing invalid data is highly probable. Such data wastes
resources, leads to bad management decisions, and confounds enforcement actions.
Management personnel and/or their representatives will coordinate the QA program
through the team leader.
Organization and Personnel
Management personnel must have a firm commitment to the production of
quality data and to quality performance by all employees. Moreover, this
commitment to quality must be demonstrated by management and transmitted to all
of the personnel involved in an investigation or study.
Management is responsible for maintaining the resume and job description
of each person involved in the design, supervision, conduct or analysis of any
study or test involving hazardous waste. Such records should be maintained for
a period of 3 years following completion of any hazardous waste investigation.
This is important because resume and job descriptions are generally used in
enforcement actions to demonstrate the competency, training, and experience, of
the personnel who performed the studies under investigation.
Quality Assurance Program
Quality Assurance Plan-Scope-The EPA agency-wide quality assurance policy states that every monitoring
and measurement project must have a written and approved Quality Assurance
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Project Plan. As defined, the QA project plan is a written document which
presents, in specific terms, the policies, organization, objectives, functional
activities, and specific QA and Quality Control (QC) activities designed to
achieve the data quality goals of a specific project or continuing operation.
Requirements call for a separate QA plan to be prepared for each specific
project or continuing operation (or group of similar projects or continuing
operations). It may be prepared as a section or an appendix of a project
specific technical plan (see Section 7) or as a stand alone document. The plan
should specify measurement activities and procedures which will be used to
document and report: precision, bias, representativeness, and completeness of
environmental measurements. It provides a line of communication for a given
project which will assist management personnel in maintaining a record of progress as well as an idea of the extent of any QA deficiencies that might exist.
All Quality Assurance Project Plans must be prepared in accordance with
“Interim Guidelines and Specifications for Preparing Quality Assurance Project
Plans," QAMS-005/80, December 29, 1980 prepared by the Office of Monitoring
Systems and Quality Assurance. In general, this specifies that the document
must be prepared using a document control format consisting of information
placed in the upper right hand corner of each page. This information should
consist of:
l

Section Number

l

Revision Number

l

Date (of Revision)

l

Page

It also specifies that the plan must address the following 16 essential elements:
1.

Title page with provision for approval signatures

2.

Table of contents

3.

Project description

4.

Project organization and responsibility

5.

QA objectives for measurement data in terms of precision, accuracy,
completeness, representativeness and comparability

6.

Sampling procedures

7.

Sample custody

8.

Calibration procedures and frequency

9.

Analytical procedures

10.

Data reduction, validation and reporting
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11.

Internal quality control checks and frequency

12.

Performance and system audits and frequency

13.

Preventive maintenance procedures and schedules

14.

Specific routine procedures to be used to assess data precision,
accuracy and completeness of specific measurement parameters involved

15.

Corrective action

16.

Quality assurance reports to management

Responsibilities-Intramural Projects -- Each Project Officer working in close coordination
with the QA Officer is responsible for the preparation of a written QA Project
Plan for each intramural project that involves environmental measurements.
This written plan must be separate from any general plan normally prepared for
the project. The Project Officer and the QA Officer must ensure that each
intramural project plan contains procedures to document and report precision,
bias, representativeness, accuracy and completeness of all data generated.
Extramural Projects -- Each Project Officer working in close coordination
with the QA Officer has the responsibility to see that a written QA Project
Plan is prepared by the extramural organization for each project involving
environmental measurements. The elements of the QA Project Plan must be
separately identified from any general plan normally prepared for the project.
The Project Officer and the QA Officer must ensure that each extramural project
plan contains procedures to document and report precision, bias, representativeness, and completeness of all data generated.
Plan Review, Approval and Distribution-Intramural Projects -- Each QA Project Plan must be approved by the Project
Officer’s immediate supervisor and the QA Officer. Completion of reviews and
approvals is shown by signatures on the title page of the plan. Environmental
measurements may not be initiated until the QA Project Plan has received the
necessary approvals, unless emergency response is necessary. A copy of the
approved QA Project Plan will be distributed by the Project Officer to each
person who has a major responsibility for the quality of measurement data.
Extramural Projects -- Each QA Project Plan must be approved by the funding
organization’s Project Officer and the QA Officer. In addition, the extramural
organization’s Project Manager and responsible QA official must review and
approve the QA Project Plan. Completion of reviews and approvals is shown by
signatures on the title page of the plan. Environmental measurements may not
be initiated until the QA Project Plan has received the necessary approvals. A
copy of the approved QA Project Plan will be distributed by the extramural
organization’s Project Director to each person who has a major responsibility
for the quality of the measurement data.
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Data Generation
All data generated, except those that are generated as direct computer
input, must be recorded directly, promptly, legibly and indelibly, and the data
entries must be signed and dated on the day of entry. Any change in entries
must be made so as to avoid obscuring the original entry, the reason for such
change must be stated, and the change and statement must be dated and signed or
identified at the time of the change.
Data Processing
To prevent introducing errors or losing or misinterpreting the data,
adequate precautions must be taken during the reduction and storage of data.
1.

2.

Checks will be made at data handling points between the analysts
determining the data values and the individual entering the data into
the data storage system.
l

All data must be recorded clearly and accurately in field logbooks or on laboratory data sheets.

l

All data must be transferred and reduced from field logbooks and
bench sheets completely and accurately.

l

All field and bench records will be retained in permanent files.

l

Whenever possible, data will be organized into standard formats.

A data storage and information system will be capable of:
l

Receiving all entered data:

l

Screening and validating data to identify and reject outliers or
errors;

l

Preparing, sorting, and entering all data into the data storage
files (which are either computerized or manual); and

l

Providing stored data points with associated QA/QC “labels”
which can indicate the level of confidence or quality of the
data. These labels should possess the capability of:
indicating what QA/QC activities were included in the major
steps of the monitoring process;
quantitatively describing the precision and bias of the
analysis; and
making data available to users as required. Specific
requirements and procedures for the above aspects of data
processing will be described in Standard Operating
Procedures.
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Data Quality Assessment
The quality of measurement data generated and processed will be assessed
for precision, bias, representativeness, comparability, and completeness based
on Standard Operating Procedures and available external measures of quality
(e.g., audit materials).
EPA-approved and/or best available methodology will be used for data
quality assessment.
Aspects of data quality which will be addressed are:
Precision -- Standard Operating Procedures will contain a mechanism for
demonstrating the reproducibility of each measurement process.
Examples of activities to assess precision are: replicate samples,
colocated monitors, and instrument checks.
Bias -- Standard Operating Procedures will contain mechanisms for
demonstrating the systematic error of the measurement system.
Traceability of Instrumentation -- Each measurement device will be
assigned a unique identification record indicating where and when
used, maintenance performed, and the equipment and standards used for
calibration.
Traceability of Standards -- Standards and each measurement device will
be calibrated against a standard of known or higher accuracy; when
possible, calibration standards will be traceable to available
standards of the National Bureau of Standards (NBS). If NBS standards
are not available, other available validated (primary) standards will
be used.
Traceability of Data -- Data will be documented to allow complete
reconstruction, from initial field records through data storage
system retrieval.
Methodology -- If available, Federal reference, equivalent, or approved
alternate test methods will be used. Other methodology must be fully
documented and justified.
Reference or Spiked Samples -- Recoveries shall be within predetermined
acceptance limits. Unacceptable recoveries are identified and
documented.
Performance Audits -- As per the EPA Performance Audit Programs.
Representativeness, Comparability, Completeness -- Where appropriate,
statements on representativeness, comparability, and completeness
will be included.
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Report Preparation
A final report must be prepared for each investigation, including the
following:
the names of the team leader, scientists, professionals, and technical
support personnel involved in the inspection of investigation;
the objectives and procedures stated in the approved study plan,
including any changes from the original study plan;
sampling site identification and description information available at
the beginning of the investigation as to the nature and composition
of the hazardous waste;
a description of the methods and instrumentation, if any, used in the
investigation;
any deviations from the methods described in the approved study plan,
the reasons for the deviation and their impact on the results;
a description of the quality control methods used to ensure the
quality of the data; and
a description of all circumstances that may have affected the quality
or integrity of the data.
The team leader is responsible for the final report. Corrections or
additions to a final report shall be written as an amendment by the team leader
Retention and Retrieval of Samples, Records and Data
Until transferred to the Deputy Project Officer or Document Control Officer,
all preliminary data, documentation, study plans, protocols, and final reports
shall be retained under storage conditions that minimize deterioration and
facilitate retrieval. An individual shall be identified as responsible for
the stored material, and only authorized personnel shall have access to it.
Raw data, documentation, protocols, and final reports must be retained by
the Document Control Officer for at least 3 years after the completion of the
final report.
Due to the varied considerations involved in establishing a QA plan
(relevant to each particular investigation) a general bibliography is provided
here, rather than at the end of this volume, in hopes that this will better
assist and expedite the process formulation.
Additional Sources of Information
General Quality Assurance-1.

U.S. EPA (1976).

“Quality Assurance Handbook for Air Pollution
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Measurement Systems,” EPA-600/9-76-O05.
2.

U.S. EPA (1973). “Quality Control Practices in Processing Air Pollution Samples,” APTD 1132.

3.

Juran, J. M., ed. (1974). “Quality Control Handbook,” McGraw-Hill.

4.

Inhorn, S. L., ed. (1978). “Quality Assurance Practices for Health
Laboratories,” American Public Health Association.

5.

U.S. EPA (1979). “Handbook for Analytical Quality Control in Water
and Wastewater Laboratories,” EPA-600/4-79-O19.

6.

U.S. EPA (1980). “Interim Guidelines and Specifications for Preparing
Quality Assurance Project Plans,” QAMS-005/80.

Laboratory Facilities and Practices-1.

U.S. EPA (1978). “Manual for the Interim Certification of Laboratories
Involved in Analyzing Public Drinking Water Supplies- Criteria and
Procedures,” EPA 600/8-78-008.

2.

Bicking, C., Olin, S., and King, P. (1978). “Procedures for the
Evaluation of Environmental Monitoring Laboratories,” U.S. EPA, EPA
600/4-78-017.

Sample Collection and Analysis-1.

U.S. EPA (1977). “Procedures Manual for Ground Water Monitoring at
Solid Waste Disposal Facilities,” EPA 530/SW-61.

2.

U.S. EPA (1979). “Quality Assurance and Quality Control Procedures
for Screening and Verification of Industrial Effluents for Priority
Pollutants.”

3.

U.S. EPA (1974).

4.

Brownlee, K. A. (1965). “Statistical Theory and Methodology in
Science and Engineering,” John Wiley and Sons, Inc.

“Compliance Monitoring Procedures,” EPA 330/1-74-002.

RESPONSES TO REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION
EPA Policy
The EPA policy concerning the release of information to the public aims to
make information about EPA and its work available, freely and equally, to all
individuals, groups, and organizations. This policy does not extend to information relating to potential enforcement actions, to evidence, or to confidential data. When information is requested, personnel should immediately notify
their supervisor and/or legal counsel.
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Media Contacts-Personnel should cooperate with representatives of the press, other
communications media, and interested groups. Information concerning the Agency
responsibilty for inspections and investigative activities can be given.
Questions concerning investigations of hazardous waste sites and enforcement
policy should be referred to-the Office of the Regional Counsel for response.
Disclosure of Official Information-Requests, either written or oral, for inspection or disclosure of
investigatory records or confidential information, even those made under judicial
discovery procedures or the Freedom of Information Act, should be immediately
referred-to the Regional Counsel to obtain approval prior to the release of information. Other information disseminated outside the Agency will be directed
through the appropriate Regional Office or Headquarters.
ENTRY
Various Federal environmental statutes grant EPA enforcement personnel
authority to enter and inspect facilities. The authority granted in each
statute is similar to that stated below, from Section 308 of the Clean Water
Act:
"(a)(B) the Administrator or his authorized representative, upon
presentation of his credentials (i) shall have a right of entry to, upon, or through any premises in
which an effluent source is located or in which any record required
to be maintained. . . are located, and
(ii) may at reasonable times have access to and copy any records,
inspect any monitoring equipment or method required . . ., and sample
any effluents which the owner or operator of such source is required
to sample . . . ."
For the specific requirements on conducting inspections and collecting
data pursuant to other particular Acts, see: Section 114 of the Clean Air Act;
Sections 8 and 9 of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act;
Section 3007 of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act; Sections 8 and 11 of
the Toxic Substances Control Act; Section 1445 of the Safe Drinking Water Act;
and Section 104 of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and
Liability Act.
Section 3007(a) of RCRA and 104(e) of CERCLA authorize the Administrator
of duly designed officials to have access to and to copy all records to such
wastes and substances.
“For the purpose of developing or assisting in the development of any
regulations or enforcing the provision of this title, such officers, employees
or representatives are authorized-l

“to enter at reasonable times any establishment or other place where
hazardous wastes are or have been generated, stored, treated, disposed
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of or transported from”; and
l

“to inspect and obtain samples from any person of any such wastes and
samples of any containers or labeling for such wastes”.

Unless a warrant has been obtained, inspections must be made with the
consent of the owner/operator or other person so authorized. The following
general rules are concerned with gaining consent.
l

Official agency credentials must be presented to the plant representative authorized to give consent to an inspection of the facility.

l

Consent must be given by the owner of the premises or the person in
charge of the premises at the time of the inspection. The name of
the person giving consent, the time and date of the consent should be
noted in the field log. Consent must be requested for photography if
it is part of the investigation. See section 5, Photographs.

l

Consent must be secured without any behavior which could be characterized as coercive (either in a verbal or physical sense), such as
threats of punitive action.

l

Consent to the inspection may be withdrawn at any time. That segment
of the inspection completed before the withdrawal of consent remains
valid. Withdrawal of consent is equivalent to refused entry. A
warrant should be secured to complete the inspection.

l

Consent is not required for observation of things that are in plain
view, i.e., that a member of the public could be in a position to
observe, including observations made while on private property in
areas that are not closed to the public; e.g., matters observed while
the inspector presents his credentials. However, access to any
portion of the facility to an inspector without a warrant may be
limited at the discretion of the owner of the facility.

l

Consent may be given with “conditions”. When such “conditional”
consent is proposed, guidance should be sought from the appropriate
Regional authority, prior to further activity. “Conditions” must be
accurately recorded.

If denied entry after the appropriate procedural steps have been followed,
ask the person the reason for denying entry and record the response in the
field logbook along with the date, time, and person’s name. All events surrounding the refused entry should be documented. Also, note such observations
about the appearance of the facility as are possible. Then contact the Office
of Regional Counsel at the Regional Office for instructions.
Warrants
In the event that entry is denied or consent withdrawn, the Regional
Counsel must be contacted. Normally the Regional Counsel will take the
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necessary actions to secure three separate documents and submit them to the
judge of magistrate in order to obtain a warrant, viz:
Application for a Warrant-l

Statement of statutory and regulatory authority for the warrant.

l

Identification of the site or establishment desired to be inspected
(and, if possible, the owner and/or operator of the site).

l

Summary of the factual background for the warrant as stated in the
affidavit.

Affidavit-l

The affidavit should contain consecutively numbered paragraphs which
provide detailed descriptions of the facts which support the issuance
of a warrant.

l

The factual description should recite or incorporate the specific
probable cause or neutral administrative scheme which led to the
particular establishment’s selection for inspection.

l

The affidavit must be signed by a person with personal knowledge of
all the facts contained therein (in refused entry proceedings, this
person would most likely be the inspector denied entry).

l

An affidavit is a sworn statement which, therefore, must be either
notarized or personally sworn before the magistrate or judge.

Draft Warrant-The content of the warrant varies depending on the type of warrant sought
(discussed below). The warrant should be submitted in such a form that the
judge or magistrate merely has to sign it to make it valid.
l

l

Civil specific probable cause warrants are based on some specific
reason to believe that the requirements of the statute or regulations
are being violated. A civil warrant should be sought only where it
can be accurately stated in the affidavit that the purpose of the
inspection is to find and remedy the statutory violation through
noncriminal proceedings. Therefore, this warrant will be used when
the inspection is being made in response to the discovery of a
potential or actual violation from another source; i.e., a citizen’s
complaint or through the report screening process. If possible, such
a warrant should be obtained rather than a civil probable cause
warrant (discussed below).
Civil probable cause warrants are based on neutral administrative
inspection scheme; i.e., showing that “reasonable legislative or
administrative standards for conducting an . . . . inspection are
satisfied with respect to a particular establishment.”, Marshal V.
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Barlow's Inc., 436 U.S. 307, 90 S. Ct. 1816 (1978). A warrant based
on a neutral administrative process can be issued only if the facility
for which the warrant is sought was selected for inspection through
this neutral process. Therefore, this type of warrant may be used
for regularly scheduled inspections; e.g., annual inspections, post
closure inspection, etc.
l

Criminal warrants are obtained when the purpose of the inspection is
to gather evidence for a criminal prosecution in accordance with Rule
41 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. This type of warrant
requires a specific showing of probable cause to believe that evidence
of a crime will be discovered. It should be noted that, ordinarily,
evidence of a criminal violation inadvertently discovered under a
civil probable cause warrant will be admissible in court. Therefore,
a criminal warrant will be used only where the Agency is reasonably
certain that criminal violations have occurred and that a search
will produce evidence of a crime.

Securing a Warrant-The following procedures should be followed in securing a warrant:
l
l

l
l

l

l

When an inspector is refused entry, the inspector should leave the
premises immediately.
The inspector should then immediately contact the designated Regional
Counsel to inform him/her of the situation. The inspector should at
this time report any exigent conditions and clearly specify the time
frame required for the inspection. Normally a warrant will specify
that entry can occur only during reasonable hours (typically 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m.) and may be limited to a single specified day. If the
inspection will require additional days or extended operational hours
the counsel and the judge should be informed so that the warrant will
reflect those actions necessary to complete the investigation. Once
the time limit has expired the investigators cannot enter the premises.
The Regional Counsel will assist the inspector in the preparation of
the necessary documents.
The Regional Counsel will arrange for a meeting with the inspector
and a U.S. Attorney. The inspector will bring a copy of the appropriate draft warrant and affidavits.
The Enforcement attorney should inform the appropriate Headquarters
Office of Legal Counsel of any refusals to enter and send a copy of
all papers filed to Headquarters.
The attorney will then secure the warrant and forward it to the
inspector and/or the U.S. Marshall.

Inspections with a Warrent should Comply with the Following-Use of Warrant to Gain Entry
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If there is a high probability that entry will be refused even
with a warrant or where there are threats of violence, the
inspector should be accompanied by a U.S. Marshall.
The inspector should never himself attempt to make any forceful entry of the establishment.
If entry is refused to an inspector holding a warrant but not
accompanied by a U.S. Marshall, the inspector should leave the
establishment and inform the Deputy Regional Counsel.
l

Conducting an Inspection
The inspection must be conducted strictly in accordance with
the warrant. If the warrant restricts the inspection to
certain areas of the premises or certain records, those
restrictions must be adhered to.
If sampling is authorized, all procedures must be carefully
followed including presentation of receipts for all samples
taken. The facility should also be informed of its right to
retain a portion of the samples obtained by the inspector.
If records of property are authorized to be taken, the inspector
must provide receipts and maintain a written inventory, directly
on the warrant, of all items removed from the premises.

Procedure to be Followed Upon Completion of the Inspection-1.

Whoever executed the warrant must sign the Return-of-Service form
indicating on whom the warrant was served and the date served.

2

A copy of the warrant must be left with the person to whom the
warrant was served.

3.

The executed warrant must be submitted to the U.S. Attorney for
formal return to the issuing magistrate or judge.

4.

An inventory of any items which were taken from the premises must
be listed on the warrant and submitted to the court, and the
inspector must be present to certify that the inventory is accurate
and complete.

ZONE CONTRACTS
Zone and Nationwide Support Contracts
The EPA has initiated a number of procurements on a national level which
provide for Architectural/Engineering, cleanup/removal and enforcement assistance in support of hazardous waste site investigations and remedial actions.
Access to these services is usually initiated at the regional level and
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generally proceeds from a designated regional official (e.g., regional contract
project officer, site project officer, contracting officer) through EPA headquarters and on to the designated contractor. The contractor will then respond
with a work plan type document, including their estimate of budget and schedule.
Upon approval of the work plan, the assignment or technical directive will be
initiated.
Obviously the procedures to be actually followed are much more complex
than indicated. in the above generic description, but it is far beyond the scope
(and need) for each of the individual contract parameters to be described in
this document. In addition. the exact nature of the tasks allowed under each
contract as well as the number of such contracts awarded is subject to future
change, and a detailed explanation here might only serve to confuse the issue
This description is therefore meant to merely recognize the existence of these
contract mechanisms, and it is recommended that the appropriate regional
office, and more specifically the regional contract project officer, be contatted for details concerning the support contract in question.
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SECTION 3
SAFETY
INTRODUCTION
A major concern during hazardous waste site investigations is safety, both
for the general public and the site investigators. This section is intended as
an introductory overview of safety concerns and practices summarizing some of
the major safety issues and procedures. A more detailed discussion of the
provisions and requirements of a hazardous waste site Health and Safety Plan is
provided in other documents prepared by EPA.*
POLICY AND RESPONSIBILITY
The EPA is committed to providing all EPA employees with a safe and healthy
work environment at hazardous waste sites. The Assistant Administrators and
Regional Administrators have ultimate responsibility for health and safety
programs. Officers in Charge of Reporting Units (OICs) are responsible for
implementing health and safety programs. The Occupational Health and Safety
Designee advises and assists the OIC to develop, organize, direct, and evaluate
health and safety programs and coordinates all recordkeeping activities. The
Project Officer has the responsibility for preparing site specific safety plans
for hazardous waste sites and serving as a liaison between the Occupational
Health and Safety Designee and the Site Safety Officer. Although the Project
Officer selects the Site Safety Officer who is responsible for day-to-day
implementation of the site-specific health and safety plan, the Site Safety
Officer will be charged with implementing administrative policy for field work
specific to the site as determined by the above personnel and agency committees.
Ideally, the Site Safety Officer will report to the Occupational Health and
Safety Designee rather than the Project Officer, to avoid conflicts due to
logistics of work schedules. EPA employees are responsible for complying with
the health and safety program established for hazardous waste site investigations.
Exposure to Toxic Substances
Toxic or chemically active substances present a special situation because
they can be inhaled, ingested, absorbed through the skin, or destructive to the
skin. They may exist in the air or, due to site activities, become airborne or
*Refer to Interim Standard Operation Safety Guides, revised September 1982, U.S.
Environmental Protection, Office of Emergency and Remedial Response (OERR).
Also Guidance Manual for Protection of Health and Safety At Uncontrolled
Hazardous Substances Sites, U.S. EPA, Center for Environmental Research Information (ORD) (in draft, January 1983).
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splash on the skin. Ingested or inhaled, the substances can cause no apparent
illness or they can kill. On the skin they can cause no demonstrable effects,
they can damage the skin, or they can be absorbed, leading to systemic poisoning
Two types of potential exposure exist:
l

Acute -- Concentrations of toxic air contaminants are high relative to
the type of substance and its protection criteria. Substances may
contact the skin directly through splashes, immersion, air, etc.,
with serious results. Exposures are for relatively short periods of
time.

l

Chronic -- Concentrations of toxic air contaminants are relatively low.
Direct skin contact is with substances that are of low dermal activity.
Exposures are over longer periods of time.

In general, acute exposure to chemicals in air is more typical in transportation accidents, fires, or releases at chemical manufacturing or storage
facilities. Acute exposures do not persist for long periods of time. Acute
skin exposures occur when workers must be close to the substances in order to
control the release (patching a tank car, off-loading a corrosive material,
etc.) or contain and treat the spilled material. Once the immediate problems
have been alleviated, exposures tend to become more chronic in nature as
cleanup progresses.
Chronic exposures usually are associated more with longer-term remedial
operations. Contaminated soil and debris may be involved, soil and ground
water may be polluted, or containment systems may hold diluted chemicals.
Abandoned waste sites generally represent chronic problems. As activities
start at these sites, however, personnel engaged in sampling, handling containers, bulking compatible liquids, etc. face an increased risk of acute
exposures to splashes, mists, gases, or particulates.
Acute and chronic exposures to toxic substances are one type of hazard.
Other potential worker exposure hazards are materials that burn, explode,
react, emit radiation, or cause disease. All can create life-threatening
situations.
At any specific site, the hazardous properties of the materials present
may be only a potential threat. However, the health and safety of response
personnel requires that the hazards at a site - real or potential-must be
characterized and appropriate preventive measures instituted.
Medical Surveillance
Prior to any hazardous waste site investigation, a medical surveillance
program must be developed, established, and maintained to safeguard the health
of response personnel. This program has two essential components: routine
health care and emergency treatment.
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Routine Health Care-Routine health care and maintenance should consist of at least:
1.

Pre-employment medical examinations to establish the individual’s
state of health, baseline physiological data, and ability to wear
personnel protective equipment. The frequency and type of examination
to be conducted thereafter should be determined by medical personnel
knowledgeable in the area of toxicology.

2.

Arrangements to provide special medical examinations, care, and
counseling in case of known or suspected exposures to toxic substances.
Any special tests performed depend on the chemical substance to which
the individual has been exposed.

Emergency Medical Care and Treatment-The-following items should be included in emergency care provisions:
1.

Name, address, and telephone number of the nearest medical treatment
facility should be conspicuously posted. A person and/or directions
for locating the facility, plus the travel time, should be readily
available.

2.

The facility’s ability to provide care and treatment of personnel
exposed or suspected of being exposed to toxic (or otherwise hazardous)
substances should be ascertained. If the facility lacks toxicological
capability, arrangements should be made for consultant services.

3.

All administration arrangements for accepting patients should be made
in advance with the facility.

4.

Arrangements should be made to quickly obtain ambulance, emergency,
fire, and police services. Telephone numbers and procedures for
obtaining these services should be conspicuously posted.

5.

Emergency showers, eye wash fountains, and first aid equipment should
be readily available onsite. Personnel should have first aid and
medical emergency training.

6.

Provisions should be made for rapid identification of the substance
to which the worker has been exposed (if this has not previously been
done). This information must be given to medical personnel.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
All personnel involved in hazardous waste site investigations must be
trained to carry out their response functions. Training must be provided in
the use of all equipment, including respiratory protective apparatus and
protective clothing; safety practices and procedures; general safety requirements; first aid; and hazard recognition and evaluation.
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Safety training must be a continuing part of the total response program.
Periodic retraining and practice sessions not only create a high degree of
safety awareness, but also help to maintain proficiency in the use of equipment
and knowledge of safety requirements.
Personnel dealing with hazardous waste sites must make many complex
decisions regarding safety. To make these decisions correctly requires more
than elementary knowledge. For example, selecting the most effective personnel
protective equipment requires not only expertise in the technical areas of
respirators, protective clothing, air monitoring, physical stress, etc., but
also experience and professional judgment. Only a competent, qualified person
(specialist) has the technical judgment to evaluate a particular site and
determine the appropriate safety requirements. This individual, through a
combination of professional education, on-the-job experience, specialized
training, and continual study, requires expertise to make sound decisions.
DEVELOPMENT OF A HEALTH AND SAFETY PLAN
A Health and Safety Plan must be prepared for each waste site
investigation. In practice, contractors and agencies involved in field
investigations shall have a generic Health and Safety Plan from which sitespecific Health and Safety Plans can be derived. This generic plan should be
of sufficient detail and quality that only a few revisions would be necessary
for each site.
In addition to standard operating field procedures, the Health and
Safety Plan will contain information that deals specifically with the site
being investigated. This plan will include any available information on the
site such as known or suspected contaminants, required levels of protection,
decontamination procedures, locations of the various zones of contamination,
and other pertinent information or modifications to standard procedure. All
personnel must be familiar with the standard operating procedures and additional
instructions found in the Safety Plan.
All personnel going onsite must be adequately trained and thoroughly
briefed on anticipated hazards, equipment to be worn, safety practices to be
followed, emergency procedures, and communications. Emergency planning is an
important part of the Health and Safety Plan. All personnel should be familiar
with emergency procedures: first aid equipment; water availability; rapid
notification of fire, police and emergency medical facilities; presence of
transport vehicles, fire fighting equipment and extra protective equipment.
PRELIMINARY ONSITE EVALUATION
The initial onsite survey is to determine, on a preliminary basis,
hazardous or potentially hazardous conditions. The main effort is to rapidly
identify the immediate hazards that may affect the public, response personnel,
and the environment. Of major concern are the real or potential dangers--for
example, fire, explosion, oxygen-deficient atmospheres, radiation, airborne
contaminants, containerized or pooled hazardous substances--that could affect
workers during subsequent operations. This preliminary evacuation will be part
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of the Site Inspection (Section 5) as well as the Field Investigation
(Section 7).
Organic Vapors and Gases
If the type(s) of organic substance(s) present at a site is known and the
material is volatile or can become airborne, air measurements for organics
should be made with one or more appropriate, properly calibrated survey
instruments.
When the presence or types of organic vapors/gases are unknown, instruments
such as a photoionization detector (HNu Systems) and/or a portable gas chromatography flame ionization detector (Century Systems OVA), operated in the total
readout mode, should be used to detect organic vapors. Until specific constituents can be identified, the readout indicates total airborne substances to
which the instrument is responding. Identification of the individual vapor/gas
constituents permits the instruments to be calibrated and used for more specific
analysis.
Sufficient data should be obtained during the initial entry to map or
screen the site for various levels of organic vapors. These gross measurements
can be used on a preliminary basis to: (1) determine levels of personnel protection, (2) establish site work zones, and (3) select candidate areas for more
thorough qualitative and quantitative studies.
Higher than background readings on the HNu or OVA may also indicate the
displacement of oxygen or the presence of combustible vapors.
Inorganic Vapors and Gases
The ability to detect and quantify nonspecific inorganic vapors and gases
is extremely limited. Presently, the HNu photoionizer has limited detection
capability while the Century Systems OVA has none. If specific inorganic are
known or suspected to be present, measurements should be made with appropriate
instruments, if available. Calorimetric indicator tubes can be used if the
identities of the substances present are known (or can be narrowed to a few) and
appropriate indicator tubes are available.
Radiation
Although radiation monitoring is not necessary for all responses, it
should be incorporated in the initial survey where radioactive materials may be
present--for example, warehouses or hazardous material storage facilities, or
abandoned waste sites.
Normal gamma radiation background is approximately 0.01 to 0.02 milliroentgen per hour (mR/hr) on a gamma survey instrument. Work can continue
with elevated radiation exposure rates; however, if the exposure rate increases
to 3 to 5 times above gamma background, a qualified health physicist should be
consulted. At no time should work continue with an exposure rate of 10 mR/hr
or above without the advice of a health physicist. EPA’s Office of Air, Noise,
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and Radiation has radiation specialists in each Region, as well as at Headquarters; Montgomery, Alabama; and Las Vegas, Nevada, to assist.
The absence of gamma readings above background should not be interpreted
as the complete absence of radioactive materials. Radioactive materials
emitting lower energy alpha or beta radiation may be present, but for a number
of reasons may not cause a response on the gamma survey instrument. Unless
airborne, these radioactive materials should present a minimal hazard, but more
thorough surveys should be conducted as site operations continue to ascertain
the complete absence of all radioactive materials. See Section 5, Volume II Available Sampling Methods.
Oxygen Deficiency
At sea level, ambient air must contain at least 19.5 percent oxygen by
volume to be considered safe for personnel. At lower percentages, air-supplied
respiratory protective equipment is needed. Oxygen measurements are of
particular-importance for work in enclosed space, low-lying areas, or in the
vicinity of situations that have produced heavier-than-air vapors which could
displace ambient air. These oxygen-deficient areas are also prime locations
for taking further organic vapor and combustible gas measurements. since the
air has been displaced by other substances. Oxygen-enriched atmospheres are
considered dangerous due to the increased potential for fires.
Combustible Gases
The presence or absence of combustible vapors or gases must be determined.
If readings approach or exceed 10 percent of the lower-explosive limit (LEL),
extreme caution should be exercised in continuing the investigation. If
readings approach or exceed 25 percent LEL, personnel should be withdrawn
immediately. Before resuming any onsite activities, project personnel in
consultation with experts in fire or explosion prevention must develop procedures for continuing operations.
Visual Observations
While onsite, the initial entry team should make visual observations which
would help in evaluating site hazards-- for example, dead fish or animals or
stressed vegetation; land features; wind direction; labels on containers
indicating explosive, flammable, toxic, or corrosive materials; conditions
conducive to splash or contact with unconfined liquids, sludges, or solids;
and other general conditions.
Direct-Reading Instruments
A variety of toxic air pollutants, (including organic and inorganic vapors,
gases, or particulate) can be produced or released at hazardous waste sites.
Direct-reading field instruments will not detect or measure all of these substances. Thus, negative readings should not be interpreted as the complete
absence of airborne toxic substances. Verification of negative result can
only be done by collecting air samples and analyzing them in a laboratory.
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STANDARD ONSITE SAFETY PRACTICES
The team leader is responsible for establishing, and adjusting as necessary,
safety precautions appropriate to the individual hazardous waste site being
evaluated, such as the use of self-contained breathing apparatus, etc. The team
leader ensures that all participants conduct their work in accordance with the
project Health and Safety Plan and applicable rules. The team leader is authorized to direct any employee to leave the site if the employee fails to observe
safety requirements or in any way creates a safety hazard.
Personnel Precautions
Personnel precautions include the following:
1.

Eating, drinking, chewing gum or tobacco, smoking, or any practice
that increases the probability of hand-to-mouth transfer and ingestion
of material is prohibited in any area designated as contaminated.

2.

Hands and face must be thoroughly washed upon leaving the work area
and before eating, drinking, or any other activities:

3.

Whenever decontamination procedures for outer garments are in effect,
the entire body should be thoroughly washed as soon as possible after
the protective garment is removed.

4.

No excessive facial hair which interferes with a satisfactory fit of
the mask-to-face seal is allowed on personnel required to wear
respiratory protective equipment.

5.

Contact with contaminated or suspected contaminated surfaces should
be avoided. Whenever possible, don’t walk through puddles, mud, and
other discolored surfaces; kneel on ground; lean, sit, or place
equipment on drums, containers, vehicles, or the ground.

6.

Medicine and alcohol can potentate the effects of exposure to toxic
chemicals. Prescribed drugs should not be taken by personnel on
response operations where the potential for absorption, inhalation,
or ingestion of toxic substances exists unless specifically approved
by a qualified physician. Alcoholic beverage intake should be
minimized or avoided during response operations.

7.

There is an increased potential for fatigue and/or heat prostration
when wearing protective garments (due to dehydration, etc.).

Onsite Regulations
Onsite regulations include:
1.

Entrance and exit must be planned and emergency escape routes delineated.
Warning signals for site evacuation must be established.
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2.

Personnel should practice unfamiliar operations prior to implementing
the actual procedure.

3.

Personnel onsite must use the “buddy” system when wearing respiratory
protective equipment. As a minimum, a third person, suitably equipped
as a safety backup, is required during initial entries.

4.

During continual operations, onsite workers act as safety backup to
each other. Offsite personnel provide emergency assistance.

5.

Communications
initial entry
be prearranged
site, or other

6.

Visual contact must be maintained between “pairs” onsite and safety
personnel. Entry team members should remain close together to assist
each other during emergencies.

7.

Wind indicators visible to all personnel should be strategically
located throughout the site.

8.

Ambient air must be monitored at regular intervals. either for total
vapor readings or for known or suspected specific contaminants.

using radios or other means must be maintained between
members at all times. Emergency communications should
in case of radio failure, necessity for evacuation of
reasons.

Unsafe Situations
All employees are directed to bring to the attention of the most readily
accessible supervisor any unsafe condition, practice, or circumstance associated
with or resulting from hazardous waste site investigations.
In cases of immediate hazard to employees or the public, any employee on
the scene should take all practicable steps to eliminate or neutralize the
hazard; this may include leaving the site. Followup consultation with the team
leader or on-scene supervisor must then be made at the first opportunity. In
such circumstances the team leader or supervisor must take, or cause to be
taken, the necessary steps to ensure that the investigation can be completed
safely. Such steps may include changes in procedure, removal or neutralization
of a hazard, consultation with appropriate experts, or bringing in specialists
such as Explosive Ordinance Disposal units. All such actions must be coordinated
with and approved by the site management personnel. In cases where the hazard
is not immediate, the employee should consult the team leader regarding appropriate corrective measures. Application of this rule requires exercising good
judgment and common sense by all employees.
Safety Precautions during Sampling
Sampling methods are described in Volume II--Available Samplinq Methods.
As a general-rule, sampling equipment used on a hazardous waste site should be
disposable. Dippers, scoops, and similar devices for solids samples should be
left onsite, or placed in plastic bags for disposal or later decontamination.
Liquid samples from barrels or tanks should be withdrawn in inert tubing, such
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as glass, and the tubing should then be broken and abandoned within the barrel
or tank. If incineration or recycling of barrel contents is contemplated, the
tubing may be disposed of in other suitable containers or on the site. The
guiding safety principle is to prevent exposure of others to spilled or residual
waste materials.
Containers (drums, tanks, etc.) should only be sampled when necessary.
Opening drums or other sealed containers may be hazardous to sampling personnel
unless proper safety procedures are followed. Drums should be “shock-tested”
before sampling. Gases can be released, or pressurized liquids can be expelled.
A drum should not be removed or opened unless it can be ascertained “beyond
reasonable doubt” that the drum is structurally sound. Drums standing on end,
with bung up, may be opened by pneumatic impact wrench, operated from a safe
distance. Drums on sides may be opened similarly if it is possible to safely
rotate the drum so that the bung is high. If the bung can be removed, sampling
contained liquids may be safely accomplished. Barrels that have badly rusted
bungs or that cannot be sampled as above may be opened with a number of drum
penetrating devices. These include hydraulic cutters, back hoe-mounted puncture
spikes, or remotely operated drills. One such device, developed by the NEIC,
is a hydraulic penetrating device that inserts a tap into the drum. After
sampling, the tap can be disabled and left in the drum to prevent content loss.
In general, metal sample containers should not be used during hazardous
waste site investigations; if used, they must be grounded, preferably to the
drum or tank being sampled, while sample transfer is accomplished.
In any case where the presence of explosives is suspected or known, the
investigation should be terminated and the proper authorities contacted for
removal. In no event may team members knowingly handle explosives encountered
on dump sites.
Subsurface sampling at a hazardous waste site can also create hazards to
employees and the public unless adequate safety precautions are followed.
Biodegradation of refuse in dumps produces methane and other explosive gases.
The escaping gases may be ignited by drill rigs or other ignition sources.
Drilling into dump sites may cause discarded incompatible substances to be
mixed and thereby create reactive mixtures. Dump sites where leachate plumes
are contained on impervious strata may be interconnected with producing aquifers
if drilling is not planned carefully.
Drilling at hazardous waste site investigations should be confined to the
periphery of the waste sites; the objective is to characterize the leachate
thay may be moving away from the site. If onsite subsurface sampling is
necessary, excavation should be accomplished by hand with spark-free equipment,
unless detailed geophysical information (i.e., ground penetrating radar,
magnetic surveys) has been obtained.
Drilling may be preceded by sweeps with metal detectors having a sensitivity to minimum depth of 10 feet, and drilling must be limited to areas where
the presence of buried drums or tanks is not indicated.
Ambient air sampling on a hazardous waste site must be accomplished with
spark-free equipment if explosive vapors are present (most conventional hi-vol
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samplers are spark sources). All instruments or other electronic and electrical
devices employed on or around a hazardous waste site must be approved or
certified as inherently safe by Underwriter’s Laboratory (UL) or Factory Mutual
Systems (FM) according to the provisions set forth by the National Electric
Code. Portable power sources or generators should also comply with the above
constraints.
LEVELS OF PROTECTION
Personnel must wear protective equipment when response activities involve
known or suspected atmospheric contamination, when vapors, gases, or particulates may be generated, or when direct contact with skin-affecting substances
may occur. Respirators can protect lungs, gastrointestinal tract, and eyes
(when full-face respirators are used) against air toxicants. Chemicalresistant clothing can protect the skin from contact with skin-destructive and absorbable chemicals. Good personal hygiene limits or prevents ingestion of
material.
Equipment to protect the body against contact with known or anticipated
chemical hazards has been divided into four categories according to the degree
of protection afforded:
l

Level A -- Should be worn when the highest level of respiratory, skin,
and eye protection is needed.

l

Level B -- Should be selected when the highest level of respiratory
protection is needed, but a lesser level of skin protection is
required. Level B protection is the minimum level recommended on
initial site entries until the hazards have been further defined by
onsite studies and appropriate personnel protection utilized.

l

Level C -- Should be selected when the type(s) of airborne substance(s)
is known, the concentration(s) is measured, and the criteria for using
air-purifying respirators are met.

l

Level D -- Should not be worn on any site with respiratory or skin
hazards. This level of protection consists primarily of a work uniform
providing minimal protection.

The Level of Protection selected should be based primarily on:
l

Type(s) and measured concentration(s) of the chemical substance(s) in
the ambient atmosphere and its toxicity.

l

Potential or measured exposure to substances in air, splashes of
liquids, or other direct contact with material due to work being
performed.

In situations where the type(s) of chemical(s), concentration(s), and
possibilities of contact are known, the appropriate Level of Protection must be
selected based on professional experience and judgment until the hazards can be
better characterized.
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While personnel protective equipment reduces the potential for contact
with harmful substances, ensuring the health and safety of personnel also
requires safe work practices, decontamination, site entry protocols, and other
safety considerations. Together, these protocols establish an integrated
approach for reducing potential harm to workers.
Level A Protection
Personnel Protective Equipment-Level A protective equipment briefly consists of a fully encapsulating
chemical-resistant suit with pressure-demand, self-contained breathing apparatus
(SCBA) approved by the Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) and the
National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH). Due to the wide
variety of types, materials, construction detail, permeability, etc., a
specialist should be consulted to select the most effective clothing. Known or
anticipated hazards and work functions also should be considered when making this
selection. This is the highest level of protection for entering a hazardous
waste site.
Criteria for Selection-Meeting any of these criteria warrants use of Level A protection:
l

The chemical substance(s) has been identified and requires the highest
level of protection for skin, eyes, and the respiratory system based
on the following:
measured (or potential for) high concentration(s) of atmospheric
vapors, gases, or particulate, or
site operations and work functions involving high potential for
splash, immersion, or exposure to unexpected vapors, gases, or
particulate.

l

l
l

l

Extremely hazardous substances (for example: dioxin, cyanide
compounds, concentrated pesticides, Department of Transportation
Poison “A” materials, carcinogens, and infectious substances) are
known or suspected to be present, and skin contact is possible.
The potential exists for contact with substances that destroy skin.
Operations must be conducted in confined, poorly ventilated areas
until the absence of hazards requiring Level A protection is
demonstrated.
Total atmospheric readings on the Century OVA System, HNu Photoionizer,
and similar instruments (Volume II) indicate 500 to 1,000 ppm of
unidentified substances.

Guidance on Selection Criteria-The fully encapsulating suit provides the highest degree of protection to
skin, eyes, and respiratory system if the suit material is resistant to the
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chemical(s) of concern during the time the suit is worn and/or at the measured
or anticipated concentrations. While Level A provides maximum protection, the
suit material may be rapidly permeated and penetrated by certain chemicals from
extremely high air concentrations, splashes, or immersion of boots or gloves in
concentrated liquids or sludges. These limitations should be recognized when
specifying the type of chemical-resistant garment. Whenever possible, the suit
material should be matched with the substance it is to project against.
The use of Level A protection and other chemical-resistant clothing
requires evaluating the problems of physical stress, in particular heat stress
associated with the wearing of impermeable protective clothing. Response
personnel must be carefully monitored for physical tolerance and recovery.
Protective equipment, being heavy and cumbersome, decreases dexterity,
agility, visual acuity, etc., and so increases the probability of accidents.
This probability decreases as less protective equipment is required. Thus,
increased probability of accidents should be considered when selecting a Level
of Protection.
Many toxic substances are difficult to detect or measure in the field.
When such substances (especially those readily absorbed by or destructive to
the skin) are known or suspected to be present and personnel contact is
unavoidable, Level A protection should be worn until more accurate information
can be obtained.
Examples of situations where Level A has been worn are:
l
l

Excavation of soil suspected of being contaminated with dioxin.
Handling and moving drums suspected and/or known to contain substances
that were skin destructive or absorbable.

Level B Protection
Personnel Protective Equipment-Level B personnel protective equipment briefly consists of pressure demand,
self-contained breathing apparatus (MSHA/NIOSH approved), chemical-resistant
clothing or coveralls with hood, chemical-resistant gloves and boots. The same
level of respiratory protection is provided as in Level A, but less skin protection is provided.
Criteria for Selection-Meeting any one of these criteria warrants the use of Level B protection:
l

The type(s) and atmospheric concentration(s) of toxic substances have
been identified and require the highest level of respiratory
protection, but a lower level of skin and eye protection. These
would be atmospheres:
with concentrations Immediately Dangerous to Life and Health
(IDLH), or
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exceeding limits of protection afforded by a full-face,
air-purifying mask, or
containing substances for which air-purifying canisters do not
exist or have low removal efficiency, or
containing substances which require that personnel wear airsupplied equipment, but substances and/or concentrations do not
represent a serious skin hazard.
l
l

l

The atmosphere contains less than 19.5 percent oxygen.
Site operations make it highly unlikely that the small, unprotected
area of the head or neck will be contacted by splashes of extremely
hazardous substances.
Total atmospheric concentrations of unidentified vapors or gases
range from 5 ppm to 500 ppm on instruments such as the Century OVA
System or HNu Photoionizer (Volume II), and where vapors are not
suspected of containing high levels of chemicals toxic to skin.

Guidance on Selection Criteria-Level B equipment provides a high level of protection to the respiratory
tract, but a somewhat lower level of protection to skin. The chemical-resistant
clothing required in Level B is available in a wide variety of types, materials,
construction detail, permeability, etc. These factors all affect the degree
of protection afforded. Therefore, a specialist should select the most
effective chemical-resistant clothing based on the known or anticipated hazards
and/or job function.
Generally, if a self-contained breathing apparatus is required, Level B
clothing rather than a Level A fully encapsulating suit is selected, based on
the protection needed against known or anticipated substances affecting the
skin. Level B skin protection is selected by:
l
l

l

Comparing the concentrations of known or identified substances in air
with skin toxicity data.
Determining the presence of substances that are destructive to and/or
readily absorbed through the skin by liquid splashes, unexpected high
levels of gases or particulate, or other means of direct contact.
Assessing the effect of the substance (at its measured air concentrations or splash potential) on the small area of the head and neck
unprotected by chemical resistant clothing.

While Level B protection does not afford the maximum skin (and eye)
protection as does a fully encapsulating suit, a good quality, hooded,
chemical-resistant, one-or two-piece garment, with taped joints, provides a
reasonably high degree of protection. At most abandoned hazardous waste sites,
ambient atmospheric gas/vapor levels have not approached concentrations
sufficiently high to warrant maximum protection. In all but a few circumstances,
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Level B should provide the protection needed for initial entry. Subsequent
operations require a re-evaluation of the level of protection based on the
probability of being splashed by chemicals, their effect on the skin, or the
presence of hard-to-detect air contaminants.
Level C Protection
Personnel Protective Equipment-Level C personnel protective equipment briefly consists of chemicalresistant clothing or coveralls, with hood, and chemical-resistant gloves and
boots. Respiratory protective equipment consists of a full face, air purifying
respirator with an appropriate cannister or cartridges. The same level of skin
protection is provided as in Level B, however the respiratory protection is
limited to the air purifying respirator.
Criteria for Selection-Meeting of all of these criteria permits use of Level C protection:
l

l
l

l
l

l

Measured air concentrations of identified substances will be reduced
by the respirator to at or below the substance’s exposure limit, and
the concentration is within the service limit of the canister.
Atmospheric contaminant concentrations do not exceed IDLH levels.
Atmospheric contaminants, liquid splashes, or other direct contact
will not adversely affect the small area of skin left unprotected by
chemical-resistant clothing.
Job functions have been determined not to require self-contained
breathing apparatus.
Total vapor readings register between background and 5 ppm above
background on instruments such as the HNu Photoionizer and Century
OVA System (see Volume II).
Air will be monitored periodically.

Guidance on Selection Criteria-Level C protection is distinguished from Level B by the equipment used to
protect the respiratory system, while the same type of chemical-resistant
clothing is used. The main selection criterion for Level C is that conditions
permit wearing air-purifying devices.
The air-purifying devices must be a full-face mask (MSHA/NIOSH approved)
equipped with a canister suspended from the chin or on a harness. Canisters
must be able to remove the substances encountered. Quarter- or half-masks or
cheek-cartridge full-face masks should be used only with the approval of a
qualified individual, primarily due to the lower breakthrough volumes and
shorter service life for cartridges, and the increased risk of eye injury when
using quarter or half-face masks.
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In addition, a full-face, air-purifying mask can be used only if:
l
l
l
l
l

Oxygen content of the atmosphere is at least 19.5 percent by volume.
Substance(s) is identified and its concentration(s) measured.
Substance(s) has adequate warning properties.
Individual passes a qualitative fit-test for the mask.
Appropriate canister/cartridge is used, and its service limit
concentration is not exceeded.

An air monitoring program is part of all response operations when atmospheric contamination is known or suspected. It is particularly important that
the air be monitored thoroughly when personnel are wearing air-purifying
respirators (Level C). Continual surveillance using direct-reading instruments
and air sampling is needed to detect any changes in air quality necessitating a
higher level of respiratory protection. See Section 5 and Volume II for guidance
on air monitoring.
Total unidentified vapor/gas concentrations of 5 ppm above background
require Level B protection. Only a qualified individual should select level C
(air-purifying respirators) protection for continual use in an unidentified
vapor/gas concentration of background to 5 ppm above background.
Level C protection (full-face, air purifying respirator) should be worn
routinely in an atmosphere only after the type(s) of air contaminant(s) is
identified and concentrations measured. The guideline of total vapor/gas
concentration of background to 5 ppm above background should not be the sole
criterion for selecting Level C. Since the individual contributors may never
be completely identified, a decision on continuous wearing of Level C must be
made after assessing all safety considerations, including the following:
l
l
l
l
l
l

The presence of (or potential for) organic or inorganic vapors/gases
against which a canister is ineffective or has a short service life.
The known (or suspected) presence in air of substances with low
Threshold Limit Values (TLV) or IDLH levels.
The presence of particulate in air.
The errors associated with both the instruments and monitoring
procedures used.
The presence of (or potential for) substances in air which do not
elicit a response on the instrument(s) used.
The potential for higher concentrations in the ambient atmosphere or
in the air adjacent to specific site operations.
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Level D Protection
Personnel Protective Equipment-Level D personnel protective equipment consists basically of work clothes
and boots. It is recommended that an escape mask be carried in the event of an
emergency.
Criteria for Selection-Meeting any one of these criteria allows use of Level D protection:
l

No hazardous air pollutants have been measured.

l

Work functions preclude splashes, immersion, or potential for
unexpected inhalation of any chemicals.

Guidance on Selection Criteria-Level D protection is primarily a work uniform, It can be worn in areas
where: (1) only boots can be contaminated, or (2) there are no inhalable toxic
substances.
CONTROL AT THE SITE
Activities at hazardous waste sites involving hazardous substances may
contribute to the movement of materials (contaminates) from the site to
unaffected areas. Response personnel working and equipment used around the
substances may become contaminated and carry the material into clean areas.
Material may become airborne due to its volatility, or the disturbance of
contaminated soil may cause it to become wind blown. To minimize the transfer
of hazardous substance(s) from the site, due to site activities, contamination
control procedures are needed.
A site must be controlled to reduce the possibility of: 1) exposure to
any contaminants present and 2) their transport by personnel or equipment from
the site. The possibility of exposure or translocation of substances can be
reduced or eliminated in a number of ways, including:
l

Setting up security and physical barriers to exclude unnecessary
personnel from the general area.

l

Minimizing the number of personnel and equipment onsite consistent
with effective operations.

l

Establishing work zones within the site.

l

Establishing control points to regulate access to work zones.

l

Conducting operations in a manner to reduce the exposure of personnel
and equipment and to eliminate the potential for airborne dispersions.

l

Implementing appropriate decontamination procedures.
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Additionally, efforts must be made to control access onto the site.
Decisions regarding the extent of the control efforts will be made by the
On-Scene Coordinator, the Safety Officer, and the Project Officer. Most
situations will require a surrounding chain-link fence. In addition to limiting
access to the public, a fence will reduce animal traffic and the movement of
litter, two important vectors of contaminant migration. During periods of
onsite activity, site control should be increased in response to the increased
hazards. The OSC must maintain a log book of all personnel entering and leaving
the site. In some instances this task may become extremely time consuming and
the responsibility could be delegated to a security firm.
Some sites may not warrant such extensive security, especially during
non-active phases, however control of site access is an important consideration
in the development and implementation of the site safety plan.
WORK ZONES
One method of preventing or reducing the migration of contamination and
for controlling unauthorized access to contaminated areas is to delineate zones
on the site where prescribed operations occur. Movement of personnel and
equipment between zones and onto the site itself would be limited by access
control points. By these means, contamination would be expected to be contained
within certain relatively small areas on the site and its potential for spread
minimized. Three contiguous zones are recommended:
l
l
l
Zone 1:

Zone 1:
Zone 2:
Zone 3:

Exclusion Zone
Contamination Reduction Zone
Support Zone

Exclusion Zone

The Exclusion Zone, the innermost of three concentric areas, is the zone
where contamination does or could occur. All people entering the Exclusion
Zone must wear prescribed Levels of Protection. An entry and exit check point
must be established at the periphery of the Exclusion Zone to regulate the flow
of personnel and equipment into and out of the zone and to verify that the
established entry and exit procedures are followed.
The outer boundary of Zone 1, the Hotline, is initially established by
visually surveying the immediate environs of the site and determining where the
hazardous substances involved are located; where any drainage, leachate, or
spilled material is; and whether any discolorations are visible. Guidance in
determining the boundaries is also provided by data from the site inspection
indicating the presence of organic or inorganic vapors/gases or particulate in
air, combustible gases, and radiation, or the results of water and soil sampling.
Additional factors that should be considered include the distances needed
to prevent fire or an explosion from affecting personnel outside the zone, the
physical area necessary to conduct site operations, and the potential for
contaminants to be blown from the area. Once the Hotline has been determined,
it should be physically secured, fenced, or well defined by landmarks. During
subsequent site operations, the boundary may be modified and adjusted as more
information becomes available.
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Subareas Within the Exclusion Zone
All personnel within the Exclusion Zone must wear the required Level of
Protection. The designation of personnel protective equipment is based on
site-specific conditions, including the type of work to be done and the hazards
that might be encountered. Frequently within the Exclusion Zone, different
Levels of Protection are justified. Subareas are specified and conspicuously
marked as to whether Level A, B, or C protection is required. The Level of
Protection is determined by the measured concentration of substances in air,
potential for contamination, and the known or suspected presence of highly
toxic substances.
Different Levels of Protection in the Exclusion Zone might also be
designated by job assignment. For example, collecting samples from open
containers might require Level B protection, while for walk-through ambient air
monitoring, Level C protection might be sufficient. The assignment, when
appropriate, of different Levels of Protection within the Exclusion Zone
generally results in for a more flexible, effective, and less costly operation,
while still maintaining a high degree of safety.
Zone 3:

Support Zone

The Support Zone, the outermost part of the site, is considered a
noncontaminated or clean area. Support equipment (command post, equipment
trailer, etc.) is located in this zone, and traffic is restricted to authorized
response personnel. Since normal work clothes are appropriate within this
zone, potentially contaminated personnel clothing, equipment, and samples are
not permitted, but are left in the Contamination Reduction Zone until they are
decontaminated.
The location of the command post and other support facilities in the
Support Zone depends on a number of factors, including:
l
l

l
Zone 2:

Accessibility:
topography, open space available, locations of
highways, railroad tracks, or other limitations.
Wind direction: preferably the support facilities should be located
upwind of the Exclusion Zone. However, shifts in wind direction and
other conditions may be such that an ideal location based on wind
direction alone does not exist.
Resources:

adequate roads, power lines, water, and shelter.

Contamination Reduction Zone

Between the Exclusion Zone and the Support Zone is the Contamination
Reduction Zone, which provides a transition between contaminated and clean
zones. Zone 2 serves as a buffer to further reduce the probability of the
clean zone becoming contaminated or being affected by other existing hazards.
It provides additional assurance that the physical transfer of contaminated
substances on people, equipment, or in the air is limited through a combination
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of decontamination, distance between Exclusion and Support Zones, air dilution,
zone restrictions, and work functions.
Initially, the Contamination Reduction Zone is considered to be a noncontaminated area. At the boundary between the Exclusion and Contamination
Reduction Zones, decontamination stations are established, one for personnel
and one for heavy equipment. Depending on the size of the operation, more than
two stations may be necessary. Exit from the Exclusion Zone is through a
decontamination station.
As operations proceed, the area around the decontamination station may
become contaminated, but to a much lesser degree than the Exclusion Zone. On a
relative basis, the amount of contaminants should decrease from the Hotline to
the Support Zone due to the distance involved and the decontamination
procedures used.
The boundary between the Support Zone and the Contamination Reduction
Zone is called the Contamination Control Line, which separates the possibly low
contamination area from the clean Support Zone. Access to the Contamination
Reduction Zone from the Support Zone is through a control point. Personnel
entering there would wear the prescribed personnel protective equipment, if
required, for working in the Contamination Reduction Zone. Recentering the
Support Zone requires removal of any protective equipment worn in the Contamination Reduction Zone.
Decontamination consists of physically removing contaminants and/or
changing their chemical nature to innocuous substances. How extensive
decontamination must be depends on a number of factors, the most important
being the type of contaminants involved. The more harmful the contaminant the
more extensive and thorough decontamination must be. Less harmful contaminants
may require less decontamination. Combining decontamination, the correct
method of doffing personnel protective equipment, and the use of site work
zones minimizes cross-contamination from protective clothing to wearer,
equipment to personnel, and one area to another. Only general guidance can be
given on methods and techniques for decontamination. The exact procedure to
use must be determined after evaluating a number of factors specific to the
site.
Initial Planning
The initial decontamination plan assumes all personnel and equipment
leaving the Exclusion Zone (area of potential contamination) are grossly
contaminated. A system is then set up to wash and rinse, at least once, all
the personnel protective equipment worn. This is done in combination with a
sequential doffing of equipment, starting at the first station with the most
heavily contaminated item and progressing to the last station with the least
contaminated article. Each piece of clothing or operation requires a separate
station.
The spread of contaminants during the washing/doffing process is further
reduced by separating each decontamination station by a minimum of 3 feet.
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Ideally, contamination should decrease as a person moves from one station to
another farther along in the line.
While planning site operations, methods should be developed to prevent the
contamination of people and equipment. For example, using remote sampling
techniques, not opening containers by hand, bagging monitoring instruments,
using drum grapplers, watering down dusty areas, and not walking through areas
of obvious contamination would reduce the probability of becoming contaminated
and require a less elaborate decontamination procedure.
The initial decontamination plan is usually based on a worst-case situation.
During the site inspection specific conditions at the site are then evaluated,
including:
l
l
l
l

Type of contaminant.
The amount of contamination.
Levels of protection required.
Type of protective clothing worn.

The initial decontamination system is then modified, eliminating unnecessary stations or otherwise adapting it to site conditions. For instance, the
initial plan might require a complete wash and rinse of chemical protective
garments. If disposable garments are worn, the wash/rinse step could be omitted.
Wearing disposable boot covers and gloves could eliminate washing and rinsing
both gloves and boots and reduce the number of stations needed.
Contamination Reduction Corridor
An area within the Contamination Reduction Zone is designated the
Contamination Reduction Corridor (CRC). The CRC controls access into and out
of the Exclusion Zone and confines personnel decontamination activities to a
limited area. The size of the corridor depends on the number of stations in
the decontamination procedure, overall dimensions of work control zones, and
amount of space available at the site. A corridor of 75 feet by 15 feet should
be adequate for full decontamination. Whenever possible, it should be a
straight path.
The CRC boundaries should be conspicuously marked, with entry and exit
restricted. The far end is the hotline - the boundary between the Exclusion
Zone and the Contamination Reduction Zone. Personnel exiting the Exclusion
Zone must go through the CRC. Anyone in the CRC should be wearing the Level of
Protection designated for the decontamination crew. Another corridor may be
required for the entrance and exit of heavy equipment requiring decontamination.
Within the CRC, distinct areas are set aside for decontamination of personnel,
restricted to those wearing the appropriate Level of Protection. All activities
within the corridor are confined to decontamination.
Personnel protective clothing, respirators, monitoring equipment, sampling
supplies, etc. are all maintained outside of the CRC. Personnel don their
protective equipment away from the CRC and enter the Exclusion Zone through a
separate access control point at the hotline.
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SECTION 4
PRELIMINARY DATA GATHERING
INTRODUCTION
Following discovery, a task is initiated to collect and review available
information about the known or suspected hazardous substance site or release.
The purpose of this task is to determine to the extent possible the magnitude
of the hazard, the source and nature of the release or potential release, and
the identity of a responsible party, in order to formulate response management
decisions.
This is accomplished through telephone and personal contacts with
knowledgeable persons, file searches, and analysis of aerial photographs.
The objectives are as follows:
l
l
l
l
l
l

determine if any contamination problem exists;
estimate potential severity of the problem and establish priorities
for further investigation;
focus the inspection and/or field investigation efforts on the proper
areas;
discover potential hazards to field personnel, allowing them to take
proper safety precautions;
incorporate whatever findings are available from previous studies of
the site; and
develop an estimate of the kinds of resources needed to investigate
the problem.

This chapter details the kinds of information needed and the sources of
information for accomplishing those objectives.
SOURCES OF DATA
Local Contacts
Once a possible problem has been identified, the original source of that
information, whether private citizen or government official, should be asked to
name all persons who might have knowledge of the site in question. If the
original contact is a private citizen, the names of anyone who might be able to
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corroborate the report should be requested. When appropriate, witnesses
should be asked to prepare affidavits in support of their statements. If
personal injury or property damage is claimed, ask for the name and telephone
number of the attending physician or insurance adjuster. If the source of
information is an employee of the facility under discussion, it is advisable to
inform that person of employee protection provisions under RCRA, Section 7001.
Government Files
After receiving a report of possible waste disposal problem, the
investigator should examine all appropriate government files. In EPA
Regional Offices, Regional Counsels and personnel in the Toxic Substances,
Drinking Water, Solid Waste, and Air and Hazardous Waste Materials Divisions
should be contacted for information. The investigator should review all information on the site or facility that has been filed in compliance with RCRA or
CERCLA. State and local environmental and health agencies may have valuable
information regarding the site, disposal practices, and other technical matters.
If the operator has ever applied for a NPDES permit, the application has considerable data on wastes disposed at the site and facility design. If no NPDES
permit is held by the facility, a demonstration of discharges to surface waters
may justify a full enforcement investigation or enforcement action. Information
may also be available from state inventories of surface impoundments under the
Safe Drinking Water Act or of open dumps under the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act. The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) should be asked for information
on sites under study because it may have investigated ground-water pollution in
the area that could lead to the identification of its source. Also universities,
research institutes, consultants and contractors may provide useful data. If
the facility has applied for a state solid waste permit, information regarding
geology, hydrology, and soils may be available. State records of site inspections and enforcement actions should be requested. A state water quality
agency may have data on surface water and ground-water quality. In many cases,
the county registrar of deeds will provide such information over the telephone;
otherwise, they will generally respond to a written request. The investigator
should also get highway directions to the site. Zoning or planning commissioners
may be able to provide detailed maps of the site and its environs.
The NEIC Information Services Branch provides extensive and comprehensive
technical information services to the EPA enforcement program in Headquarters
and the Regional Offices. More than 150 computerized data bases on a wide
variety of subjects, including chemistry, toxicology, engineering, business,
and economics are accessed. Examples of the kinds of information provided are:
1.

Corporate information including subsidiaries, profit and loss statements, officers, and previous environmental litigation.

2.

Information on specific chemicals, such as toxicity, physical and
chemical properties, manufacturers and locations.

3.

Ownership of property, operations, employees, etc.

The requestor should provide as much information as possible when
requesting assistance. All the information available about the site and
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potential responsible parties should be included in the written request. In
some cases, only the site name and location will be available. The requestor
should provide the name, address (if known), city (if known), and state. With
a site name and location, NEIC personnel may be able to identify an owner,
leasee, operator, etc. If the information is not available, the requestor
should check with the county clerk or registrar to determine who owns the
property. This information should then be forwarded to NEIC to update the
retrieval system.
Records of Generators
RCRA requires that generators complete manifests for each shipment of
hazardous wastes transported to a disposal, treatment or storage facility.
Copies of these manifests and a biannual summary must be filed with the regional
EPA office.
Treatment, storage and disposal facilities must file an application for a
permit in accordance with RCRA. These applications must detail the type and
quantity of material handled or expected to be handled and additional information
regarding the physical facilities. Permits will specify record-keeping, monitoring and maintenance requirements, descriptions of the process, construction
and design of disposal and storage facilities, and contingency plans.
Approximately 35 states are now authorized to administer and enforce
programs in lieu of the Federal program pursuant with RCRA. In such cases,
states may institute operating requirements in addition to those designated by
RCRA.
The following list contains the names and telephone numbers of the persons
and departments at each EPA regional office who can be contacted for this
information:
Region I
Dennis Huebner - (617) 223-6883
Chief, State Waste Programs Branch
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
John F. Kennedy Building
Boston, MA 02203
Region II
Richard Baker- (212) 264-9881
Permits Administration Branch,
Management Division
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
26 Federal Plaza
New York, NY 10007
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Region III
Shirley Bulkin - (215) 597-4269
Waste Management Branch
Facilities Management Section
U.S. EPA
6th and Walnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19106
Region IV
Rita Ford- (404) 257-3966
Waste Engineering Section
Residuals Management Branch
U.S. EPA
345 Courtlan Street, N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30308
Region V
Bill Miner - (312) 886-6135
Chief, Technical Permits and Compliance Section
U.S. EPA
230 S. Dearborn St.
Chicago, IL 60604
Region VI
Dave Olschewski - (214) 767-8941
Chief, Technical Section
Hazardous Materials Branch
U.S. EPA
1203 Elm Street
First International Building
Dallas, TX 75270
Region VII
Lynn Barrington - (816) 374-6531
Waste Management Branch
U.S. EPA
324 E. 11th Street
Kansas City, MO 64106
Region VIII
John Minkoff - (303) 837-6238
Waste Management Branch, Air and Hazardous Division
U.S. EPA
1860 Lincoln Street
Denver, CO 80203
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Region IX
Bill Wilson - (415) 974-7472
Toxic and Waste Management Division
U.S. EPA
215 Elm Street
San Francisco, CA 94105
Region X
Betty Wiese - (206) 399-1260
Waste Management Branch
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1200 6th Avenue
Seattle, WA 98101
The Office of Solid Waste maintains a data base of RCRA information and can
make this information available to the EPA regional offices. Much of this data
is accessible by computer.
DATA NEEDS
Geology
Knowledge of local bedrock types and depths is important to the investigation of a hazardous waste site, particularly where ground water is a source of
drinking water. Sedimentary strata (limestones, sandstones, shales) tend to
channel ground-water flows along bedding planes; flow directions may sometimes
be determined by the dip of the strata. Solution channels may develop in
limestone or marble allowing very rapid transport of pollutants over long
distances with little attenuation. Igneous and metamorphic bedrock (granites,
diorite, marble, quartzite, slate, gneiss, schist, etc.) may permit rapid
transport of polluted ground water along fracture zones. Depth to bedrock may
be an important factor in selecting the appropriate type of remedial action.
Sources of geologic information include USGS reports and files, state geological
survey records, and well drilling logs.
Overburden
Information concerning soil and overburden types and permeabilities is
very important in evaluating the potential for migration of contamination from
a waste management site. Highly permeable soils (i.e., 10-3 cm/see) may permit
rapid migration of pollutants, both vertically and horizontally, away from
containment areas. Rates of attenuation, retardation, degradation, and
transformation of pollutants in the unsaturated zone and underlying aquifers
are a function of soil chemistry, waste chemistry, and physical characteristics
of the soil and waste.
Climate
Climate is also an important factor affecting the potential for contaminant
migration from a hazardous waste site. Mean values for precipitation, evaporation,
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evapotranspiration, and estimated infiltration will help determine the potential
for transport of pollution at a site, and the possibility of pollutant transfer
from the site. Even in an arid region where little or no recharge to ground
waters usually occurs, an extremely wet year may have created a serious pollution problem. In evaluating the pollution potential of a “nondischarging”
surface impoundment, calculating a water balance will show whether seepage is
occurring. The investigator should consult monthly or seasonal precipitation
and evaporation (or temperature) records. The maximum recorded or estimated
rainfall in a short period of time (24/48-hour or monthly) may be an important
factor in evaluating freeboard needed for a surface impoundment. Where airborne
contaminants may be a problem, it will be important to determine prevailing
wind patterns and velocities. Climate and weather information can be obtained
from:
National Climatic Center
Department of Commerce
Federal Building
Ashville, North Carolina 28801
FTS -- 672-0683
(704) 258-2850
Hydrology
The investigator will need information on the ground-water and surface
water hydrology at a site and for its environs. Depths to the water table and
any underlying aquifers, characteristics of confining layers, piezometric
surfaces (heads) of confined aquifers, aquifer head distribution, direction of
flow, existence of perched aquifers, and areas of interchange with surface
waters will be vital in evaluating the pollution potential of a facility.
Ground-water production in the area of the site should be investigated to find
depths of wells, pumping rates, and uses of the water. Sources of such
information include the USGS, state geological surveys, well drillers, and
state and local water resources boards. The list is also available at EPA
Regional Offices. Water quality for ground water and surface water, is available
from USGS via their automated NAWDEX system; for further information telephone
FTS: 928-6081 or (703) 860-6031.
All surface waters and dry water courses in the area should be investigated;
surface gradients on and around the site should be determined. If surface
waters down-gradient from the site are used for drinking, recreation, fishing,
If pollution of
irrigation, or livestock watering, this should be noted.
surface waters is suspected, collect base-line water quality data and stream
flow rates. Obtain information on NPDES permitted discharges in the vicinity
of the site under investigation. Useful information on surface waters can also
be topographic maps, aerial photography, and the NAWDEX systems.
Sensitive

Environments

The investigator also needs to determine if the site is located in a
sensitive environment; e.g., inside or adjacent to wetlands, arctic, alpine,
desert, estuarine areas, or habitats of endangered species. In general, the
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potential for long-term environmental disruption, if a discharge or spill of
hazardous wastes should occur, must be determined.
Population at Risk
Before visiting a site, it is advisable to gather information about the
surrounding area. For the safety of those conducting a site visit, the names
and telephone numbers of police and fire departments responsible for that area
should be obtained. These departments also may be able to provide information
on violations of fire laws and safety codes, including records of incidents at
the site. The most important characteristics for determining the hazards in a
given situation are population densities and distances to residences, schools,
commercial buildings, and any other facilities in the vicinity of the waste
site which may be occupied. The investigator should also try to determine if
any flammables or explosives, such as liquified natural gas, are stored near
the site.
Sources of drinking water in the area, both public and private, should be
noted. The investigator should try to obtain copies of analyses performed on
these water supplies and determine what treatment system is used by the public.
If the site area is serviced by a public water supply, determine locations of
water mains to assess the possibility of contaminated ground water entering the
public water system. Likewise, information should be gathered on the local
sewer and storm drain systems to determine possible infiltration of illegal
discharge points. Land use near the site should be studied; types of crops or
livestock in the area should be noted, as well as information on the wildlife
or aquatic life in the area.
Suspected Contaminants
Information on what material was stored or utilized at the site is
invaluable for several reasons. Knowledge of the chemical properties
(volatility, volubility, reactivity and flammability, etc. ) of the material
onsite will assist in the hazard ranking of the site, as will knowledge of the
toxilogical effects of these materials. Further, if the characterization
proceeds through a Site Inspection or Remedial Investigation, such knowledge
will assist investigators in selection of proper levels of protection to reduce
the riske of exposure. In addition, it will assist the inspection and
investigation in resolving the impact of the site by concentrating efforts on
the appropriate vectors for contaminant migration. For example, if it is
discovered during the preliminary assessment that the operations at the site
dealt extensively with acid solutions and waste metals of low volatility,
the remedial investigation can be targeted on the hydrology of the site with
less concern for atmospheric dispersion.
Hazardous Waste Management Information
When no information on wastes is available from government sources, it is
necessary to proceed with a site inspection and field investigation without
background documents. However, it may be possible to hypothesize the kinds of
waste discarded at the facility. If a site contains municipal and industrial
wastes, it is probable that much of the waste comes from local industries.
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Local officials or the Chamber of Commerce may be able to provide information
on nearby industries operating during the period in question. At an onsite
facility it may be possible to determine the type of waste present from the
plant personnel. Information on the composition of waste streams from various
industrial processes may be obtained from the Hazardous and Industrial Waste
Division of the EPA Office of Solid Waste in Washington, D.C.
Available Aerial Photographs
Aerial reconnaissance is an effective and economical tool for gathering
information on waste management sites.
For this application, aerial reconnaissance includes aerial photography
and thermal infrared scanning. Aerial photography is universally used for
gathering data during daylight hours. The thermal infrared scanning is
occasionally done during daylight, but has greater utility at night.
In general, aerial reconnaissance should be performed during a preliminary
investigation to obtain data on:
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l

extent of solid and liquid waste disposal/holding sites within
selected facilities;
casual disposal sites (sites in which control measures are lax or do
not exist);
illegal or promiscuous dumping within industrial, state or municipal
facilities or at remote sites;
unauthorized disposal of liquid waste at solid waste disposal sites;
visible environmental effects resulting from disposal practices such
as spills, surface run-off patterns, surface leachate flow, impoundment leakage and damaged or stressed vegetation in the immediate
environs of disposal sites;
surficial geology such as faults in or near the sites;
storage container location;
container

inventories;

waste disposal sites not directly visible or readily accessible from
the ground;
facility design and operation, pertinent to the investigation;
land use of site environs; and
location of possible hazards to inspectors.
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Information on aerial reconnaissance and the aerial data processing
is available at these EPA offices:
Environmental Monitoring Systems Laboratory (EMSL-LV)
P.O. Box 15027
Las Vegas, Nevada 89114
(FTS) 545-2660
(702) 798-2660
National Enforcement Investigations Center (NEIC)
Building 53, Box 25227
Denver, Colorado 80225
(FTS) 234-4650
(303) 234-4650
Environmental Photographic Interpretation Center (EPIC)
P.O. BOX 1587
Vint Hill Farm Station
Warrenton, Virginia 22186
(FTS) 557-3110
(703) 347-6224
Each office maintains its own archive of aerial reconnaissance imagery
(photography and thermal scanner data) and has access to historical imagery
from other government agencies.
Archival Imagery-Federal agencies have been using aerial photography for a variety of
purposes for several decades. Useable photographs less than five years old
will usually be available for a site. Frequently however, the scale will be
too small to observe details of the site without considerable magnification of
the imagery. In cases where it is important to gather information on the
locations, areal extent, and historical development of facility operations
(e.g., the size and locations of old landfill cells) archival photography can
prove invaluable.
Archival photographs are available from:
U.S. Geological Survey
EROS Data Center
Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57102
(FTS) 784-7151
(605) 594-7151
Commercial mapping companies in nearby cities may also have aerial photographs
available. There are approximately 200 such firms in the United States.
Photographs taken before 1950 are available from the National Archives.
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General Service Administration
National Archives
Cartographic Branch
8th and Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Room 2W
Washington, D.C. 20408
(FTS) 756-6700
(202) 756-6700
A list of available aerial photography can be obtained by requesting Special
List No. 25 “Aerial Photographs in the National Archives.” Generally, the
requester must specify the geographical coordinates (latitude and longitude) of
the site when requesting aerial photographs. Information on the photography
available for a given site usually can be obtained through the above facilities
in less than 30 minutes. Standard orders for copies of photographs are processed within six weeks; priority requests require approximately one week at a
significantly higher cost. Photo interpretation is available through EMSL-LV
in coordination with EPIC and NEIC.
Preparation of Sketch Map-The sketch map should utilize available aerial photographs of the site and
reflect any updated information collected during the Preliminary Assessment.
In some instances the aerial photographs will be readily available and of
sufficient quality to be used instead of a sketch map. It is often convenient,
however, to have multiple copies of an easily reproducible site sketch map
which can be marked and drawn on as the investigation progresses.
Determination of Responsible Parties
Cleanup of uncontrolled hazardous waste sites is authorized by the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980
(CERCLA), known as Superfund. Either the Federal government or the responsible
parties will clean up the site. If the parties (or party) can be identified,
they may be required to either correct the problem or reimburse the Superfund
for the government’s expense to correct the problem.
Responsible parties may include:
l
l
l
l

owners of the site (past and present);
operators of the site;
generators of hazardous substances, pollutants, or contaminants that
are stored, treated, or disposed of onsite; or
transporters of hazardous wastes.
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The responsible parties are liable* for
l

costs** incurred by the Government or a state for investigations,
removals or remedial actions;

l

any other necessary costs of response incurred by any other person;
and

l

damages for injury to, destruction of, or loss of natural resources,
including the reasonable costs of assessing such injury, destruction,
or loss resulting from a release of hazardous substances

Guidelines to aid in the identification of responsible parties are
presented in "Procedures for Identifying Responsible Parties, Uncontrolled
Hazardous Waste Sites - Superfund", February 1983. At present this document is
available, only as a draft, through the NEIC in Denver, Colorado.
During the process of identifying responsible parties-including potentially
culpable individuals, interlocking relationships and ownerships, and financial
solvency -- it is essential to keep detailed records and notes of what is learned
during each step of identification. These records and notes, in addition to
providinq additional or new leads, will document the EPA effort to identify
responsible parties. Documentation is particularly important should be responsible party be identified after the government has spend Superfund monies to
correct problems. Also, documentation will be necessary if the party does not
agree that it is responsible or partly responsible for the problem at the
uncontrolled site.
All further activities including site inspections and field investigations
should aid in collecting evidence of responsible parties. In most situations
site characterization studies will run parallel with enforcement investigations
conducted by OWPE. Cooperation with this office or other evidence audit teams
is essential. All requests for responsible party searches should be coordinated
with OWPE and will normally be performed by an enforcement contractor.

*Section 107.(a) of CERCLA (Superfund)
**Costs consistent with the National Contingency Plan, referred to in CERCLA
(Superfund)
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SECTION 5
SITE INSPECTION
INTRODUCTION
The National Contingency Plan (NCP) mentions Site Inspections as being
important parts of both Phase II, Preliminary Assessment and Phase IV, Evaluation and Determination of Appropriate Response - Planned Removal and Remedial
Action.
The major objective of a site inspection is to determine if there is any
immediate danger to persons living or working near the facility. Additionally,
the site inspection should provide the necessary information required for the
Hazard Ranking System (HRS).
Scope
The primary items addressed during the site inspection are:
- A determination of the need for immediate removal action;
- An assessment of the amounts, types and location of stored hazardous
substances;
- An assessment of the potential for substances to migrate; and
- Documentation of immediate threats to the public or environment.
The NCP states that “In general, the collection of samples should be minimized during inspection activities; however, situations in which there is an
apparent risk to the public should be treated as exceptions to that practice.”
Time constraints during Site Inspections typically prevent elaborate
sample acquisition tasks and may therefore reduce the effectiveness of sample
collection in terms of information gain. The limited on-site time often can be
more effectively scheduled and utilized by other data gathering and documentation tasks.
A site inspection is usually conducted both offsite and onsite. It often
results in the collection of key evidence for immediate enforcement action and
identification of responsible parties. Site inspections should be thorough,
methodical, and well documented. In order to acheive this goal, the potential
Hazardous Waste Site Inspection Report, EPA Form 2070-13, July 1981, should be
completed (see Appendix C). In addition to summarizing the information collected during the Site Inspection, this form contains all the information
needed to add a site to the automated Emergency and Remedial Response
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Information System (ERRIS) should it be required at this point. OERR operates
ERRIS as a central computerized tracking system for hazardous waste sites.
Chain-of-custody and document control requirements also must be followed. The
information collected previously during the preliminary assessment should be
thoroughly reviewed, and a strategy for the site inspection effort should be
developed and precisely implemented by the investigators.
ONSITE INSPECTION
General
The onsite efforts must closely follow the strategy developed before the
insepction began. The site inspection report should be completed to assure
that all the tasks are addressed. The objectives may include the following:
determination of the need for emergency response;
determination of disposal practices and methods;
compliance with Federal, State and local regulations;
determination of the extent of contamination;
accounting of the amounts and locations of hazardous waste stored;
determination of the potential for materials to migrate offsite;
determination of access control;
documentation or determination of imminent hazards;
remedies to bring the site into compliance;
review of site records;
inventory of drums or drum contents;
mapping the site;
determination of safety procedures for field investigation;
determination of potential sampling sites for field investigation;
sample collection during inspection;
collection and preservation of evidence documenting criminal activity;
and
verification of information collected during the Preliminary
Assessment.
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The site inspection strategy will delineate how the work is to be
accomplished. It is essential that all personnel involved agree on the scope
of work to meet the objectives. During the site inspection, some modifications
in the strategy may be necessary when unforeseen circumstances arise.
Safety
During the site inspection, safety precautions are paramount to all other
considerations because the inspector will not have adequate knowledge of site
conditions. It is impossible to anticipate every hazard that could arise;
therefore, the inspector should use common sense, judgment, and experience.
Section 3 of this document provides guidance for establishing proper safety
procedures for site inspections.
Photographs
Photographs are important for documenting the cause and effect relationship
of hazardous materials migrating offsite as well as for providing visual proof
of potential hazards and/or criminal activities. Special attention should be
given to areas of apparent environmental damage and potential exposure to the
public. Photographs should be taken at every sampling location to verify the
written description in the field log book. When using self-contained breathing
apparatus, the face mask will make focusing the camera difficult; therefore, it
is recommended that a camera with an automatic focus sensor be used. In all
cases where photographs are taken, the following information must be recorded:
l
l
l
l

time, date, location and, if appropriate, weather conditions;
complete description or identification of the subject in the photograph and reason why the photograph was taken;
the sequential number of the photograph and the film roll number; and
name of person taking picture.

Permission to take photographs should be obtained from the owner or
operator of the site. If permission is denied request that the owner/operator
or representative take photographs, review them, and send copies. Another
approach is to give him/her the roll of film and ask that it be developed and
sent to the FIT leader after review by the owner or operator. Care should be
taken to avoid photographing a patented process.
If slides are taken, the developed slides should be referenced to the
correct description in the field logbook. In many cases, processed slide
numbers will not correspond to the number on the camera exposure counter.
When the photographs are developed, transcribe the information recorded in
the field logbook onto the back of the photographs. Photographs and negatives
are part of the project files and must be accounted for under the Document
Control and Chain-of-Custody procedures explained in Section 2 and Volume II,
Appendix D.
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Mapping the Site
The sketch map prepared during the Preliminary Assessment should be
verified, updated and expanded. Information gained during the onsite inspection
should be added to the map as soon as possible, preferably before leaving the
immediate area of the site. The map will become a primary aid for conducting
the Remedial Investigation. In many situations planning for this investigation
will be the responsibility of several people each directing a particular task.
Thus, the information on the map must be complete and tear to each user and
ideally, should not require further interpretation by its author. Symbols and
codes should be clearly explained in a legend attached to the map. The map
should provide the information needed for siting of command posts, decontamination and safety facilities. The location of utilities and the width and clearance heights of gates and doorways should be marked on the map. If the sketch
map is not to scale, appropriate measurements should be made and noted, so that
features can be transferred later onto a scale map. Aerial photographs can be
very valuable aids to mapping sites.
Preliminary Sampling
Site inspection efforts will not normally involve elaborate sampling;
however, safety requirements for onsite inspections (Section 3) usually include
the use of instruments capable of detecting hazards which are immediately
dangerous to life and health. They most commonly include, but are not limited
to the following:
l

radiation survey instruments,

l

combustible gas/vapor indicators,

l

oxygen level indicators, and

l

organic gas and vapor detectors.

Each of these general types of devices is fully discussed in Volume II “Available Sampling Methods”. In addition to their use as a personal monitoring
device, they can supply valuable information pertinent to planning for the
Remedial Investigation. It is virtually impossible for a single individual to
accurately survey a site with all four of these instruments and still maintain
the level of documentation necessary. In practice, a site inspection usually is
carried out by teams of two or more, and because explosimeters and oxygen
monitors are often combined into a single device, accurate and well documented
surveys are possible. In addition, when sufficient information is available,
one or more of these monitors may not be required or can be replaced by more
specific instruments where warranted.
Sampling during site inspections usually will be limited to grab samples
or screening samples in order to gather information for future sampling and
monitoring programs. At this point in the inspection, very little information
concerning the site may be known, and detailed sampling efforts could be wasted
or results misinterpreted. It may be required, however, to collect preliminary
samples during a site inspection. If this is the case, the appropriate sections
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of Volumes I through III should be consulted. It should be noted that if
sampling is required at this point, great care should be exercised to ensure
the safety of the public and personnel involved.
All samples collected from onsite should be considered to be potentially
high-hazard, and must be handled accordingly unless there is clear evidence to
the contrary. Onsite samples include contaminated soils or sludges, liquids
from onsite impoundments or pits, leachates, etc. Packaging and shipping
requirements for these samples are discussed in Section 2.
Generally, site inspection teams should not collect samples from closed
containers. The hazards and risks associated with opening such containers and
collecting aliquots demand safety precautions that require personnel and equipment far in excess of a site inspection effort.
Pre-Sample Survey
During the onsite inspection, particular attention should be paid to the
areas that may warrant sampling during the Remedial Investigating. These
observations will assist the sampling teams in compiling the necessary equipment
needed during the conduct of the Remedial Investigation. The type of information that may assist in planning sampling efforts associated with Remedial
Investigations is evident from the following questions.
General:
l

How rough is the terrain?

l

How thick is the underbrush and ground cover?

l

What is the apparent typical wind direction?

l

How is the waste material arranged?

Surface Waters:
l

How large are they?

l

Are there currents?

l

How steep are the banks and are they secure?

l

Is the bottom rock/gravel or sediment/sand?

l

Will they flood or freeze?

What are their approximate widths and depths?

Soil:
l

Is there surface vegetation?

l

Does it appear to be landfill or rubble material?
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l

Are there areas of exposed rock?

This list is by no means complete but exemplifies the type of information
that will, in conjunction with inspection reports, photographs, and material
from preliminary assessments, assist the Remedial Investigation teams in preparation for their tasks.
Inspection of Onsite Structures
Buildings-The inspection of buildings and all above-ground structures must be conducted with great care. The inspection should begin with a thorough evaluation
of the exterior of these structures. Particular attention should be paid to the
type of construction and the (construction) materials used. The inspection
should determine if power lines enter the building, and if so, look for a power
meter and observe it for current usage. A similar inspection should be made
for other utilities. Note all exits and their accessibility as well as windows
and ventilation. Finally, assess the overall structural stability.
Interior inspections will generally require additional safety precautions
and manpower not normally available. The hazards associated with entering a
structure require precautions against loss of contact with support personnel,
reduced visibility from poor or inadequate lighting, increased trip hazards and
obstructions, physical deterioration and structural failure as well as insufficient ventilation and resultant fire, explosion or toxic gas hazards.
In some instances where the building is currently in active use by onsite
personnel or the exterior inspection indicates sound construction and adequate
ventilation, entry is at the discretion of the On Scene Coordinator. Otherwise
interior inspections should be limited to observations from doors and/or
windows.
In any case, all windows and doorways should be surveyed (with monitoring
equipment) and the readings recorded. If it is then decided to enter the
building these instruments should accompany the inspectors.
Basins and Vessels-Inspections of basins and vessels should verify structural dimensions and
note the number and location of input or discharge lines. Any manways, hatches,
or valve pits should be identified and monitored with the survey instruments.
If the structures contain a material, an estimate of percent full (look for
staff gauges or site glasses) and a description of the material should be
noted. A general assessment of structural condition also should be included.
Underground Tanks-The presence of buried vessels is often only apparent upon discovery of
small standpipes or vents protruding above the ground surface. All such pipes
should be noted and marked with colored tape and/or flags. Closer investigation
of the immediate vicinity of the vents often uncovers hatches or valve pits.
Further investigation during the inspection should be limited to screening the
vents and hatch seals with an OVA, Hnu or other monitors.
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Leaving the Facility
Before the onsite inspection is completed, the inspector should update the
site map, locating fixed reference points and key features. If samples are
collected, the sample locations should be marked on the sketch. An inventory
of visible drums should be made where possible and also located on the map.
When the inspection is completed, the inspector should notify the appropriate person at the site. If samples have been collected, RCRA and CERCLA
require that before leaving the site the inspector give the owner, operator, or
agent-in-charge a receipt describing the sample(s) and, if requested, a portion
of each sample equal in volume or weight to the portion retained. If such
split samples are provided, a Receipt for Samples form should be completed for
the split samples and signed by the owner or agent. If air samples are to be
split, duplicate samples must be collected; this must be determined prior to
sampling.
If safety clothes or equipment have become contaminated, disposal may be
done onsite, provided that the disposal is acceptable to the owner or agent and
can be done safely.
If access to the site is controlled by fencing and locked gates, the
inspectors must lock the gates when leaving. The date and time the gate was
locked should be noted in the field logbook. If left unlocked, an entry should
be made in the logbook stating the reason.
OFFSITE INSPECTION
General Environs
Population-Information regarding population size and distribution should be available
from the preliminary assessment. In many instances this information, if
obtained from state or regional agencies will be somewhat dated. It is important therefore to tour the area assessing the likelihood of significant demographic changes. Recently constructed housing developments, apartments, schools
and public buildings may indicate that changes have occurred since the information was published.
Land Use-The same circumstances necessitating reevaluation of population information
hold true for land use studies. Substantial alterations in the immediate area
of the site can occur in a single year. Farmland can be developed into industrial parks, office or apartment complexes or other high population density
uses. Careful observations for signs of recent excavation such as roadway
construction or resurfacing, stream or bank improvements, trenching for sewer
or other utility installation are all critical. These situations can dramatically effect the sites hydrology, public access, animal population, as well as
many other aspects of a site which will have impact on future remedial or
enforcement activities.
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SECTION 6
DATA EVALUATION
INTRODUCTION
Following and in many cases concurrent with the collection of preliminary
information, a data assessment is performed to ultimately assist in formulating
response management decisions affecting later stages of the investigation.
The data evaluation may also indicate data gaps which need to be filled either
by further background research or additional site inspections (or an initial
inspection if one has not yet been conducted). Following the completion of the
organization and review of all collected information, the site is then given
a ranking through the mechanism of EPA’s Hazard Ranking System (HRS), and,
depending upon the magnitude of the resulting score, the site may or may not
be placed on the National Priorities List (NPL). All of this information is
ultimately used to choose a course of action concerning future remedial
activities.
Scope
The evaluation should encompass the scope detailed below:
l

the existance (or nonexistence) of a potential hazardous waste
problem;

l

probable seriousness of the problem and the priority for further
investigation or action; and

l

the type of action or investigation appropriate to the situation.

Participants
Evaluation of the data by a team of specialists is desirable. Participants with some or all of the following professional and technical skills
should be included in the process as appropriate: an environmental engineer
(environmental, civil, sanitary, chemical or industrial engineer), a geohydrologist, a chemist, and an attorney are recommended. Personnel with skills
in the assessment of health effects of exposure to toxic or hazardous substances, engineering personnel with the ability to assess appropriate remedies
of hazardous waste disposal sites, and biologists trained and experienced in
bioassay techniques (static and flow-through) may be needed.
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Necessary Data
The data needed to evaluate the pollution potential of a hazardous waste
site can be roughly organized into the four categories presented in Table 6-1.
Each category can be defined generally as follows:
“Waste Characteristics” refers to factors describing the nature of the
substances, i.e., their immobility and persistence in the environment. "Waste
Management” answers whether the materials are adequately isolated and contained
or destroyed at the site. “Pathways” describes possible routes of material
movement offsite and must be considered as a function of time. “Receptors”
describes the sensitivity of the site environs to pollution. Data sets under
each heading provide a relatively limited amount of information; available
manufacturing process information should be factored into any decision. In
many instances, not all needed information will be available for initial evaluations; therefore, site inspection and field investigation efforts should be
focused on acquiring this missing information.
All of the collected data needs to be summarized in a fashion that ensures
completeness, uniformity and ready access. To accomplish this, it is sometimes
helpful to use a form or checklist as an organizational aid. The “Potential
Hazardous Waste Site Preliminary Assessment Form, EPA 2070-12, July 1981” (see
Appendix B) is an example of such a form which is useful for this purpose. It
is normally used to place site information in a format compatible with the
automated Emergency and Remedial Response Information System (ERRIS).
ERRIS is one of the two automated data systems developed by OERR to
inventory and later track National Priority List (NPL) sites. It is an automated inventory of all uncontrolled hazardous substance sites in the United
States which are known to the EPA. As such, it contains a multitude of information concerning the site including location, description, summary of response
actions, enforcement status, site characteristics and regional input, etc. If
a site is placed on the NPL, information is transferred to the second data
system entitled Project Tracking System (PTS). The PTS is further updated on a
regular basis through regional input and is used to track planned and actual
activities for each NPL site.
Evaluation of Pollution Potential and Setting Priorities
In evaluating the information on a specific waste disposal site, the
problem must be broken down into the various types of pollution or health
problems, i.e., ground water, surface water, air direct contact, and fire/
explosion. Under each item on Table 6-1 there is a key to relate that
item to a problem. The pollution potential for each problem type should be
evaluated separately on the basis of the relevant factors.
In passing CERCLA, Congress recognized the need for a systematic approach
to setting priorities. Section 105(8) of the Act requires the President to
include criteria for setting priorities among releases and potential releases
of hazardous substances as part of the National Contingency Plan. The criteria
take into account the population at risk, the nature of the hazardous substances, the potential for contaminating drinking water supplies, the potential
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TABLE 6-1. DATA REQUIRED FOR EVALUATION
================================================================================
Waste Characteristics
Waste Management
Toxicity (Sax toxicity)l~g>s>asd

Leachate/runoff collection and treatment systeml,s,9

Ignitability (flash point or
NFPA number)f>l~a~9

Linears9

Reactivitylja~d~g~f

Site securitydsf

Corrosivityl~d

Incompatible wastesasd~f

Infectivityl~9~s,a,d

Condition of containersl~g~s,a,d,f

Persistence139$s,a

Danger of fire or explosion due to
poor management practicesa~d>f

Radioactivityl~g>s~a~d
Quantityl’9,s,a,f

Incinerator performance/pollution
control devicesa

Solubilityl,a,d,f
Volatilityl~a>d~f
Viscosity1~s~9$f
Pathways

Receptors

Depth to ground waterg

Population densityl~9~s~a~d

Soil permeability

Proximity to surface drinking water
supplyss9

Bedrock permeability

Proximity of drinking water wells9
(continued)

Key:
lLan(j
9ground water
Ssurface water
aair
ddirect contact
ffire/explOSiOn
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TABLE 6-1. (Continued)
==============================================================================
Pathways

Receptors

Proximity to surface water bodysS9

Proximity to nearest nonsite-related
building1 Sa~d~f

Net precipitationg,s

Zoning/land-use of adjacent
area~,a,d,f

Soil thickness

Zoning/land-use of adjacent
areal,a,d,f

Evidence of ground-water
contamination
Evidence of air contamination
Evidence of land contamination

Key:
lLand
9ground water
Ssurface water
aair
ddirect contact
ffire/explOSiOn

for direct human contact, the potential for destruction of sensitive ecosystems,
state preparedness and other appropriate factors.
In setting priorities, the investigator should be familiar with the following model developed specifically for evaluating these data. The general
characteristics of this model are summarized below:
Hazard Ranking System-EPA in conjunction with the MITRE Corporation developed a method for
ranking facilities according to risks to health and the environment. It is
designed to address surface water, air, fire and explosion, direct contact,
and ground-water contamination. Three migration routes of exposure (see Table
6-2); ground water, surface water, and air are evaluated and the scores are
combined to derive a score representing the relative risk posed by the
facility. Two additional routes of exposure, (1) fire and explosion, and
(2) direct contact, are measures of the need for emergency action. The
routes are scored independently and the dependent nature of the variables
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TABLE 6-2.

COMPREHENSIVE LIST TO RATING FACTORS

==========:===================
~=========:=============

==============================
=======:=====================

Factol~s

Hazard COdE!
Migration

Fact~or categor~

Ground W,ater
.;:;..;;... ::..;..---

SurfacE:!

Depth to Aquif ier of Concern o
Net Preci pitati on
o Permealbil ity of Unsaturated o
Zone!
o
o Physical State
o

Containment

0

Containment

10

Waste

0

Toxic ity/Pe rsiste nce

o Toxic ity/Pe rsiste nce

Char acter istics

0

Hazardous Waste Quantity

Targets

0 Ground-Water Use
o Distance to Nearest Well/
Population Served

0

0

Table 6-2
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Route
Chara cteriz ation

Facil ity Slope and
Intervening Terrain
One-Year 24-Hour
Rainf all
Distance to Nearest
Surface Water
Physical
Containment

Reac tivity /
Incom patib ility
o Hazardous Waste
() Tox'j city
Quantity
() Hazardous Waste
Quantity
() Surface Water Use
a Land Use
o Distance to Sensi tive D Population within 4Environment
Mile Radius
o Population Served/
Distance to Water
Intake Downstream

Fire and
Explosion

Containment

o Containment

Waste
Char acter istics

Direc t Evidence
Ignit abili ty
o React ivity
o Incom patib ility
o Hazardous Waste Quantity

Air route

0

o Distance to Sensi tive Environment

0
0

(continued)

TABLE 6-2. (Continued)
=============================================================================================================

Factors
Hazard

Ground Water

Factor category
Targets

I
I
I
I
I
I

Direct
Contact

Observed Incident

Surface

Air route

Distance to Nearest Population
Distance to Nearest Building
Distance to Nearest Sensitive
Environment
Land Use
Population Within 2-Mile
Radius
Number of Buildings Within
2-Mile Radius
Observed Incident

Accessibility

I

Accessibility of Hazardous
Substances

Containment

I

Containment

Toxicity

I

Toxicity

Targets

Population Within I-Mile
Radius
• Distance to Critical Habitat
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I

I

=============================================================================================================

is reflected by multiplying where appropriate. The system requires a great
amount of detailed information. If real data are not available, estimates
must be made. However, the final scores from estimates are adjusted lower
than scores obtained using known data, to represent the uncertainty inherent
in estimates.
The Hazard Ranking System (HRS) has been incorporated into the Federal
Register (Vol. 47, No. 137, Friday July 16, 1982/Rules and Regs. pg. 31219,
Subpart H, “Section 300.1) and is the only model currently used by EPA to
assess risk during hazardous waste site investigations. The HRS evaluates
the input parameters and yields a final “score”. The magnitude of this score
will determine if the site will make the National Priority List and its
eligibility for assistance under Superfund.
OPTIONS FOR ACTION
Upon completion of the preliminary data gathering phases, certain decisions
must be made concerning further actions needed at the site. Subpart F, 300.66
(a) of the NCP, makes provisions for the determination of appropriate action
when (1) the preliminary assessment indicates that further response may be
necessary, or (2) the On Scene Coordinator (OSC) requests and the lead agency
concurs that further response should follow an immediate removal action.
The NCP specifies the following alternatives when further action is
necessary:
- Planned Removal
- Remedial Actions
. Initial Remedial Measures
. Source Control Remedial Measures
. Offsite Remedial Measures
No Action Required
When the evaluation indicates that the site has been operated and closed
properly, and further inspection is deemed not necessary, a report should be
prepared summarizing the data and conclusions. The report should include all
information collected including the rationale used to arrive at the decision
for no action. If any inspection or field investigation was conducted as part
of the data gathering activities, all data and resulting conclusions should
be incorporated.
Planned Removal
As specified in Section 300.67 of the NCP, planned removals may be undertaken when the lead agency determines that (1) there would be a substantial
cost reduction by continuing a response action undertaken as a result of an
immediate removal, or (2) when the public and/or the environment will be at
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risk from exposure to hazardous substances if the response to a release from
sites not on the NPL is delayed. EPA has further specified a number of criteria
in 300.67 for determining if a planned removal is appropriate.
These factors include:
1.

Actual or potential direct contact with hazardous substances by nearby populations.

2.

Contaminated drinking water at the tap.

3.

Containerized wastes that are known to pose a public health or environmental threat.

4.

Highly contaminated soil (largely at or near the surface) that pose
a public health threat or an environmental threat.

5.

Serious threat of fire or explosion.

6.

Weather conditions that may cause substances to migrate or pose a
threat to public health or the environment.

Each of these factors should be carefully considered prior to deciding on
a planned removal action. In addition, a planned removal cannot be initiated,
unless the Governor (or his designee) of the state affected requests the action.
Section 300.67(b) lists those factors which must be included in this request.
A planned removal action is terminated once the risk to public health or
the environment has been abated. Planned removals are therefore meant to
relieve an imminent threat to public health or the environment prior to the
implementation of a permanent remedy. In this regard, planned removals are not
to be confused with remedial actions which are responses (to NPL sites) that
are consistent with permanent remedy.
Remedial Action
Remedial actions taken at a hazardous waste site are those responses to
release of hazardous substances from NPL sites that are consistent with the
institution of a permanent remedy. The two general responses, initial remedial
measures and final remedial actions, include both source control and offsite
remedial actions. Initial remedial measures are taken to limit exposure or
threat of exposure to a significant health or environmental hazard and are
undertaken prior to final selection of appropriate remedial action. Conversely,
source control remedial actions and/or offsite remedial actions are conducted
after all data have been evaluated to select the most appropriate and feasible
alternative.
Initial Remedial Measures-As previously discussed, initial remedial measures (IRM’s) are taken
before final selection of the appropriate remedial action. They are intended
to limit exposure or threat of exposure to a significant health or environmental
hazard, provided such measures are cost-effective (300.68)(e)(l).
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The NCP further lists a number of criteria that should be reviewed before
initiation of an IRM. These factors include:
1.

Actual or potential direct contact with hazardous substances by nearby
populations.

2.

Absence of an effective drainage control system (with an emphasis of
run-on control).

3.

Contaminated drinking water at the tap.

4.

Hazardous substances in drums, barrels, tanks, or other bulk storage
containers above surface posing a serious threat to public health or
the environment.

5.

Highly contaminated soils largely at or near surface, posing a serious
threat to public health or the environment.

6.

Serious threat of fire or explosion or other serious threat to public
health or the environment.

7.

Weather conditions that may cause substances to migrate and to pose a
serious threat to public health or the environment.

These factors need to be thoroughly reviewed prior to the determination of
the need for an IRM. In addition, an IRM cannot be implemented without compliance with 300.67(b) of the NCP. As with Planned Removals, this section
requires the Governor of the affected state, or his designee, to request the
action.
Final Remedial Action-In order to select the most effective, economically feasible, and technically
sound alternative for permanent remedy, it will be necessary to evaluate all
available information about the site. To accomplish this, a series of defined
steps are taken which ultimately results in the selection of the most cost
effective alternative. It is far beyond the scope of this document to provide
guidance for performing these various steps. Detailed guidance available from
the appropriate EPA program offices will accomplish this task much more effectively. The following synopsis of the various steps called for in the NCP is
therefore presented for convenience and does not reflect the differences in
approach taken by enforcement, or remedial action, driven investigations. The
basic steps involved include:
“ Scoping Phase
“ Remedial Investigation
l Feasibility Study
“ Design and Implementation
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In general, permanent remedies include the following two categories:
l Source control remedial actions, and
“ Offsite remedial actions.
A description of these actions, including the appropriate NCP citation, follows.
Source Control Remedial Actions -- As specified in 300.68(e)(2) of the NCP,
source control remedial actions may be deemed appropriate if a substantial
concentration of hazardous substances remain at or near the site or near the
area where they were originally located and inadequate barriers exist to retard
migration of substances into the environment. Source control may involve
containing the substances where they are located or transporting the substances
offsite. In order to determine whether and what type of action is appropriate,
the NCP further states that the following criteria be considered:
l

“The extent to which substances pose a danger to public health, welfare,
or the environment. Factors which should be considered in assessing
this danger include: population at risk; amount and form of the substance present; hazardous properties of the substances; hydrogeological
factors; and climate.”

l

“The extent to which substances have migrated or are contained by either
natural or man-made barriers.”

l

“The experiences and approaches used in similar situations by state and
federal agencies and private parties.”

l

“Environmental effects and welfare concerns.”

Source control remedial actions that might be considered include but are not
limited to:
“ No action
“ Containment
“ Pumping
“ Collection
“ Diversion
“ Complete removal
“ Partial removal
“ Onsite treatment
“ Offsite treatment
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“ In situ treatment
“ Storage
l Offsite disposal
Offsite Remedial Actions -- In 300.68(e)(3), the NCP states it may be
appropriate in certain situations to take actions necessary to minimize and
mitigate the migration of hazardous substances and the effects of such migration.
These actions should be taken when it is determined that source control remedial
actions may not effectively mitigate the problem.
The NCP further specifies that the following criteria be considered to
determine the nature and type of offsite actions to be considered:
l

“Contribution of the contamination to an air, land, or water pollution
problem.”

l

“The extent to which the substances have migrated or are expected to
migrate from the area of their original location and whether continued
migration may pose a danger to public health, welfare, or environment.”

l

“The extent to which natural or manmade barriers currently contain the
hazardous substances and the adequacy of the barriers.”

l

“The factors listed in paragraph (e)(2)(i) of this section.”

l

“The experiences and approaches used in similar situations by state and
federal agencies and private parties.”

l

“Environmental effects and welfare concerns.”

Offsite measures which may be deemed appropriate after consideration of
the specified criteria include:
l Permanent alternative water supplies;
l Management of a drinking water aquifer plume;
l Treatment of drinking water; and
“ Relocation of receptors.
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SECTION 7
FIELD INVESTIGATIONS
INTRODUCTION
The National Oil and Hazardous Substance Pollution Contingency Plan (NCP)
directly provides for sample acquisition and analysis during three of the seven
phases detailed in Subpart F, Hazardous Substance Response, those being:
- Phase III Immediate Removal
- Phase IV

Evaluation and Determination of Appropriate Response-Planned
Removal and Remedial Action

- Phase VI

Remedial Action

Field Investigations, with respect to this document, involve actual sample
acquisition and associated support activities in the field. Field Investigations differ from Site Inspections (Section 5) both with respect to the extent
that they employ sample collection and the goals that they must meet. Whereas
the primary goal of a Site Inspection is to identify and document the presence
of hazards, the goal of a Field Investigation is to characterize the site for
anticipated remedial or enforcement activity.
A Field Investigation may be conducted in association with a number of
various tasks which must be performed by regulatory and enforcement agencies,
both Federal and State. Examples of tasks which may require Field Investigations are as follows:
- Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Studies as conducted by EPA, OERR
- Enforcement Remedial Investigations as conducted by EPA, OWPE
- Immediate Removal Actions as conducted by OERR or State Environmental
Agencies
In order to effectively utilize funds and limit exposure of field personnel
to onsite hazards, Field Investigations, regardless of their goals or office of
direction, must be designed to yield maximum information with minimum time on
site. Often a Field Investigation will involve several agencies and contractors
simultaneously. Effective use of these resources in a potentially hazardous
environment requires thorough planning and careful coordination.
The remainder of this section provides guidance in the effective preparation
of the Sampling Plan and its efficient implementation.
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PREPARATION OF THE SAMPLING PLAN
If after completing the Site Inspection (Section 5) and after reviewing
the background information of the Preliminary Assessment (Sections 4 and 6), it
is decided that a Remedial Investigation is needed, a comprehensive Sampling
Plan should be prepared. The Sampling Plan will generally be prepared by the
Project Manager. The Sampling Plan thoroughly details the course of the project
in terms of scope, logistics, and schedules. Among the items addressed in the
Sampling Plan are:
l
l
l
l
l

objectives of the project;
summary of background information;
survey methods, including sampling locations, procedures, analytical
requirements, quality control program, etc.;
personnel and equipment requirements including subcontracts; and
Chain-of-custody

procedures.

A Safety Plan (see Section 3) and a QA Plan are prepared separately, but are
typically attached to the Sampling Plan as appendices.
The importance of the Sampling Plan cannot be overemphasized. The Plan
delineates manpower, equipment needs, schedules and logistics. The need for
additional equipment, contract services, or personnel must be determined far
enough in advance so that they can be secured expeditiously.
As appropriate, the Sampling Plan should be provided to the field team,
analytical staff, Quality Assurance Officer, Project Officer for any parallel
enforcement investigation, and other Regional personnel involved in the Project
at least four weeks before any specific field, laboratory, or consultant activity is undertaken. During the conduct of the project, some modifications to
the Plan may be necessary because of changing conditions. Before implementation, the Sampling Plan and any subsequent changes to it must be approved by
the Project Officer.
The remainder of this subsection deals with those aspects which must be
considered during the preparation of a Sampling Plan.
Sampling Considerations
Purpose and Objectives of Sampling-The samples should provide the data to meet the objectives specified in
the Sampling Plan. The locations, types, and numbers of samples to be collected should be determined from the site inspections and specified in detail
in the Plan. The objective of sampling is to acquire data which will assist
agency personnel in determining:
l

the identification of the hazardous waste or substances present at
the site, and
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l

the occurrence and extent of hazardous substance migration.

The analysis of samples often provides a crucial portion of the evidence
used in subsequent litigation and is used in the development of appropriate
remedial action alternatives. In addition, this information will assist
enforcement personnel to prepare an Endangerment Assessment.
Hazardous waste sites are sampled to characterize the site for enforcement
or remedial work. The investigator must remain aware that any data collected
might be used in litigation and should always follow enforcement procedures
(chain-of-custody, etc.).
Computer Modeling-Computer-based predictive models for the assessment of potential air emmissions and ground-water contaminant migration are powerful and effective aids
in the determination of environmental impact. Consideration should be given to
the eventual use of such models during development of the Sampling Plan. An
understanding of the input data requirements of the models and their capabilities may influence the selection of sample locations, collection techniques,
and analysis and may actually enhance the general information yield.
Sample Categories-Samples collected during site investigations generally can be classified
as environmental samples or hazardous samples. Hazardous samples are further
classified as “other than from closed containers” and “from closed containers”.
Environmental samples contain concentrations of contaminants which have been
diluted due to runoff, mixing with surface and/or ground waters, weathering,
etc. Judgment by the Project Leader is essential in cases where runoff may
contain high concentrations of hazardous materials. If there is reason to
expect higher concentrations in runoff or other surface samples, they should be
declared "hazardous". Samples collected from spills, drums, tanks, or other
vessels are defined as hazardous samples because of the anticipated high
concentrations of contaminants.
Sample Source Identification-The location of the source of each sample should be clearly defined in the
Sampling Plan. Whenever possible, sampling locations should be documented by
photographs. Every potential or priority sample location must be indicated on
the site sketch and described in detail in the Sampling Plan, specifying any
special safety requirements. For example:
Station 01:

Environmental sample from onsite surface water impoundment.
Sample to be collected from top 6 in. of water. Sample
location 140 ft north and 30 ft east of power pole No. 87389.

Station 02:

Hazardous sample from opened drum marked “sodium nickel
cyanide”. Drum located inside the onsite warehouse building,
against the wall, 3 ft west of the north entrance marked
"E-2". Collect the sample over the entire depth with thief
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and place entire sample into container. SCBA and full
protective clothing must be worn.
A precise description of the sample location is important to insure that
field teams sample at the area of interest. Detailed and complete descriptions
of the exact location sampled will be essential if the case proceeds to
litigation.
Statistical Considerations
General-The underlying goal of any sampling campaign is to collect samples which
are representative of the media under consideration in relation to objectives
of the sampling program. In the “real world”, however, especially when dealing
with hazardous waste site samples, collection of a truly representative sample
can be quite difficult if not impossible. Nonetheless, this fact should not
deter the investigator from making every attempt to realize this ultimate goal.
To assist in this endeavor, a sampling strategy should be developed which
details site location, number of samples to be collected, and the duration and
frequency of sampling. The selected strategy would be dependent upon a number
of factors, one of the most important being the variability of the Parameters
of interest (concentration) in space and time. This factor gives rise to the
need to address some basic statistical considerations to aid in the decision
making process surrounding sample strategy selection.
It should be noted at this point that the discussion that follows is an
overview of the theoretical approach for collecting a representative sample
based on general statistical considerations. For a detailed explanation of
sampling statistics, refer to any of the following reference sources used to
develop this section:
l

Harvey, R. P. Statistical Aspects of Air Sampling Strategies. In:
Detection and Measurement of Hazardous Gases; Edited by C. F. Cullis
and J. G. Firth. Heinemann Educational Books, London, 1981.

l

Mason, B. J. Protocol for Soil Sampling: Techniques and Strategies.
U.S. EPA Environmental Systems Laboratory, Contract No. CR808529-01-2.
March 30, 1982. EPA-600/54-83-O020.

l

Smith, R. and G. V. James. The Sampling of Bulk Materials. The
Royal Society of Chemistry, London. 1981.

l

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Handbook for Sampling and
Sample Preservation of Water and Wastewater. EPA 600/4-82-029.
September 1982.

Media Variability -- Contaminant concentrations can vary considerably from
location to location within a specified study area or they can vary with time,
i.e., during the course of a normal workday/shift or a time period encompassing
several months or seasons. These variations are due to a number of factors or
combination of factors such as:
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l

variations in the number of contaminant sources;

l

variations in contaminant release rate;

l

variations in contaminant dispersion from its release source; and

l

length of time since release occurred.

When personal monitoring techniques are used, differences in individual worker
habits also may add to variations in collected samples. Factors include the
individuals proximity to contaminant sources, differences in the nature of
jobs/tasks between workers, and unique work habits.
The possibility of contaminant variability is especially true for hazardous waste site investigations. Areas of contamination may occur in localized
“pockets” scattered throughout the site. Types and concentrations of contaminants will vary considerably from container to container or from area to area.
Sampling Strategies -- The selection of a sampling strategy is influenced by
a number of factors, two of the most important being project objectives and
statistical considerations. In relation to the former, the main objective of a
hazardous waste site investigation is to identify the compounds present and to
assess the extent to which these compounds have become integrated into the
surrounding environment. Sample analyses data may be needed for future litigation and/or to provide a basis for remedial action. A sample must be as
representative as possible of the media in question and data obtained from the
analysis of the sample must be defensible. The best way to assure that these
requirements are met is to include a statistically based sampling approach as
part of the sampling strategy. The scope of a sampling effort must further
fall within the limitations of such resources as time, personnel, and available
funds, and these factors must be considered when establishing the overall
strategy. For the purpose of this document, five sampling strategies are detailed below:
Random Sampling -- Random sampling uses the theory of random chance
1.
probabilities to choose representative sample locations. Random sampling is
generally employed when little information exists concerning the material,
location, etc. It is most effective when the population of available sampling
locations is large enough to lend statistical validity to the random selection
process. Since one of the main difficulties with random sampling deals with
achieving a truly random sample, it is advisable to use a table of random
numbers to eliminate or reduce bias.
2 . Systematic Random Sampling -- Systematic sampling involves the collection of samples at predetermined, regular intervals (sampling within a grid
square). It is the most often employed sampling scheme; however, care must be
exercised to avoid bias. If, for example, there are periodic variations in the
material to be sampled such that the systematic plan becomes partially phased
with these variations then errors can be introduced by implementation of the
systematic approach.
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A systematic sampling plan is often the end result of an approach
that was begun as random due to the tendency of investigators to subdivide a
large sample area into increments prior to randomizing.
3.
Stratified Sampling -- Data and background information made available
from the preliminary site survey, from prior investigations conducted onsite,
and/or from experience with similar situations can be useful in reducing the
number of samples needed to attain a specified precision. Stratified sampling
essentially involves the division of the sample population into groups based on
knowledge of sample characteristics at these divisions. The purpose of the
approach is to increase the precision of the estimates made by sampling. This
objective should be met if the divisions are selected in such a manner that the
units within each division are more homogeneous than the total population. The
procedure basically involves handling each division separately with a simple
random sampling scheme.
4.
Judgment Sampling -- A certain amount of judgment often enters into
any sampling approach used; however, this practice should be avoided when a
true random sample is desirable. Judgment approaches tend to allow investigator bias to influence decisions, and, if care is not exercised, can lead to
poor quality data and improper conclusions. If judgment sampling does become
necessary, it is advisable that multiple samples be collected in order to add
some measures of precision.
Hybrid Sampling Schemes -- In reality, most sampling schemes consist of
5.
a combination or hybrid of the types previously described. For example, when
selecting an appropriate plan for sampling runs at a hazardous waste site, the
initial staging of drums might be based on preliminary information concerning
contents, program objectives, etc. (judgment, stratified sampling), and then
sampled randomly within the specified population groups (random sampling).
Hybrid schemes are usually the method of choice as they can allow sampling from
a diverse population; but, by reducing the variance, can improve precision within
each subgroup.
Number of Samples -- More often than not, the number of samples collected
will be dictated by the financial limitations of a specific sampling campaign.
This is especially true for sampling hazardous wastes because, generally, most
of the available funds are earmarked for the remedial phase of an effort.
Practicality and common sense must be exercised because onsite manpower costs,
packaging and transportation costs, and analytical fees can easily become
excessive. An excellent basis for sample plan management is the statistical
determination of the number of samples needed. It is generally necessary to
have some preliminary data available to increase the confidence in obtained
results; however, estimation of the needed values is an alternative. With
these data, the number of samples required to obtain a given precision with a
specific confidence level can be obtained from the following equation:
n
where

n

= number of samples

D

=

=

ta2 S*/D*

precision given in the specifications of the study
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(1)

S.2

= sample variance

ta

=

two tailed t-value at an a level of significance and (n-1)
degrees of freedom

D is generally expressed in specified concentration units (i.e., ±10 ~g/m3) and
ta is obtained from standard statistical tables. The sample variance will have
to be determined from preliminary or previous data or estimated from the
literature.
The above equation (1) can also be expressed in terms of the coefficient
of variation:
n
where

n
Cv

ta

t a 2 (cv)qp2

(2)

= number of samples
=

? =
P

=

coefficient of variation (S/~ - expressed as a percent or
fraction)
sample mean

= allowed margin of error (D/~ - expressed as a percent or
fraction)
=

the two tailed t-value at an a level of significance and (n-1)
degrees of freedom

Since the t-value is dependent upon the number of degrees of freedom, it is
necessary to use an iterative approach to arrive at the number of samples to
use. Curves can be prepared that plot the number of samples against the
coefficient of variation and thereby eliminate the need for these iterations.
The use of this equation assumes that the population under study is normally
distributed and that less than 10 percent of all possible samples in the study
area are being collected.
Use of Equations (1) and (2) is not recommended without additional background and information on statistical experimentation and design. They are
listed here for illustration purposes only. For a detailed explanation of these
approaches, refer to the reference material cited at the beginning of this
section.
Duration and Frequency of Sampling -- The duration of a sampling program and
the frequency with which the samples are to be collected are dictated by a
number of factors: number of samples specified, predetermined length
of an investigation, anticipated variations over time (seasonal, meteorological, etc.) objectives of the effort, safety considerations and available funds.
The statistical concepts discussed previously will assist investigators in
determining how often to sample and over what period of time. These concepts
should be maintained whenever possible; however, predetermined logistical and
judgmental criteria may influence these approaches. It is often beyond
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the control of the investigator to alter these factors; however, it is important
to reduce or eliminate bias when outlining an approach.
What to Sample
Unnecessary sampling should be avoided to reduce exposure of field personnel to hazardous materials. Sampling should be performed in a safe manner
using the methods presented in Volume II of this manual. If possible, samples
from each media which might be contaminated by hazardous materials--air, soils,
sediments, and water--should be taken to help establish risks.
Soil and Sediment-The soils and sediments at a hazardous waste site can provide information
about the existence and extent of contaminant migration. Vertical migration of
contaminants may occur through soil strata into the ground water, with subsequent
lateral transport of pollutants.
Many of the soil and sediment samples collected are grab samples. Soil
samples should be collected from areas where dumping, spills, or leaks are
apparent. Sediment samples should be collected from areas upstream and downstream of the suspected contaminant entry and in areas where sediment deposition
is significant. Quiescent areas are likely locations for sediment deposition.
Because the soils or sediments may be saturated with contaminants, the samples
should be considered hazardous.
Samples usually can be collected readily from the first 18 inches
(depending on soil or sediment type) by relatively simple, manual techniques as
described in Volume II. Samples from greater depths usually require more elaborate equipment and are both more expensive and time consuming.
The samples can be analyzed directly for many of the priority pollutants
by various extractions or the soil can be leached and the leachate analyzed as
per the EP toxicity method.
Surface Water and Impoundments-Surface waters on or adjacent to a suspected hazardous waste site can
yield significant information with minimal sampling efforts. Surface waters
can reveal the presence of contamination from any of several mechanisms, either
direct discharge, runoff, ground-water inflow, or atmospheric particulate
deposition.
If only a knowledge of the presence or absence of contamination in the
water is needed, the collection of grab samples will usually suffice. If the
water body is a stream, samples also should be collected from upstream and
downstream of the area of concern.
Additional monitoring of surface water is required of seeps, spills,
surface leachates, etc., both on and offsite. If the site has NPDES outfalls,
the discharges should be sampled.
More elaborate programs utilizing stream flow information and weather
conditions can further isolate inputs and the effects of both surface runoff
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and ground-water inflow, although this usually requires extended time frames.
The objective for monitoring surface impoundments is to assess the potential for ground-water contamination and to determine possible hazards if the
water should leave the site due to overflow or dike failure. Another objective
is to determine if there are volatile organic compounds which could be released
to the atmosphere.
Water samples can be analyzed for all of the current EPA listed “Priority
Pollutants" by published methods. Other standard analytical protocols can be
utilized to supply additional information which may be indicative of contamination migration. Alkalinity, acidity, TOC, TOX, and COD are often excellent
indicators of contamination and can be used as screening techniques before
implementing the more costly Priority Pollutant analysis.
In situ measurements of pH, conductivity, temperature and dissolved oxygen can
serve to isolate areas of inflow or to assess relative variations around the
site. The immediate results and ease of operation of the appropriate instruments make them valuable tools.
Ground Water-Geohydrologic investigations at hazardous waste sites are a critical
aspect of any evaluation. The impact of a site on the ground water is a significant factor in the ranking generated by the Hazard Ranking System.
Ground-water contamination is usually difficult and costly to assess,
control, and clean. Since ground-water contamination may not be evident from
the surface, a contaminated aquifer may insidiously spread the area of impact of
a site well beyond its surficial boundary. If the aquifer supplies drinking
water to a population, the direct uptake of aquifer borne contaminants by
ingestion can have severe health effects.
The subsurface is a unique heterogeneous environment. Gas exchange,
biological and other chemical reactions and conditions are quite different from
those on the surface. The ground water is usually well insulated from surface
temperature variations and thus its temperature is maintained at a rather
constant level.
Exposure of ground water to surface conditions can cause significant and
rapid reactions as a result of increased light and oxygen, and changes in
temperature and pressure. This is true both of ground-water seeps and springs
as well as the discharge of wells. Gas exchange, microbial growth, and the
rate of many chemical reactions approximately double for every 10°C increase in
temperature, and the effect of sunlight and the presence of oxygen can cause
equally dramatic and nearly instantaneous reactions.
Monitor wells sample a small part of an aquifer horizontally and vertically depending on screen size, placement depth, pump rates and other factors
which affect the cone of influence at a well. The use of existing wells and
piezometers can introduce an additional problem due to materials contamination
and inadequate construction. Proper well construction requires significant
skill and expense and should not be attempted without consultations with an
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experienced geohydrologist. Interpretation of the results of analysis of
ground-water samples relies on the collection of representative water samples
and an accurate knowledge of the aquifer characteristics. General guidelines
for ground-water sampling can be found in the “Manual of Ground Water Sampling
Procedures” Scalf, McNabb et al., EPA-600/2-81-160.
In addition to the monitoring of the aquifer formations at hazardous waste
sites, significant information can be obtained by sampling the unsaturated zone
above the aquifer, called the vadose zone. Leachate from buried vessels or
otherwise contaminated water migrates through the vadose zone toward the water
table. Samples collected from the vadose zone can indicate the types of contaminants present and can aid in assessing the potential threat to the aquifer before
the leachate reaches it and is subsequently diluted.
Vadose zone soil sampling can be an effective addition to the geophysical
methods listed previously to aid in the placement of wells or piezometers. The
various types of vadose zone monitors can be used to collect water samples for
chemical analysis or to detect the direction and velocity of leachate movement.
Since these monitors are relatively inexpensive and simple to install, they can
begin supplying information before aquifer monitoring is initiated.
The types of vadose zone monitors, their applications in field investigations, and their use in satisfying the requirements of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act are discussed in a more complete treatment of vadose zone
monitoring, “Vadose Zone Monitoring at Hazardous Waste Sites.” (EMSL-LV KT-82018R April 1983).
Geophysics-In the designing of monitor well networks, the placement of wells has been
done mainly by educated guesswork. The accuracy and effectiveness of such an
approach is heavily dependent upon the assumption that subsurface conditions
are uniform, and that regional trends hold true for the local setting. However,
these assumptions are frequently invalid, resulting in non-representative
locations for monitor well placement. If an attempt is made to improve accuracy
by installing additional wells, the project may be thrown off schedule, and
costs will increase. Such delays are often unacceptable in rapid assessments
required at hazardous waste sites. At certain sites, there are also increased
safety risks associated with drilling into unknown buried materials, and the
risk of contaminating aquifers by the act of drilling.
During the past decade, extensive development in remote sensing geophysical
equipment, portable field instrumentation, field methods, analytical techniques,
and related computer processing has resulted in a striking improvement in the
capability to assess hazardous waste sites. Further, many of these improved
methods allow measurement of parameters in the field with continuous data
acquisition at traverse speeds up to several miles per hour.
Some of these geophysical methods offer a direct means of detecting contaminant plumes and flow directions in both the saturated and unsaturated zones.
Others offer a way to obtain detailed information about subsurface soil and
rock conditions. This capability to rapidly characterize subsurface conditions
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without disturbing the site (much like nondestructive testing used in many
production facilities and test laboratories) offers the benefits of lower cost
and less risk, and provides better overall understanding of complex site
conditions.
Once a spatial characterization of the site is made by these methods, an
optimal direct sampling plan may be designed to:
l
“
l
“
“

Minimize the number of drilling sites;
Locate drilling and monitor wells at representative sites;
Reduce risk associated with drilling into unknowns;
Reduce overall project time and costs;
Provide improved accuracy and confidence levels.

A good overview on the subject of geophysical methods for surveying
hazardous waste sites can be found in “Geophysical Techniques for Sensing
Buried Wastes and Waste Migration,” prepared-for EPA by Technos, Inc. (available
from the National Water Well Association, 500 West Wilson Bridge Road, Worthington, OH 43085). Six techniques are discussed in that report:
l
l
l
l
“
l

Ground Pentrating Radar
Electromagnetic
Resistivity
Seismic Refraction
Metal Detection
Magnetometry

These six techniques were selected because they are regularly used and
have been proven effective for hazardous waste site assessments. The primary
tasks to which these methods can be applied include:
l Mapping of natural geohydrologic features;
“ Mapping of conductive leachates and contaminant plumes (landfill
leachates, acids, bases);
l Location and boundary definition of buried trenches;
“ Location and definition of buried metallic objects (drums, pipes,
tanks).
Air -Ambient concentration of volatile and semivolatile organics, trace metals
and particular matter in the vicinity of a hazardous waste sites are of particular concern due to their potential impact on human health, welfare and the
environnment. Monitoring for these “fugitives” can provide important input
concerning the atmospheric path and dispersion of the release, the populations
at risk, source strength, and the extent of airborne migration pathways. In
this regard, air monitoring performed during hazardous waste site investigations
or inspections can be of three basic types: source evaluations, ambient surveys,
and personnel monitoring.
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Each of the above-mentioned air monitoring types can be conducted on two
distinct levels, areas surveys and detailed characterization efforts. The
former level involves the use of portable monitoring devices such as the OVA
or Hnu organic vapor analyzers, stain detector tubes or other monitors. Such
surveys provide an indication of the presence of various atmospheric hazards
for establishing levels of worker protection and also can provide information
essential to the second level of the investigation.
The goal of this second level investigation is to quantitatively assess
the impact of site atmospheric emissions. The preliminary survey effort along
with knowledge of the materials onsite will aid in determining the extent of
the program, both for what analyses are necesary and how many samples are
required.
The selection of sampling and analyses methods requires close cooperation
between the project manager and the designated laboratory. Many sampling
methods are available. Their selection depends on the analytical capabilities
of the lab and the desired detection limits. Most methods involve the use of
pumps, anything from small personnel monitoring pumps to Hi-Vol samplers, to
draw measured volumes of air through a filter, impinger, or sorbent. Guidance
in methods selection can be found in Volume II - Available Sampling Methods,
Volume III - Available Laboratory Analytical Methods, and several other guidance
documents referenced below.
In addition to methods selection, considerable planning is required to
select the number of samples and the sample locations. Certainly these decisions
again depend on laboratory capabilities as well as a number of siting factors,
including:
Source Characteristics
Site Characteristics
Meteorological Considerations
Spatial Scale
Temporal Resolution
Traffic Distribution
Population and Housing Distribution
Background Concentrations
Source Characteristics
Emissions may emanate from the area undergoing excavation and/or
treatment at abandoned hazardous waste sites, surface impoundments, landfills,
and land treatment facilities. The emissions enter the atmosphere at ground
level over an area with field dimensions. Insight into the transport and
dispersion of pollutants from an area source can be gained through the application of the Gaussian plume dispersion model to the area source. Although
Gaussian plume dispersion is generally applied to elevated point source
releases, it is also valid in an area source situation.
Source characteristics may also be defined through direct measurement of
the source strength. Research is being conducted and information is available
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in the literature concerning a number of techniques that are useful for
determining emission rate measurements from landfills, surface impoundments
etc. Although more costly than modeling, certain applications may detect
that solid, emperical data be collected via direct measurements.
Site Characteristics
The shape and configuration of the area sources, along with the terrain
in and around the waste site, play a major role in monitoring network design,
Within the boundaries of the waste site, all area sources must be identified.
If workers will be in the immediate surroundings of an area source, this location will be a prime candidate for monitoring. Measurements also should be
taken along the site boundaries, with a minimum of one monitor per major compass direction (N, S, E, W). This will ensure that no oversight was make in
monitor site selection.
Beyond the site boundaries, the terrain features are of major importance.
Since the emissions enter the atmosphere at ground level, they are subject to
the local drainage flows and chaneling effects induced by the terrain. High
ground and open terrain also are vulnerable to air quality impact. A good
understanding of the terrain features and land use (e.g., locations of residential and commercial zones) will enter into the meteorological considerations.
Meteorological Considerations
The local meteorological characteristics are of particular importance in
siting monitors at waste sites. As with all air emissions, the transport
and dispersion of hazardous waste away from the site will be dependent on wind
speed, wind direction, and atmospheric stability. Because the hazardous waste
emissions are ground level releases, meteorological parameters characteristic
of the first 10 meters above the surface will best define the transport and
dispersion process.
In summary, the meteorological parameters of wind speed, wind direction,
and atmospheric stability must be considered in the monitoring site selection
process. Climatological data are available for stations throughout the United
States, and are quite useful. However, because hazardous pollutants are emitted
at ground level, the micrometeorology of the waste site must be considered carefully. This can be accomplished, to some extent, in a review by a meteorologist
of the climatological data and terrain maps of the region. Ideally, onsite
meteorological data should be used. If none exists, the network designed must
be based on the climatological data and micrometeorological analysis. Onsite
meteorology data should be collected from the start of the program, and used to
evaluate the initial monitor locations.
Spatial Scale
The objectives of air monitoring at hazardous waste sites necessitate
the consideration of two spatial scales. An onsite network must be designed,
and air quality in nearby residential and commercial areas must be monitored.
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The number and placement of the monitors will be highly site dependent.
In general, there should be a monitor in all areas near sources where there is
a great deal of activity. In addition, there should be a set of monitors along
the site boundaries; the boundary line monitors will record effluent transport
and dispersion characteristics.
Beyond the waste site, considerations should be given to all commercial
and residential areas with a potential for plume impact. The high impact areas
will be identified by examining all siting factors including meteorological
considerations and proximity of the area to the waste site.
This enables prioritizing the use of the available resources so that all
high impact areas are monitored before those which have potentially less impact.
If initial readings show significantly high off-site levels or a shift from the
initially expected impact areas, monitor locations can be adjusted and/or the
base network reinforced.
Temporal Resolution
In scheduling the field program, the time dependence of emmission rate and
human activity must by considered. Volatile and semivolatile compounds will
evaporate from area sources at the highest rate when the ground temperature is
the warmest; sunny, summer afternoons possess the greatest potential for high
emission rates. Human activity on the site, e.g., excavation, peaks during
daylight hours. Therefore, maximum human exposure is most likely to occur on
warm summer afternoons. Consideration should be given to possible concentration buildup during nighttime conditions of lower wind speeds and potential
inversions.
Depending upon the compound, length of exposure is of concern. If the
critical exposure concern is short-term, summer, daytime monitoring is needed.
Estimates of long-term exposure demand an ongoing seasonal or annual monitoring
study.
Traffic Distribution
Streets and roadways are sources of possible interference with the
measurement of pollutants. If a monitor is located too close to the roadway,
the organic compounds in vehicle exhaust will be recorded by the monitor,
potentially interfering with the observations. This problem cannot always be
eliminated at waste sites undergoing excavation due to the large amount of
heavy equipment operating in the area; however, consideration must be given
To this concern wherever possible. Also, onsite roadway dust may have a
detrimental effect on sampling equipment. Generally, the roadways near the
area sources are unpaved. Therefore, the monitors must be sited far enough
from the roadway to limit problems with the collected samples and to prevent
instrument damage.
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Population and Housing Distribution
A primary objective of monitoring near hazardous waste sites is to protect
the health and safety of the public. Therefore, land-use maps of the immediate
(within 10 kilometers) area surrounding the waste site must be acquired and
studied. The land-use maps in conjunction with meteorological considerations
will identify which areas have the highest potential for human exposure. Also,
appropriate state and local officials should be consulted. There may be
neighborhood or commercial zones where complaints are common. If so, these
locations should be evaluated as monitor locations.
Laboratory Interface and Coordination
Once the types and numbers of samples have been decided upon, laboratories
must be chosen to process them. If the laboratory cannot process the number of
samples planned, within specified holding times, or provide the kinds of analyses requested, either additional labs must be located or the sampling strategy
revised.
The EPA has established the Contract Laboratory Program (CLP) to provide
necessary analytical services through a nationwide network of contract laboratories. The program is structured with a strong orientation towards the needs
of enforcement activities. Protocols and methodologies are designed by EPA to
provide data of known quality in strict accordance with quality assurance
procedures and chain-of-custody, and document control requirements. Although
primarily established to analyze samples collected under Superfund, the CLP is
currently implementing an accounting charge-back system to accommodate the
analytical needs of other programs. All programs utilizing these services
automatically receive the intensive quality assurance, chain-of-custody and
document control characteristics built in for generating data suitable for
litigation. In addition, users of the CLP avoid the administrative burden
involved in independently contracting for and managing analytical services on a
small scale. Data from these laboratories must be carefully screened, however,
to insure that the results fulfill the needs.
The provisions of the Contract Laboratory Program are detailed in a
document prepared by the EPA Sample Management Office entitled “User’s Guide to
the EPA Contract Laboratory Program”, August 1982. Additional information can
be obtained by contacting the Sample Management Office at 703/557-2490 or
FTS/557-2490.
After arrangements have been made to analyze the samples, further coordination will be necessary to select sample containers, precleaning requirements,
preservation techniques, labeling and shipping requirements, and schedules.
Volume III lists the volume, recommended container type and preservation
requirements for the various methods. More general guidelines are also included
in Appendix A of Volume II; however, these are only recommended procedures, and
all such matters should be coordinated with the designated laboratory.
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Transportation
Packaging and shipping of hazardous waste samples must comply with all
appropriate Department of Transportation regulations governing such materials
(49 CFR 172.101). Refer to Appendix F, Packaging, Marking, Labeling and Shipping, for a detailed explanation of the required procedures. Refer to the DOT
regulations for updates and whenever clarification is necessary.
Organization of the Field Team
The field team’s obvious function is to gather technical information to
document actual, potential and suspected current and historic releases of
hazardous materials. Specific strategy and objectives for incidents and sites
are contained in standard operating plans and site-specific work plans. The
techniques described in these plans are likely to include hazardous and
environmental sampling of all media, inventorying wastes, mapping areas,
drilling wells and excavation both on and off site.
There are a small number of incontrovertible guides for field teams which
have both technical and safety justifications. They are:
l
l
l

safety first always;
someone has to be in ultimate charge during all onsite operations;
and
all potential exposures to hazardous materials require a “buddy”
hookup system for onsite operations. “Buddy” system means two trainee’
personnel experienced in working together, who have confidence in
each other, and who are working in actual line-of-sight view of each
other.

There are some excellent rationales and systems for handling necessary
hazardous waste exposure situations in a manner which virtually eliminates
personnel exposure and offsite contamination. The one most commonly encountered
was developed from the U.S. Army Tech Escort Procedure as modified by Ecology
and Environment, Inc. (E and E). This system is based on the need to fill the
six roles which may be required for a field investigation team. It was developed for major sites and assumes adequate lead time and a series of checks and
balances on individual responsibilities on site.
The following addresses the duties and responsibilities of the six roles:
l
l
l
l

Project Team Leader,
Field Team Leader,
Site Safety Officer,
Contamination Reduction Corridor Operator/Equipment
Specialist,
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l

Command Post Supervisor, and

l

Initial Entry Party, Work Party, and Backup Team.

Project Team Leader-The project team leader is primarily an administrator when not participating in the field investigation as field team leader or command post supervisor. The project team leader is responsible for:
l

all the team does or fails to do, however, some of this responsibility may be passed to the field team leader and site safety officer;

l

preparation and organization of all project work;

l

selection of team personnel and briefing them on specific assignments;

l

obtaining permission to enter the site from the owner;

l

coordinating with the field team leader to complete the work plan;

l

completing final reports and preparation of the evidentiary file; and

l

insuring that safety and equipment requirements are complete.

Field Team Leader-The field team leader is responsible for the overall operation and safety
of the field team. This role can be filled by the project team leader or a
designated representative. The field team leader may join the work party. He
is responsible for:
l

safety and safety procedure enforcement;

l

field operations management;

l

public relations/state and federal liaison;

l

site control;

l

compliance of field documentation and sampling methods with evidence
collection procedures;

l

execution of the site work plan; and

l

determination of the level of personal protection required (in
conjunction with the site safety officer).

Site Safety Officer-The safety officer for the site has primary responsibility for all safety
procedures and operations on site. Ideally, the site safety officer will
report to the person responsible for safety in the Corporate or Agency organization rather than to the field team leader or project team leader. This
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allows two seperate lines of authority. It allows decisions related to safety
to be represented without conflicting with decisions related to the pressures
for accomplishing the investigation according to schedule. The site safety
officer remains half dressed in the appropriate level of protective equipment
to respond to emergencies. He or she stays on the clean side of the exclusion
area while monitoring the work party and site activities. The site safety
officer is also responsible for:
updating equipment or procedures based upon new information gathered
during the site inspection;
upgrading the levels of protection based upon site observations;
enforcing the “buddy system”;
determining and posting locations and routes to medical facilities,
including poison control centers, and arranging for emergency
transportation to medical facilities;
notifying local public emergency officers, i.e., police and fire
department, of the nature of the team’s operations, and posting their
telephone numbers;
controlling entry (if possible) of unauthorized persons to the site;
entering the exclusion area in emergencies when at least one other
member of the field team is available to stay behind and notify
emergency services, and/or after he/she has notified emergency
services;
examining work party members for symptoms of exposure or stress:
determining the suitability of a team member for work in the exclusion
area, based on the team member’s physical profile which is determined
by the health and safety program and the team member's current
physical condition; and
Providing emergency medical care and first aid as necessary on site.
The site-safety officer has the ultimate responsibility to-stop any
operation that threatens the health or safety of the team or
surrounding populace.
Personnel Decontamination Station (PDS) Operator/Equipment Specialist-The PDS operator/equipment specialist functions in two roles that do not
require concurrent attention. As the equipment specialist, he or she is charged
with:
l

ensuring that all equipment is properly maintained and operating;

l

inspecting all equipment before and after use;
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l

ensuring that all required equipment is available; and

l

decontaminating all personnel, samples and equipment returning from
the exclusion area.

The PDS operator/equipment specialist is responsible for design and setup
for the PDS and for preparing the necessary decontamination solutions to ensure
that chemical contamination is not transported into the clean area by inspection equipment, samples, protective clothing or personnel. Failure to properly
execute these duties reduces the effectiveness of the protective equipment and
threatens the rest of the field team. The PDS operator/equipment specialist
also manages the mechanics of removing contaminated clothing from the work
party and the proper disposal of discarded contaminated clothing and decontamination solutions.
Command Post Supervisor-The command post supervisor functions as the clearinghouse for communications. He or she does not enter the exclusion area to assist the work party
except for certain emergency situations. Should an emergency arise, the command
post supervisor notifies emergency support personnel by phone, radio, etc. to
respond to the situation. Depending on the team size and the nature of the
emergency, the command post supervisor may, in extreme situations, assist the
site safety officer in effecting a rescue. Usually, the command post supervisor
may be called upon to assist the PDS operator/equipment specialist in operating
the PDS during an emergency, and assist the site safety officer in emergency
medical measures. The field team leader may assume the position of command
post supervisor.
The command post supervisor is also responsible for:
l

maintaining a log of communications and site activities such as
duration of work periods with respirators;

l

sustaining communication and line-of-sight contact with the work
party;

l

maintaining public relations in the absence of the field team leader;
and

l

assisting the site safety officer and PDS operator/equipment
specialist as required.

Work Party and Backup Team-Initial Entry Party -- The initial entry party enters the site first,
employing specialized instrumentation to characterize site hazards. Usually
the field team leader should be a part of the initial entry party to familiarize
him/herself with conditions and dangers associated with the site. The major
purpose of this team is to measure existing hazards and survey the site to
ascertain if the level of personnel protection determined from preliminary
assessment and site inspection must be adjusted.
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The initial entry party can consist of as few as two people if a wheelbarrow or other device is used to transport all the instrumentation. Three or
four people are able to do the job more efficiently.
Work Party -- The work party performs the onsite tasks necessary to fulfill
the objectives of the investigation, e.g., obtaining samples or determining
locations for monitoring wells. No team member should enter or exit the
exclusion area alone. The work party consists of a minimum of two individuals,
and any work party should follow this buddy system. Besides the safety
considerations, it is much easier for two persons dressed in protective clothing
to perform such tasks as note taking, photographing, and sampling.
Backup Team -- Extensive assignments requiring long hours and large work
parties (more than five members) necessitate the use of a standby backup team.
The emergency response team is halfdressed in protective gear so that it can
quickly enter the exclusion area in the event of an emergency. This team is particularly valuable at dangerous sites where protective equipment produces
stress and heat loads on the work party.
Mitigating Considerations for Field Team Size Adjustments-The system outlined above is reasonably comprehensive and basically fail
safe. It could be applied to nearly any situation assuming adequate notice and
resources were available. It does not, however, recognize the structure,
skills, resources and range of incidents encountered by Agency field teams.
All of the decision points, responsibilities and skills outlined above need
to be covered in any hazardous exposure situation, but there are numerous
factors which could cause the number of hands on scene to be legitimately
increased or decreased.
These factors are described below with examples:
l

Contamination of Samples - Proper collection of environmental samples
for low detection limit analyses may require higher skill levels or
more numerous hands than the work plan would indicate.

l

Physical Work - Sites or other activities which involve manual
collection or core samples, use of Peterson dredges, and performance
of similar manual work may require a skills mix and number of hands
not anticipated by the work plan.

l

Cost Effectiveness - For longer distance trips where travel costs are
high, it may be desirable to consider overtime and additional per
diem for a smaller number of personnel than would normally be assigned
for a given job.

l

Chain-of-Custody and Documentation Considerations - Collection of
enforceable data is essential. There are instances where additional
personnel are required on scene for witness purposes or to manage
such things as photographic documentation of data collection efforts.
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l

Logistics/Areal Extent - There are frequently instances involving
such things as dye studies, releases to rivers, and searches for
leachate seeps where the terrain and physical distances involved
require additional manpower even when optimal use is made of portable
radio communications.

l

Problem Complexity/Skills Mix - Certain onsite situations require
additional personnel onsite with the proper academic background and
experience to evaluate the problems. Commonly this situation occurs
with releases of potentially toxic organics to shallow ground-water
regimes where many disciplines may need to interact to provide
competent assessments. At the same time, fortuitous combinations of
experience and skills onsite and effective communication with offsite
expertise may radically reduce optimal team size for any given
situation.

l

Other mitigating factors:
Safety - Responses to sulfuric acid spills, for example, may not
require the same resources as responses to a similar quantity of
dioxin or parathion.
Training - On-the-job-training is frequently employed to improve
skills of entry level and less experienced employees. Opportunities for this type of training should be used as often as
possible where it is not perceived as wasting resources.
Time Constraints - Hurry up jobs are generally done more quickly
by more people.
Visibility - When extensive tourists or media are expected in
the vicinity, appropriate resources should be assigned to handle
these contacts without inhibiting technical operations.

l

Average Team Size for Normal Operations - There are general guidelines
for determining team size in terms of commonly encountered situations.
These team size discussions presented below are couched in terms of
the protective safety required.
Two-Person Team - The two-person team is the minimum for a
hazardous substance site investigation. The two-person team is
best suited for offsite surveys and inspections or for obtaining
environmental (nonhazardous, offsite) samples. Collection of
ground truth data for aerial photographic surveys, inspection of
files, or interviews can all be accomplished by the two-person
team.
Two-person teams are standard for initial responses to situations
where imminent hazards may exist. However, in this situation,
team members are generally more completely trained and equipped
for reducing the risk of accidental exposure. They are also
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instructed to utilize available safety gear in a very conservative approach to the hazards and are commonly backed up by
local government emergency units.
Three-Person Team - The three-person team can be employed on
sites requiring Level C protection and in some cases, on sites
requiring Level B protection. Level of protection requirements
are discussed in Section 3. This team is composed of a field
team leader; an individual fulfilling the combined functions of
PDS operator/equipment specialist, site safety officer, and
command post supervisor; and another individual to enter the site
with the field team leader.
The three-person team is used where extensive PDS procedures are
not required and where the liklihood of emergency rescue is low.
This field investigation team is best utilized in non-IDLH
(immediately dangerous to life and health) atmospheres where the
primary objective is to map, photograph, or inventory. Its use
assumes that at no time will the work party be exposed to
hazardous situations.
Considerable care and thought are necessary before a three-person
team is employed on a site because each individual has numerous
responsibilities. In the event of an accident, the third member
does not enter the site to offer emergency assistance until he
has summoned outside assistance, and even then, only when he
feels rescue will not endanger his own life.
Four-Person Team - Most Level B and some restricted Level A
operations can be conducted with a four-person team. These
operations would include work on active sites where facility
personnel are present or on inactive sites with potentially IDLH
atmospheres. The objectives of a four-person team at a site
requiring Level B or Level A protection might include sampling
ponds, soils, or open containers, and performing inspections at
sites known for poor housekeeping, i.e., where there is evidence
of spills, leaks, etc.
The team consists of the standard two-person work party, a
combination site safety officer/PDS operator/equipment specialist,
and a command post supervisor who may assist in the PDS operation.
Because life-threatening hazards are assumed or known to be
present at a Level B or Level A site, it is essential that all
personnel be fully acquainted with their duties. During an
emergency, the command post supervisor stays in the support area
to maintain communication while the site safety officer/PDS
operator/equipment specialist enters the exclusion area to aid
the work party. Once the work party is in the contamination
reduction area, the command post supervisor can then offer
assistance at the PDS or provide fresh equipment from the support
area.
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Five-Person Team - The five-person team is minimum size for most
Level A and certain Level B operations or for operations where
percutaneous hazards are known to exist or where there is an
absence of historical information. The site hazards that require
Level A protection, combined with the limitation and stresses
placed on personnel by wearing Level A protection, necessitate
a full-time PDS operator/equipment specialist who can also serve
in emergency response. In the event of a serious emergency such
as a fire, explosion, or acutely toxic release, both the site
safety officer and PDS operator/equipment specialist may need to
enter the exclusion area dressed in Level A gear. The command
post supervisor remains in the support area to direct outside help
to the site and then assume the functions of PDS operator/equipment
specialist.
Teams of Seven or More - Certain hazardous substance sites
requiring sampling operations necessitate larger or alternating
work parties and additional support personnel in the contamination reduction area. The seven-person team employs the basic
five-person structure plus an additional work party for alternating work loads. The eight-person team includes an additional
PDS operator/ equipment specialist to assist in the continuous
decontamination tasks involved with alternating work parties,
and to decontaminate and pack samples as they are received.
It is not unusual to employ teams of 12 where such tasks as drum
opening may require three work parties downrange working concurrently. This operation may involve teams to move the drums,
open the drums, and sample and then reseal under rigorous safety
procedures. Larger teams can be designed with additional work
parties and support personnel to safely gather the site data and
insure communication and site control.
Organization of the Operations Area
General Considerations-The investigation of a hazardous substance site introduces the risk of
exposure of the field team and surrounding community to varying degrees of
hazard. One way to decrease the possibility of exposure is to organize an
operations area which includes a buffer zone around the site and a security
system that can control access to it.
The area regarded as contaminated or hazardous must be delineated and
isolated. The actual hazardous substance site can vary in area from a few
yards to several square miles. The extent of the site is initially established
from data collected during the preliminary assessment phase of the investigation.
The use of aerial photography is helpful in establishing the site
boundaries by identifying evidence of contamination such as:
l

the presence of drums, tankers, lagoons, ponds, or other areas which
contain hazardous substances;
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l
l

spills, leaks, puddles, leachate outbreaks or other evidence of
uncontained hazardous substances; and
the presence of distressed vegetation, previously noted odors, discolored soil, parts of containers (i.e., drum lids, bungs) or other
indications of contaminants or deliberate dumping of containers.

Once the extent of the contamination or possible threats to the surrounding
community have been evaluated, the hazardous substance site can be delineate..
A buffer zone is added for additional safety, and the entire area (hazardous
substance site plus buffer zone) is regarded as “hot” or contaminated. This
zone is known as the exclusion area, which should be physically secured, fenced,
posted, readily identifiable by topographical boundaries, or marked in some
way.
The area surrounding the exclusion zone is considered clean or noncontaminated, and serves as the support area from which operations into the
exclusion area are conducted. Activities such as dressout in protective
clothing, equipment maintenance and repair, communications, liaison with
authorities and the media, and medical aid are conducted in the support area.
An area devoted to contamination reduction should be established between
the exclusion area and the support area. This zone exists for the decontamination of personnel, equipment and samples returning from the exclusion area
and is designed to prevent movement of contaminated material into the support
area. Vehicles, equipment, structures, and personnel in the support area not
previously subject to exposure are protected by this practice.
These three zones - the exclusion area, the support area, and the contamination reduction area - are the basic organizational blocks of an operations
area (Figure 7-l).
Exclusion Zone-The exclusion zone contains those areas considered contaminated, possibly
contaminated, or capable of being contaminated in the event of fire, explosion,
or toxic release. A buffer zone is also included for additional safety. The
initial boundaries of the exclusion area are established from data collected
during the preliminary assessment and prior to site contact by any members of
the investigation team. This assessment should include the following basic
information:
l
l
l
l
l
l

types of hazardous substances present;
quantity of hazardous substances present;
type of storage containers used on site;
condition of storage containers;
toxicity, flammability, explosiveness, flashpoint/auto-ignition
point, and corrosivity of the material; and
presence or absence of radioactive materials.
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NOTE: Distances are approximate and can vary.

Figure 7-1.

Organization of the operations area.
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This information is used to determine those areas that are contaminated or
probably contaminated.
The area of probable contamination delineates only a portion of the
exclusion area; the remainder is determined by the potential airborne hazard or
the hazard associated with fire or explosion. The potential for airborne
hazard can be insignificant during such activities as container inventory.
However, such activities as moving or opening closed containers, where the
possibility of container rupture and subsequent release of toxic materials is
dramatically increased, necessitate an expansion of the exclusion area so that
any surrounding populace is adequately protected. The extend of the expanded
exclusion area can be determined by calculations based on the toxicity of the
material, the estimated amount released in an accident, the wind speed and
direction, the volatility of the substance, changes in the temperature, and the
local terrain and surface drainage characteristics. The exclusion area should be
secured to prevent individuals from inadvertently entering the area. Fences,
barriers, warning signs, or security personnel may be employed.
Another factor that influences the size and shape of the exclusion area is
the type of work planned. Remedial actions often require that a number of
containers be moved, opened, sampled, resealed, staged awaiting laboratory
results, and then segregated according to waste type. These activities must
occur completely within the exclusion area. The area required can vary from a
few square feet to several acres; the exclusion area boundaries must therefore
be adjusted to account for all planned activities.
Subareas Within the Exclusion Zone-All personnel within the Exclusion Zone must wear the required Level of
Protection. Personnel protective equipment is designated based on site-specific
conditions, including the type of work to be done and the hazards that might be
encountered. Frequently within the Exclusion Zone, different Levels of Protection are justified. Subareas are specified and conspicuously marked as to
whether Level A, B, or C protection is required. The Level of Protection is
determined by the measured concentration of substances in air, potential for
contamination, and the known or suspected presence of highly toxic substances.
Different Levels of Protection in the Exclusion Zone might also be designatd by job assignment. For example, collecting samples from open containers
might require Level B protection, while for walk-through ambient air monitoring,
Level C protection might be sufficient. The assignment, when appropriate, of
different Levels of Protection within the Exclusion Zone generally makes for
more flexible, effective, and less costly operation, while still maintaining a
high degree of safety.
Contamination Reduction Zone-The contamination reduction zone lies upwind of the exclusion area, between
it and the support area. The contamination reduction area provides an area for
the decontamination of personnel, equipment, and sample containers used within
the exclusion area, and for the execution of certain functions (air tank changes,
equipment staging, etc.) to assist the work party. The contamination reduction
area is initially established in an assumed clean area, but is considered to be
possibly contaminated as soon as the first items or people are processed through
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the personnel decontamination station (PDS). While some gross decontamination
may occur while the work party is in the exclusion area, most decontamination
will occur within the contamination reduction area. It should be noted that
provisions must be made to handle the decontamination solutions and other
materials generated as wastes during the onsite investigation. This usually
requires temporary secure storage until proper ultimate disposal at a permitted
facility.
The boundary between the contamination reduction area and exclusion area
is known as the hot line. Everything within the hot line is considered contaminated. The hot line should be clearly delineated by flagging tape, engineer’s
tape, paint, or other prominent, easily discernible marking devices. The
access control point is the only entrance to and exit from the exclusion area
used by team members, although other emergency exits should be established and
clearly marked on sites that are restricted or congested or where there is
possibility of fire or explosion.
Anyone crossing the hot line into the exclusion area must wear the proper
protective equipment. If a property owner, official, or other non-team individual enters the area, the individual must be warned of the hazards he may be
facing. Individuals leaving the exclusion area must be processed through the
PDS. A separate PDS for samples can be established; a “mini-PDS” for the PDS
operators can also be established nearer the support area so that they can
decontaminate themselves before entering the support area.
The boundary between the support area and the contamination reduction
area is known as the contamination control line. An access control point is
established for entrance and for exit to the contamination reduction area.
Personnel entering the contamination reduction area must be dressed in the
proper personal protection equipment for work in that area; people exiting
to the support area must have been properly decontaminated.
Initial Planning-The initial decontamination plan assumes all personnel and equipment
leaving the Exclusion Zone (area of potential contamination) are grossly
contamination. A system is then set up to wash and rinse, at least once, all
the personnel protective equipment worn. This is done in combination with a
sequential doffing of equipment, starting at the first station with the most
heavily contaminated item and progressing to the last station with the least
contaminated artilcle. Each piece of clothing or operation requires a separate
station.
The spread of contaminants during the washing/doffing process is further
reduced by separating each decontamination station by a minimum of three feet.
Ideally, contamination should decrease as a person moves from one station to
another farther along in the line.
While planning site operations, methods should be developed to prevent
the contamination of people and equipment. For example, using remote sampling
techniques, not opening containers by hand, bagging monitoring instruments,
using drum grapplers, watering down dusty areas, and not walking through areas
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of obvious contamination would reduce the probability of becoming contaminated
and require a less elaborate decontamination procedure.
The initial decontamination plan is usually based on a worst-case situation.
During the site inspection specific conditions at the site are then evaluated,
including:
l
l
l
l

type of contaminant;
the amount of contamination;
levels of protection required; and
type of protective clothing worn.

The initial decontamination system is then modified, eliminating unnecessary stations or otherwise adapting it to site conditions. For instance, the
initial plan might require a complete wash and rinse of chemical protective
garments. If disposable garments are worn, the wash/rinse step could be omitted.
Wearing disposable boot covers and gloves could eliminate washing and rinsing
both gloves and disposable boots and reduce the number of stations needed.
Contamination Reduction Corridor-An area within the Contamination Reduction Zone is designated the Contamination Reduction Corridor (CRC). The CRC controls access into and out of the
Exclusion Zone and confines personnel decontamination activities to a limited
area. The size of the corridor depends on the number of stations in the
decontamination procedure, overall dimensions of work control zones, and amount
of space available at the site. A corridor of 75 feet by 15 feet should be
adequate for full decontamination. Whenever possible, it should be a straight
path.
The CRC boundaries should be conspicuously marked, with entry and exit
restricted. The far end is the hotline--the boundary between the Exclusion
Zone and the Contamination Reduction Zone. Personnel exiting the Exclusion
Zone must go through the CRC. Anyone in the CRC should be wearing the Level of
Protection designated for the decontamination crew. Another corridor may be
required for the entrance and exit of heavy equipment requiring decontamination.
Within the CRC, distinct areas are set aside for decontamination of personnel,
restricted to those wearing the appropriate Level of Protection. All activities
within the corridor are confined to decontamination.
Personnel protective clothing, respirators, monitoring equipment, sampling
supplies, etc. are all maintained outside of the CRC. Personnel don their
protective equipment away from the CRC and enter the Exclusion Zone through a
separate access control point at the hotline.
Support Area or Clean Area-The support area is the outermost part of the site and serves as the
location for the command post and other support activities. After ensuring
that the support area is located in a non-contaminated area, the most important
considerations for the location of the support area include the following:
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l

Wind Direction and Speed
The support area should be upwind of the exclusion area. Ideally,
the support area will be located such that the wind is blowing at 3
miles per hour or more directly away from the support area toward
the exclusion area, with no more than 20° deviation in direction to
either side of a straight line between the support and exclusion
areas. Wind direction can shift because of local conditions (for
example, onshore and offshore breezes near the ocean, lakes or large
rivers, or upslope and downslope breezes in the mountains); changes
in the weather (thunderstorms, frontal passages); climatic conditions
(chinooks, Santa Ana winds); or local terrain and topography (swirling
and turbulence with increased wind speed). These conditions should
be evaluated during the preliminary assessment phase of the investigation, and plans made to compensate for wind shifts. While the
40 arc of wind variation represents the ideal, in actuality, up to
180° can be tolerated. This would place the wind blowing away from
both the hazardous substance site and the support area. This effectively leaves the team leader with a 180° arc within which the support
area can be placed.
The location of existing access points to a site may make it necessary
to place the support area downwind of the site. This problem should
be addressed during the preliminary assessment phase. Other access
points can usually be obtained through the use of warrants, discussions with property owners, and minor, easily repairable modifications
to barriers or fences. If an upwind location cannot be found, the
team leader may choose to locate the support area far enough downwind
from the hazardous area to allow a decrease in the concentration of
airborne contaminants. Continual air monitoring and the wearing of
respiratory protection by all team members located within the support
area may be necessary. The resulting decrease in worker efficiency
must be weighed by the team leader before the decision is made to
locate the support area downwind. Wind direction indicators (4-ft
stakes with 18 in. of flagging tape) should be placed throughout the
operations area.

l

Line of Sight
Personnel in the support area should have visual contact with all
activities occurring within the contamination reduction area and the
exclusion area. However, where local topography restricts vision,
the team can use an observer in an elevated position (building, tree,
vehicle) or “floaters” (individuals who enter the exclusion area to
maintain line-of-sight, but who do nothing else). Another possibility
is to attach lightweight 4-foot-long poles with flags to members of
the work party.
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l

Terrain
The support area should be located to take advantage of the terrain
so that:
Safe avenues exist to and from the exclusion area;
There is easy access to the support area for emergency vehicles;
The boundaries of the various site areas are keyed to easily
discernible landmarks;
Access to the site can be controlled by the support area
personnel; and
Shelter can be easily provided for returning work party members.

Additional considerations for the location of the support area include
susceptibility to lightning, proximity to powerlines or other interferences to
communications, and sufficiency of space for all support area functions.
l

Location of Water, Communications and Power
The PDS requires a sufficient water supply for cleaning and maintenance. Ideally, a clean, dependable water source will be located
in the support area (fire hydrants, community water system, etc.),
but water can be brought to the support area in clean 55-gallon drums,
fire department tankers, or a collapsible swimming pool filled and
left onsite. Alternately, ground water or adjacent lakes and streams
can be utilized provided they have been tested.

l

Hopefully, the support area will also have access to a telephone,
either existing or installed by means of a drop line brought onsite.
If the investigation will involve more than a few days onsite, a
telephone is virtually a necessity and probably cost-effective. In
addition, electrical power for lighting, equipment maintenance,
laboratory work, and personal comfort is desirable, but not necessary.
A drop line can be brought onsite or a portable generator can be
used, if necessary. Again, long term operations will require more
elaborate preparations.

l

Location of Inhabitants and Developed Areas
If the hazardous substance site is in a developed area, the boundaries
of the operations areas may have to be compressed to prevent including
inhabitants in the exclusion area or contamination reduction area.
Ownership of the property within the operations areas must be determined during the preliminary assessment, so that permission to use
the land can be obtained. It must be noted that an owner’s right of
access to his/her property and his/her right to defend such property
from intruders are basic tenets of the law. Accordingly, the team
has little recourse in preventing property owners from entering an
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operations area located on their property. Skillful negotiations, or
the withdrawal of the team if health or safety is threatened, are
often the only alternatives available. In cases where the surrounding
community may be placed in danger from site operations such as container movement or opening, a public evacuation should be considered.
Provisions for such situations should be included in the community
relations plan formulated as part of the sampling plan. Proper and
complete implementation of the community relations plan will ensure
that an active framework exists to reduce public anxiety and ensure
their safety.
Other Considerations-The use of a three-zone operations area with carefully delineated boundaries,
access control points, and decontamination stations provides assurance against
the removal and distribution of contaminated materials from the exclusion area.
Such a system requires an adequate number of personnel and the proper equipment
to operate the system effectively and necessitates the expenditure of some time
to set up and break down. Under certain circumstances, a less exacting site
control system may be established and the decontamination procedures modified.
Onsite Analyses-Frequently it will be necessary or desirable to conduct certain analyses
in the field. These analyses may range from simple calorimetric titrations
(sulfite, carbonate) or instrumental measurements (pH, conductivity) to complex
instrumentational analysis (PCB’s, pesticide), that require elaborate onsite
laboratory space.
Onsite analyses should be conducted in the support area (clean area) in
order to limit the effects of inadvertent sample contamination, and to minimize
exposure of the analyst. In situations where precautions cannot ensure the
containment of hazardous materials, and testing may result in an accidental release onsite, analyses should not be conducted in the support area. This
situation may arise during certain drum compatibility and consolidation protocols.
Planning for the use of onsite laboratories must consider provisions for
utility hook up, control and disposal of generated and residual waste, and
facility decontamination upon termination. Additionally, the site safety plan
must address such laboratory operations and provide a means to alert other
onsite personnel in the event of accident or injury to the onsite laboratory
analysts.
The testing of potentially hazardous materials such as drum or impoundment
contents for compatibility or consolidation protocols is a common on-site
analysis program. Occasionally, these protocols can be employed directly
onsite without the need for a mobile laboratory. Two characterization protocols
are presented in Appendix E. They include the specific equipment and materials
necessary for onsite implementation.
Recommended Equipment Inventory
Appendix D contains a suggested inventory of equipment needed for a variety
of hazardous site field operations. Since the collection of samples is a major
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field investigative activity, specialized sampling equipment is included. The
personnel safety equipment list is applicable to a wide range of field operations
Although no list will include everything that is necessary to
field investigation, the Appendix D list is basic and includes the
necessary to perform most field investigations. It is anticipated
inventory will be updated as hazardous site investigate technology

perform a
equipment
that this
advances.

Field Communications
General-A reliable field communications system is required to ensure rapid response
to emergency situations and to enhance the effectiveness of the field investigation team. Just how complex the communications system should be is variable
and depends upon the task at hand, the nature of the hazard present, the terrain,
and types of other resources present. In most cases, the field team can use
public telephones to communicate offsite; (management center, hospitals, fire
department, etc.); however, a specialized network must be established for internal communications. Communications are complicated by the difficulties in
hearing and speaking that are created by protective equipment, the distance
involved at a work site, and logistics of communicating with a large group of
people.
The communications center is located in the command post and consists of
two networks: an external network, used primarily for obtaining offsite emergency aid, and an internal network, used for both emergency and work-related
communications. At least two means of communication should be available in
each of the networks. Communication methods are limited solely by the resources
available and the imagination of the team members.
External Network -- The external network is to maintain contact with the
surrounding community and the next higher level of authority of the field
investigation team. The external network must include the local emergency
services (fire department, police, sheriff, ambulance, emergency response
technicians, hospital) and can be expanded to include such elements as the
state police, the Treasury Department, or Armed Services Explosive Ordinance
Disposal units.
The external network is used primarily for summoning emergency aid.
Local emergency warning networks (severe weather, fire) should be accessed as
part of the external communications network. The external network must be
reestablished and tested each working day before any work commences in the
exclusion area. This event is recorded in the site log.
Internal Network -- The internal network is used to maintain contact among
the various elements of the field investigation team. It is used to alert the
team to emergencies, to pass along safety information (weather conditions, time
downrange), to communicate data regarding the site, and to direct the activities
of the team. The primary elements in the network are the command post, the
downrange work parties, and the safety officer. If radios are used (and officer
resources permit it), each member of the work party, the safety officer, and
command post should be equipped with a radio. If resources are limited, the
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command post should have a radio that can be accessed by the safety officer and
the work party can share a radio.
The equipment used in the internal network should be tested each working
day before anyone is allowed to enter the exclusion area. If visual or audible
signals are used, the meaning of the various signals should be reviewed before
work commences. These events are recorded in the site log.
Emergency Communications System -- The emergency communications network is
made up of both the internal and external networks. The emergency network is
distinguished by the signals used, which are to be used solely in-emergency
situations. Table 7-1 presents these signals; others may be determined by the
team.
Means of Communication-The various means used by the team to establish the networks are limited
solely to the resources available and the imagination of the team. Regardless
of the type of communications device used, at least two means of communication
(a primary and backup) should be available on each network. This redundancy
provides that safety margin that could prove invaluable in an emergency.
Standard Telephones -- The feasibility of having a temporary drop line
installed should be investigated if lengthy operations are anticipated. A
messenger (local person) with a means of transportation and correct change or
access to a phone can be used in an emergency; each team member should also
know the location of the nearest phone and should have the necessary change. A
direct line to the local authorities (fire, police, poison control center,
hospital) can also be installed, when radio telephones are available.
Radios -- There are two basic types of commercially available radios useful
in hazardous substances investigations: citizen's band (CB) and FM radio.
Their capabilities and limitations are presented in Table 7-2. Any radio used
downrange must be intrinsically safe because of the possibility of encountering
an explosive atmosphere.
The Environmental Protection Agency currently uses both high- and low-band
FM radios. Standard radio procedures should be used at all times. These
include use of the phonetic” alphabet and call signs to ensure that all transmissions are clear and understandable.
Field-Expedient Devices -- As backup measures to telephone and radio, several
field-expedient measures are available. These include simple arm and hand
signals and noise-making devices such as bells and whistles. Remember that any
device used downrange must be intrinsically safe to avoid creating a spark in
an explosive atmosphere. The uses of such devices are discussed in Tables 7-1,
7-2 and 7-3.
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SAMPLING PLAN
Field investigations are conducted after the offsite and onsite reconnaissance has been completed and all inputs, data, information, etc., have been
thoroughly assessed. The Sampling Plan will define and specify the scope,
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TABLE 7-2. RADIO CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS
================================================================
Radio Type

Capabilities

Limitations

Citizen’s Band
(CB)
Base Station

40 Channels, power for
transmission to 25 miles;
cheap; maintenance fairly
easy. Often monitored by
local emergency services.

Handheld

Up to 40 channels; 5 or
fewer channels more
common; usual range one
mile; cheap and readily
available.

(Both Types)
Channels accessible
to anyone with comparable unit; often
subject to interference from local
traffic; not intrinsically safe for work
in explosive atmosphere.

Frequency
Modulated (FM)
High Band

Specific assigned frequency for each user;
little interference; can
be made intrinsically safe.
Range of 1 to 10 miles,
line of sight; ancillary
equipment can give user
ability to operate unit
enclosed in fully encapsulated suit.

Low Band

As above, but range up to
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(Both Types)
Expensive; skilled
maintenance and
repair required.

TABLE 7-3. FIELD-EXPEDIENT COMMUNICATION DEVICES
===================================================
Device

Users

Audible
Compressed Air Horn

Command post (CP) or
downrange party

Vehicle Horn

CP only

Bell (cow bell, school bell)

CP or downrange

Whistle

CP only

Siren (hand cranked)

CP or downrange

Other (hammer and
garbage can lid, etc.)

CP or downrange
(NEVER use hazardous
waste container as
noisemaker)

Megaphone

CP only

Public Address System

CP only

Sound Powered Intercom

CP or downrange (if
intrinsically safe)

Visual
Smoke, Flares or other
Pyrotechnics

CP only

Flags, Colored Panels

CP or downrange

Signal Boards

CP or downrange

Lights

CP or downrange
(must be bright and
intrinsically safe)

CP or downrange
Arm and Hand Signals
================================================================
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TABLE 7-1. EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS
=========================================================

Emergency
Communications
Method

Signal

Meaning

Clutching throat

Personal distress

Hand waved in circle
above head

Need assistance (if
downrange), or evacuate area (if given
to downrange personnel by command post)

Audible (Horn,
whistle, etc.)

Three short sounds
followed by a pause,
repeated

Emergency exists;
evacuate downrange
area or send assistance downrange

Radio

Each team should develop a consistent,
unmistakable signal such as “Code Red” or
“Flash” to clear the communications channel for
emergency use

Hand Signals

=================================================
logistics, schedules, manpower, and equipment needs. The Sampling Plan should
be followed unless unforeseen circumstances warrant modification. The investigation must produce data to verify that a problem exists or does not exist.
Environmental samples collected during the preliminary inspection may provide
insight as to contaminants present, but may also indicate that problems are not
significant. The field investigation should be designed to confirm and/or
refute the preliminary assessment, and will be complete only when the objectives
of the Sampling Plan are met.
All participants in the field team should be completely familiar with the
project and their responsibilities during the investigation. A briefing session
should be held before (night before, for example) beginning the investigation.
The field investigation should be conducted methodically with all leads confirmed and documented in the logbook.
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Onsite Safety
Implementation of the Safety Plan-Before beginning any onsite activities, the Health and Safety Plan must be
implemented. All personnel must be part of the medical surveillance Program
and made aware of the provisions of the plan (Section 3). Upon arrival, the
operations area should be delineated and the decontamination and emergency
medical stations established.
Because safety is a high priority consideration in conducting hazardous
waste site investigations, it is imperative that the team be fully briefed before
entering the site. Each member must know which activity he and the others will
be performing and what protective clothing and safety precautions are required.
Sampling procedures (Volume II), and packaging and shipping procedures (Appendix
F, Volume I) should be reviewed and discussed. Background material should be
reviewed and the team informed of the suspected hazardous waste to be sampled.
The team should be encouraged to ask questions, and their suggestions should be
implemented if the task will be made safer.
The team should be informed that independent actions are not allowed. All
mapping, sampling, and packaging will be done at scheduled times; no one is to
wander onsite or offsite without the permission of the team leader.
During the field investigation, if circumstances require deviation from
the procedures established in the sampling, the team should be briefed and
suggestions solicited.
Field Testing for Onsite Safety-The safety officer should conduct a preliminary onsite evaluation prior to
initiation of onsite activities. Additionally, he should monitor the site on a
periodic basis to evaluate the levels or worker exposure and the required
personal protection. These techniques are more fully addressed in Section 3
and in Volume II.
Limiting Public Access-Implementation of the project plan must emphasize safety not only for
onsite personnel but for the general public. Access to the site must be controlled. Contact by the public with hazardous waste, or suspected areas of
contamination should be eliminated. Any public or private roadways or paths
into the site should be blocked to prevent inadvertent contact by passersby.
Depending on the extent of the site and the extremity of the action deemed
necessary, the limiting of public access to the site may require manned roadblocks or evacuation of public and private buildings. Smaller sites should at
least be enclosed with a fence (i.e, 8 foot chain link with barb wire).
Approaches to the site from all directions should be clearly posted with
signs such as NO TRESPASSING, DANGER, HAZARDOUS AREA. Following establishment
of the site perimeters, entry to the site will be controlled by the project
leader from the command post. Again based on prior reconnaissance and specifications of the project plan, controlled access can be maintained simply by
locking a gate or by employing round-the-clock guards with regular patrols
of the site interior and perimeter.
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Fire Risk, Access Lanes, Piles, Buildings-Operations at many sites contain areas or structures or include activities
that are fire risks. For safety concerns alone, it is important to keep access
lanes open at all times. Clear access routes to and within the site must be
maintained for onsite worker safety and for emergency units responding from
offsite. Surface structures, buildings, debris, or waste piles should be
inspected, and if sufficient risk is present, appropriate areas should be made
off limits to normal operations. Emergency access/escape procedures for these
areas should be developed. Site survey instruments such as combustible gas/
vapor indicators radiation detectors, oxygen meters, or hydrocarbon analyzers
will assist in these evaluations.
Sample Collection
Sample collection at hazardous wastes sites is complicated by two primary
factors. First, the presence of hazardous materials requires safety precautions
and a detailed and deliberate sampling plan. Second, the sensitivity of many
of the desired analyses requires careful sample collection to insure represennativeness and to reduce cross contamination by other samples or the site
environment.
Volume II in this series contains sampling methods which are particularly
suited to these situations. In some situations, however, more specific techniques are available, and these may be required by the sampling plan.
Control of Contaminated Materials
General-For the purpose of this section, “contaminated materials” are defined as
any byproducts of a site investigation that are suspected or known to be contaminated with hazardous substances. These byproducts include such materials
as decontamination solutions, disposable equipment, drilling muds, welldevelopment fluids, and spill-contaminated materials.
The permitting procedures for hazardous site investigations are not clearly
defined at present. In the absence of a clear directive to the contrary by the
EPA and/or state government, it must be assumed that hazardous waste generated
during investigations must be handled in compliance with the requirements of the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (Public Law 94-580). In addition, there
may be state regulations that govern the generation, storage, transportation,
and disposal of hazardous wastes. Consequently, this section will describe
only the technical elements of the control of contaminated materials.
The project plan for a site investigation must include a description of
control procedures for contaminated materials. This plan would assess the type
of contamination, estimate the amount that would be produced, describe containment equipment and procedures, and specify storage or disposal methods. As
a general policy it is wise to select investigation methods that minimize the
generation of any contaminated materials. Handling and disposing of potentially
hazardous materials is often an expensive and dangerous operation. Until sample
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analysis is complete, it is assumed that all materials generated during the
investigation will be contaminated.
Sources of Contaminated Materials and Containment Methods-Decontamination Solutions -- All decontamination solutions and rinses must
be assumed to contain the hazardous chemicals associated with the site unless
there are analytical or other data to the contrary. The solution volumes could
vary from a few gallons to several hundred gallons.
Used rinse solutions from the personnel decontamination station (PDS) are
best stored in appropriately marked 55-gallon drums (or equivalent containers)
that can be sealed until ultimate disposal at an approved facility. Larger
equipment such as backhoes and tractors should be decontaminated in an area
provided with an impermeable liner and a liquid collection system, such as
a berm-enclosed concrete pad with a floor drain leading to a buried holding
tank.
Disposable Equipment -- Disposable equipment which could be contaminated
during a site investigation typically includes rubber gloves, boots, broken
sample containers, laboratory-tissues, etc. These items are small and can
easily be contained in appropriately marked 55-gallon drums with lids. These
containers should be closed at the end of each work day and upon project
completion to provide secure containment.
Drilling Muds and Well-Development Fluids -- The installation of ground-water
monitoring wells often involves the use of drilling muds and/or well-development
fluids that can result in the surface accumulation-of potentially contaminated
fluids requiring containment. The volumes of these products will vary and will
depend largely on the type and size of the well and the associated geo-hydrological characteristics encountered. Experienced and reputable well drillers
familiar with local conditions and the well installation techniques selected
should be able to anticipate the types and sizes of containment structures
required.
Drilling fluid (mud) and development fluids are mixed and stored in a
container commonly referred to as a mud pit. This mud pit consists of a suction
section from which drilling fluid is withdrawn and a settling section to which
drilling fluid is returned. The fluid is pumped through hoses down the drill
pipe to the bit and back up the hole to the settling section of the mud pit.
The mud pits may be either portable above-ground tanks which would easily
isolate the natural soils from the contaminated fluids, or stationary, suitably
lined, in-ground pits. If in-ground pits are used, they should not extend into
the natural water table.
When either an above-ground tank or an in-ground pit is used, a reserve
tank or pit should be onsite as a back-up system for leaks, spills, and
overflows. In either case, surface drainage should be such that any excess
fluid could be controlled within the immediate area of the drill site.
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Spill-Contaminated Materials -- A spill is always possible when a site
investigation involves opening and moving containers of liquids. Contaminated
sorbents and soils resulting from spills will have to be contained. Small
quantities of spill-contaminated materials are usually best contained in drums,
while larger quantities can be placed in lined pits or in other impermeable
structures. In some cases onsite containment may not be feasible, and immediate
transport to an approved disposal site will be required.
Disposal of Contaminated Materials-Actual disposal techniques for contaminated materials are the same as
those for any hazardous substance, i.e., incineration, landfilling, treatment,
etc. The problem centers around assignment of responsibility for disposal.
The responsibility must be determined and agreed upon by all involved parties
before the field work starts. If the site owner or manager was involved in
activities that precipitated the investigation, it seems reasonable to encourage
his acceptance of the disposal obligation. In instances where a responsible
party cannot be identified, this responsibility may fall upon the public agency
or private investigating organization.
Scheduled post-investigation site cleanup activities offer an alternative
disposal method. For example, if construction of a suitable onsite disposal
structure is anticipated, contaminated materials generated during the investigation should be stored onsite for disposal with other site materials. In this
case the onsite containment structures should be evaluated for use as long term
storage facilities. Other site conditions such as drainage control, security,
soil type, etc. must be considered so that proper storage is provided. If
onsite storage is anticipated, then it should be ascertained that the containment structures “are designed for this purpose.
Photographs
Photographs or slides should be taken at every sampling location to verify
the written description in the field logbook. Procedures and requirements are
discussed in Section 5.
Chain-of-Custody
After collection and identification, the samples are maintained under the
chain-of-custody described in Section 2 of this Volume and in Volume II,
Appendix D.
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SECTION 9
GLOSSARY
ACCURACY: The degree of agreement of a measurement with an accepted reference
or true value. Accuracy is expressed as (1) the difference between the
two values, (2) a percentage of the reference or true value, or (3) a
ratio of the two values.
AUDIT: A systematic check to determine the quality of operation of some
function or activity. Audits may be of two basic types: (1) performance
audits in which quantitative or qualitative data are independently obtained
for comparison with routinely obtained data in a measurement system, or
(2) systems audits of a qualitative nature that consist of an onsite
review of a laboratory’s quality assurance system and physical facilities
for sampling, calibration, and measurement.
BIAS:

The difference between the mean measurement and the reference or true
value. A measurement of systematic error.

CAA: Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. 7401 et seq., as amended.
CASE MANAGEMENT PLAN [DOJ][OWPE]: A document prepared by a negotiation/
litigation team which outlines the program to be followed in a judicial
action. As a minimum it establishes the goals, further needs for investigative or mitigative support; incorporates the findings of fact, provides
a schedule, and addresses a schedule.
CEAT:

Contractor Evidence Audit Team

CERCLA: Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act,
PL 96-510, December 1980
CFR:

Code of Federal Regulation

CLP:

Contract Laboratory Program

COD: Chemical Oxygen Demand
COMMUNITY RELATIONS PLAN (CRP): A plan for addressing local citizens’ and
officials’ concerns to a hazardous waste site and integrating community
relation activities into technical responses at sites to help prevent
disruptions and delays in response actions. Each CRP should include a
description of the background, history and community concerns of the site,
specific objectives of the community relations program, specific techniques
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to be used to achieve those objectives, workplan and schedule, and budget
and designation of staff who will be accountable.
COMPARABILITY: A measure of the confidence with which one data set can be
compared to another.
COMPLETENESS: A measure of the amount of valid data obtained from a measurement
system compared to the amount that was expected to be obtained under
normal circumstances.
COMPLIANCE EVALUATION INSPECTIONS: Thorough reviews and inspections of
hazardous waste handlers. They involve a site visit to review and evaluate
conditions at the facility of the waste handler, and may involve an onsite
review of records, such as the waste analysis plan, the owner/operator
inspection schedule and log, the groundwater monitoring plan, closure
plans, and the contingency plans and emergency procedures. An evaluation
inspection does not involve sampling.
COMPLIANCE SAMPLING INSPECTIONS: Sampling efforts conducted independently of
compliance evaluation inspections, or concurrently with these inspections.
In general, samples might be taken of ground and surface water, waste
types and soil to determine the extent of contamination. These inspections may be triggered by compliance evaluation inspections, record reviews
or citizen complaints that identify possible problems.
Conceptual DESIGN/REMEDIAL DESIGN [OERR][OWPE]: An assignment process which
results in engineering plans, a schedule of implementation, materials,
requirements, design criteria, budget estimate to include operation and
maintenance safety plan for construction.
CWA:

Clean Water Act, PL 92-500 as amended

DCO:

Document Control Officer

DOJ: Department of Justice
DOT:

Department of Transportation

DPO: Deputy Project Officer
EP:

Extraction Procedure Toxicity Method: 40 CFR App. II, Apr. 8, 1983

EPA LEAD: The EPA has primary responsibility for planning and conducting either
part of or an entire removal or remedial action.
EPIC: Environmental Photographic Interpretation Center
EMSL: Environmental Monitoring Systems Laboratory
ENDANGERMENT ASSESSMENT [OWPE]: A report prepared as ordered by enforcement
personnel to summarize, either qualitatively or quantitatively, a specific
set of 6 factors in order to support a negotiation, administrative order
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or civil litigation. It can cause an IRM to be ordered. For NPL
sites it is a product of the RI/FS modified for enforcement.
ENFORCEMENT RECORD OF DECISION (EROD) [OWPE]: A decision made by the Assistant
Administrator of OSWER wherein the final remedy, or remedies, are chosen
for presentation to the defendant.
EOD:

Explosive Ordinance Disposal

ERRIS: Emergency and Remedial Response Information System: ERRIS is an automated inventory of all uncontrolled hazardous substance sites in the
United States which are known to EPA. It contains data on the names and
locations of these sites, summary response and enforcement event status
information, alias names and locations, comments and optional regional
event and site characteristic data.
ERT: Environmental Response Team
FEASIBILITY STUDY [OERR]: A report evaluating alternative remedial technologies and alternatives on the basis of risk to public health, technology, cost, environmental concerns and institutional requirements in
order to identify the cost-effective action.
FEASIBILITY STUDY MODIFIED FOR ENFORCEMENT [OWPE]: See FEASIBILITY STUDY.
This modification for OWPE use, includes everything that the OERR FS
contains except it does not address Section 300.68(K) of the NCP (fund
balancing).
FDR: Field Data Records
FIFRA: Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act, PL 92-516 as amended
FINANCIAL ASSESSMENT [OWPE]: A series of searches and inputs which indicate
the net financial worth of a defendant(s). Corporate records, NEIC and
other sources are used to compile the data.
FIT:

Field Investigation Team

FOLLOWUP: An inspection or other activity intended to verify compliance with
an enforcement action. A followup action may also be a reinspection to
review deficiencies noted in a previous inspection.
F R : Federal Register
HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM (HRS) [OERR]: A model developed and designed to provide
an estimate of the relative severity of a hazardous substance site. The
HRS computes a score for each candidate site from 1 to 100, which serves
as an input to the decision of whether the site should be included on the
National Priority List and if so, at what ranking compared to other sites
contained on the list.
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HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE: Also sometimes referred to as hazardous waste, means (a)
any substance designated pursuant to Section 311(b)(2)(A) of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act, (b) any element, compound, mixture, solution,
or substance designated pursuant to Section 102 of this Act, (c) any
hazardous waste having the characteristics identified under or listed
pursuant to Section 3001 of the Solid Waste Disposal Act (but not including
any waste the regulation of which under the Solid Waste Disposal Act has
been suspended by Act of Congress, (d) any toxic pollutant listed under
Section 307(a) of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, (e) any hazardous air pollutant listed under Section 112 of the Clean Air Act, and
(f) any imminently hazardous chemical substance or mixture with respect to
which the Administrator [EPA] has taken action pursuant to Section 7 of
the Toxic Substance Control Act. The term does not include petroleum,
including crude oil or any fraction thereof which is not otherwise specifically listed or designated as a hazardous substance under Subparagraphs
(a) through (f) of this paragraph, and the term does not include natural
gas, natural gas liquids, liquified natural gas or synthetic gas usable for
fuel (or mixtures of natural gas and such synthetic gas).
HWS: Hazardous Waste Site
IDLH: Immediately Dangerous to Life and Health
IMPLEMENTATION OF REMEDY [OERR][OWPE]: The process of carrying out the selected
remedial option.
INITIAL REMEDIAL MEASURE (IRM): A class of actions that may be undertaken
during a remedial response to limit exposure or threat of exposure to a
significant health or environmental hazard or to stabilize an existing
situation at a site in order to permit the implementation of additional
actions. Examples of factors used determining if initial remedial measures
are appropriate and the associated action which may be taken include:
l
l
l

Actual or potential direct contact with hazardous substances
(measures might include fences, site security).
Substantial threat of fire or explosion or of a serious public
health hazard (measures might include drum removal).
Highly contaminated soils largely at or near surface (measures
might include temporary capping or removal of highly contaminated
soils from drainage areas).

An initial remedial measure is categorized as a “project” in the Project
Tracking System (PTS) data element hierarchy.
NATIONAL CONTINGENCY PLAN (NCP): Officially known as the National Oil and
Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan, outlines the responsibilities and authorities for responding to releases into the environment of
hazardous substances and other pollutants and contaminants under the
statutory authority of CERCLA and section 311 of the Clean Water Act (CWA).
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NATIONAL PRIORITY LIST (NPL): A list of at least 400 of the highest priority
releases or potential releases of hazardous substances, based upon State
and EPA Regional submissions of candidate sites and the criteria and
methodology contained in the Hazard Ranking System (HRS), in order to
allocate funds for remedial and planned removal actions.
NEIC:

National Enforcement Investigations Center

NPDES: National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
OERR: Office of Emergency and Remedial Response
OIC: Officer in Charge
ORD: Office of Research and Development
OVA: Organic Vapor Analyzer
OWPE: Office of Waste Programs Enforcement
PDS:

Personnel Decontamination Station

PL:

Public Law

POST-CLOSURE MONITORING [OERR][OWPE]:
that a threat no longer exists.

All activity after the cleanup to assure

PRECISION: The degree of agreement between repeated measurements of one
property using the same method or technique. A measurement of the random
error.
PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT [OERR]: A process of collecting and reviewing readily
available information about a known or suspected hazardous waste site, or
release, used to make a first effort to determine the magnitude of hazard,
source, nature of release and identity of responsible party. No field
work required.
PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION [OWPE]: A very short-term field study used to define
a problem at a non-National Priority List site. It involves the collecting
of field data sufficient to compile a document similar to the Endangerment
Assessment for a National Priority List site or to support the Enforcement
Planning Effort.
PRIORITY SITE: A site that has been included on either the Interim Priority
List or National Priority List.
PROJECT TRACKING SYSTEM (PTS): The automated system developed by EPA to track
and provide information for oversight of remedial responses on the Interim
or National Priority List. The system includes a four-level data element
hierarchy consisting of: (1) “site” - one of the Interim or National
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Priority List sites; (2) “project” - initial remedial measure or remedial
action; (3) "activity"-remedial investigation, feasibility study, remedial design, or remedial construction; and (4) “task”e.g., fence construction, slurry wall design, etc.
QAO: Quality Assurance Officer
QA/QC: Quality Control/Quality Assurance
QUALITY ASSURANCE: The total integrated program for assuring the reliability
of monitoring and measurement data.
QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM PLAN: An orderly assembly of management policies,
objectives, principles, and general procedures by which an agency or
laboratory outlines how it intends to produce quality data.
QUALITY CONTROL: The routine application of procedures for obtaining prescribed
standards of performance in the monitoring and measurement process.
RCRA:

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, PL 94-590, October 1976

RECORD OF DECISION (ROD)[OERR]: A decision process wherein a final solution
for the remedy of an NPL site, handled by OERR, is chosen from a group of
options.
RECORD REVIEW: An examination of records and reports, independent of an inspection. It may occur either at the waste handler’s office or at the State or
Regional offices. The examination may involve a review of reports submitted
by the handler, such as financial documents and groundwater monitoring
reports. It may also involve review of records kept by the handler, such
as tests and analyses performed by the facility, the facility’s self-monitoring records, manifests, closure and post-closure plans, and contingency
plans.
REMEDIAL INVESTIGATION (RI)[OERR]: A field investigation ordered by OERR to
gather the data necessary to (1) determine the nature and extent of a
problem at a site, (2) establish clean-up criteria, (3) identify preliminary remedial alternatives, and (4) support the technical and cost analyses
of the alternatives. The activities are structured and generally not
totally satisfactory for enforcement purposes.
REMEDIAL INVESTIGATION/FEASIBILITY STUDY (RI/FS) MODIFIED FOR ENFORCEMENT
(OWPE): Designed by enforcement personnel, which in addition to the OERR RI
confirms a source or capability, more fully defines the physical characteristics of a site, and further defines the threat. One product of the
Investigation is the Endangerment Assessment.
The degree to which data accurately and precisely repreREPRESENTATIVENESS:
sent a characteristic of a population, the variation of a parameter at a
sampling point, or an environmental condition.
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RESPONSIBLE PARTY: As defined by Section 107(a) of CERCLA includes “(l) the
owner or operator of a vessel (otherwise subject to the jurisdiction of
the United States) or a facility, (2) any person who at the time of disposal of any hazardous substance owned or operated any facility at which
such hazardous substances were disposed of, (3) any person who by contract,
agreement, or otherwise arranged for disposal or treatment, or arranged
with a transporter for transport for disposal or treatment, of hazardous
substances owned or possessed by such person, by any other party or entity,
at any facility owned or operated by another party or entity and containing
such hazardous substances, and (4) any person who accepts or accepted any
hazardous substances for fee transport to or treatment facilities or sites
selected by such person, from which there is a release, or a threatened
release which causes the incurrence of response costs, of a hazardous
substance, shall be liable for--(A) all costs of removal or remedial
action incurred by the United States Government or a State not inconsistent
with the National Contingency Plan; (B) any other necessary costs of
response incurred by any other person consistent with the National Contingency Plan; and (C) damages for injury to, distraction of natural
resources, including the reasonable costs of assessing such injury,
destruction, or loss resulting from such a release.”
RESPONSIBLE-PARTY SEARCH [OWPE]: An investigation conducted to trace the past
and present owners of a site and other parties involved with the operation
of the site. More detailed than the search done under a PA (Preliminary
Assessment).
SCOPING: An assessment of the type of problem presented by a release and an
initial determination of the type or types of remedial action that may be
appropriate to remedy the problem. There are three classes of remedial
actions: initial remedial measures, source control remedial action, and
offsite control remedial action. Scoping is undertaken during the planning
phase of a remedial action.
SDWA: Safe Drinking Water Act, PL 95-523
SCBA:

Self-contained Breathing Apparatus

SITE: Also refers to a hazardous substance site or a hazardous waste site, is
an area of land {or conceivably, water) or a location at which hazardous
substances were stored, treated, disposed of, or placed, or otherwise
came to be located. This includes all contiguous land, structures, other
appurtenances, and improvements on the land, used for treating, storing,
or disposing of hazardous substances. A site may consist of several treatment, storage, or disposal facilities (e.g., impoundments, containers,
buildings, or equipment). “Site” is also the highest level of the 4
levels specified in the PTS data element hierarchy.
SITE INSPECTION [OERR]: A field study involving the collection of sufficient
data to characterize the magnitude and severity of the hazard posed by a
site in order to score the site for the HRS. It may include sampling,
monitoring, land surveys, testing and other information-gathering
activities.
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Inspections conducted where serious violations are suspected. They may be triggered by citizen complaints or indications of
violations detected in other inspections. Inspector or inspectors may
spend a number of days sampling or reviewing the operation of the facility.

SPECIAL INSPECTIONS:

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE: An operation, analysis, or action whose mechanics
are thoroughly prescribed and documented and-which is commonly accepted as
the usual or normal method for performing certain routine or repetitive
tasks.
STATE LEAD: Means that a State has primary responsibility for planning and
conducting either part of or an entire removal or remedial action.
STATEMENT OF WORK (SOW)[OERR]: An element of a work assignment (WA) package
that specifies in detail the task and objectives to be performed by a
contractor. It should include a background summary of the release, definition of the problem, purpose of work, and description of the services to
be performed.
STUDY PLAN [OWPE]: A document, which presents the goals and specific activities
to be undertaken in a Remedial Investigation modified for enforcement or
an Enforcement Investigation. Contracted experts should help in the
preparation of this plan.
STS: Site Tracking System. Has been replaced by ERRIS, Emergency and Remedial
Response Information System.
SUMMARY INVESTIGATION [OWPE]: An enforcement process similar to the Preliminary:
Assessment which can incorporate previous studies by other agencies and
indicate the adequacy of existing data. Can be performed near the beginning of an enforcement action when a non-National Priority List case is
given to EPA by a state. It also may be conducted later if a site comes
to enforcement from OERR. No field work required.
TASK [OERR][OWPE]: A discrete piece of work cited in a Statement of Work,
Work Plan or Technical Duty Description.
TECHNICAL DUTY DESCRIPTION (TDD)[OERR][OWPE]:
the FIT contractor.
TLV:

Threshold Limit Value:

A set of discrete tasks given to

maximum 8-hour human exposure level.

TSCA: Toxic Substance Control Act, PL 94-469 as amended by PL 97-129
TSDF: Treatment, Storage and Disposal Facility
TOC:

Total Organic Carbon

TOX:

Total Organic Halogen

USGS: United States Geologic Survey
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WORK ASSIGNMENT (WA)[OERR]: A document containing a Statement of Work which
also includes an estimate of direct labor hours and required period of
performance.
WORK PLAN (WP)[OERR][OWPE]: A contractors submittal of a written response to
a WA defining the technical approach to a project, the budget and schedule.
Other documents enclosed are the Health and Safety Plan and QA/QC plan.
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APPENDIX A
EVIDENCE AUDIT CHECKLISTS
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FIELD CHECKLIST
Briefing with Project Coordinator

PROJECT NO.

DATE OF AUDIT

PROJECT COORDINATOR

SIGNATURE OF AUDITOR

PROJECT LOCATION
TYPE OF INVESTIGATION
(authority, agency)

Yes_ No_ N/A_

1 .

Has a project coordinator been appointed?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_

2 .

Was a project plan prepared?
If yes, what items are addressed in the plan?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_

3 .

Was a briefing held with project participants?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_

4 .

Were additional instructions given to project part i c i p a n t s ( i . e . , changes in project plan)?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_

5 .

Is there a written list of sampling locations and
descriptions?
Comments:
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Yes_

No_

N/A_

6.

Is there a map of sampling locations?
Comments:

Yes_

No_

N/A_

7.

Do the investigators follow a system of accountable
documents?
If yes, what documents are accountable?
Comments:

Yes_

No_

N/A_

8.

Is there a list of accountable field documents
checked out to the project coordinator?
If yes, who checked them out?
Comments:

Yes_

No_

N/A_

9.

Is the transfer of field documents (sample tags,
chain-of-custody records, logbooks, etc.) from the
project coordinator to the field participants documented in a logbook?
Comments:
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FIELD CHECKLIST
Field

Yes_ No_ N/A_

Observations

1. Was permission granted to enter and inspect the
facility?
Comments:

Yes_

No_

N/A_

2.

IS permission to enter the facility documented?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_

3. Were split samples offered to the facility?
If yes, was the offer accepted or declined?
Comments:

Yes_

No_

N/A_

4.

If the offer to split samples was accepted, were
the split samples collected?
Comments:

Yes_

No_

N/A_

5.

Is the offering of split samples recorded?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_

6. If split samples are collected, are they documented?
If yes, where are they documented?
Comments:
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Yes_ No_ N/A_

7. Are the number, frequency, and types of field measurements and observations taken as specified in the
project plan or as directed by the project coordinator?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_

8. Are field measurements recorded (pH. temperature,
conductivity, etc.)? Where?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_

9. Are samples collected in the types of containers
specified in the project plan or as directed by the
project coordinator?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_

10. Are samples preserved as specified in the project
plan or as directed by the project coordinator?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_

11. Are the number, frequency, and types of samples collected as specified in the project plan or as directed by the project coordinator?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_

12. Are samples packed for preservation as per the sample
plan (i.e., packed in ice, etc.)?
Comments:
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Yes_ No_ N/A_ 13.

Is sample custody maintained at all times?
Comments:
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FIELD CHECKLIST
Document Control

Yes_ No_ N/A_ 1.

Have all unused and voided accountable documents
been returned to the coordinator by the team
members?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_ 2.

Have document numbers of all lost or destroyed accountable documents been recorded in the project
coordinator’s logbook?
Comments:

Yes_

No_

N/A_

3.

Are all samples identified with sample tags?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_ 4.

Are all sample tags completed (e.g., station no.,
location, date, time, analyses, signatures of samplers, type, preservatives, etc.)?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_ 5.

Are all samples collected listed on a chain-ofcustody record?
If yes, describe the type of chain-of-custody
record used.
Comments:
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Yes_ No_ N/A_

6. Are the sample tag numbers recorded on the chain-ofcustody documents?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_

7. Does information on sample tags and chain-of-custody
records match?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_

8. Does the chain-of-custody record indicate the method
of sample shipment?
Comments:

Yes_

No_

N/A_

9.

Is the chain-of-custody record included with the
samples in the shipping container?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_

10. Do the sample traffic reports agree with the sample
tags?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_ 11.

If required, has a receipt for samples been provided
to the facility?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_

12. If required, was the offer of a receipt for samples
documented?
Comments:
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Yes_

No_

N/A_

13.

If used, are blank samples identified?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_ 14.

If collected, are duplicate samples identified on
sample tags and chain-of-custody records?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_

15. If used, are spiked samples identified?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_

16. Are logbooks signed by the individual who checked
out the logbook from the project coordinator?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_

17. Are logbooks dated upon receipt from the project
coordinator?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_

18. Are logbooks project-specific (by logbook or by
page)?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_

19. Are logbook entries dated and identified by author?
Comments:
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Yes_ No_ N/A_

20. Is the facility’s approval or disapproval to take
photographs noted in a logbook?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_

21. Are photographs documented in logbooks (e.g., time,
date, description of subject, photographer, etc.)?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_

22. If a Polaroid camera is used, are photos matched
with logbook documentation?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_

23. Are sample tag numbers recorded in the project coordinator’s logbook?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_

24. Are Quality Control checks documented (i.e., calibration of pH meters, conductivity meters, etc.)?
Comments:

Yes_ No_ N/A_

25. Are amendments to the project plan documented (on
the project plan itself, in a project logbook,
elsewhere)?
Comments:
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FIELD CHECKLIST
Debriefing with Project Coordinator

Yes_

No_

N/A_

1.

Was a debriefing held with project participants
after the audit was completed?
Comments:

Yes_

No_

N/A_

2.

Were any recommendations made to project participants during the debriefing?
If yes, briefly describe what recommendations were
made.
Comments:
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DOCUMENT AUDIT CHECKLIST

PROJECT NO.

DATE OF AUDIT

PROJECT LOCATION

SIGNATURE OF AUDITOR

FILE LOCATION

Yes_ No_

1.

Have individual files been assembled (field investigation, laboratory, other)?
Comments:

Yes_ No_

2.

Is each file inventoried?
Comments:

Yes_ No_

3.

Is there a list of accountable documents?
Comments:

Yes_ No_

4.

Are all accountable documents present or accounted
for?
Comments:

Yes_ No_

5.

Is a document numbering system used?
Comments:
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Yes_ No_

6.

Has each document been assigned a document control
masher?
Comments:

Yes_ No_

7.

Are all documents listed on the inventory accounted for?
Comments:

Yes_ No_

8.

Are there any documents in the file which are not
on the inventory?
Comments:

Yes_ No_

9.

Is the file stored in a secure area?
Comments:

Yes_ No_

10.

Are there any project documents which have been
declared confidential?
Comments:

Yes_ No_

11.

Are confidential documents stored in a secure
area separate from other project documents?
Comments:
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Yes_ No_

12.

Is access to confidential files restricted?
Comments:

Yes_ No_

13.

Have confidential documents been q arked or stamped
“Confidential”?
Comments:

Yes_ No_

14.

Is

confidential

information

inventoried?

Comments:

Yes_ No_

15.

Is confidential information numbered for document
control?
Comments:

Yes_ No_

16.

Have any documents been claimed confidential under
TSCA?
Comments:
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POTENTIAL HAZARDOUS WASTE SITE
PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT
General

Detailed Instructions

Information

The Potential Hazardous Waste Site, Preliminary Assessment form is used to record information necessary to make
an initial evaluation of the potential risk posed by a site and

Part 1

Site Information and Assessment

I.

Identification: Identification (State and Site Number) is the site record key, or primary identifier,
for the site. Site records in the STS are updated

to recommend further action.
The Preliminary Assessment form Contains three parts:

based on identification. It is essential that State
and Site Number are correctly entered on each
form .

Part 1 - Site information and Assessment
Part 2 - Waste Information

*I-01

State: Enter the two character alpha FIPS code for
the state in which the site is located. It must be
identical to State on the Site Identification form.

*I-02

Site Number: Enter the ten character alphanumeric
code for sites which have a Dun and Bradstreet or

Part 3 - Description of Hazardous Conditions and include
dents
Port 1 - Site Information and Assessment contains all of
the data elements also contained on the Site Identification
form required to add a site to the automated Site Tracking

EPA “user” Dun and Bradstreet number or the ten
character numeric GSA identification code for fed-

System (STS). It is therefore possible to add a site to STS at
the Preliminary Assessment stage. Instructions are given

eral sites. The Site Number must be identical to the

below.

Site Number on the Site Identification form.

Part 2 - Waste Information and Part 3 - Description of
Hazardous conditions and Incidents are used to record specific
information about substances amounts, hazards, and targets,

Il.

Site Name end Location: If Site Name and Location
information require no additions or changes, these
items are not required on the Preliminary Assess-

e.g., population potentially affected, that are used in determining the priority for further action. Parts 2 and 3 are also con-

ment form. However, completing these items will
facilitate use of the completed form and records
management procedures.

tained in the Potential Hazardous Waste Site, Site Inspection
Report form where they may be used to update, add, delete, or
correct information supplied on the Preliminary Assessment.
An Appendix with feedstock names end CAS Numbers
and the most frequently cited hazardous substances and CAS
Numbers is located behind the instructions for the Preliminary
Assessment.

#II-01

Site Name: Enter the legal, common, or descriptive
name of the site.

#II-02

Site Street: Enter the street address and number (if
appropriate) where the site is located. If the precise
street address is unavailable for this site, enter brief
direction identifier, e.g., NW intersection I-295 &
US 99; Post Rd, 5 mi W of Rt. 5.

General Instructions
#II-03

1. complete the Preliminary Assessment form as completely as possible.

Site City: Enter the city, town, village, or other
municipality in which the site is Iocated If the site
is not located in a municipality, enter the name of

2. Starred items (*) are rewired before assessment
information can be added to STS. The system will not l ccept
incomplete assessment information.

the municipality (or place which is nearest the site
or which most easily locates the site.

3. To add a site to STS at the Preliminary Assessment
stage, write “New” across the top of the form and complete

#II-04

Site State: Enter the two character alpha FIPS code
for the state in which the site is located. The code

#ll-05

Site Zip Code: Enter the five character numeric zip

must be the acme as in item I-01.

items II-01, 02, 03, 04, and 06, Site Name and Location, and
item III-13, Type of Ownership.

code for the postal zone in which the site is located.

4. Data items carried in STS, which are identical to
#II-06

those on the Site Identification form and which can be added,
deleted, or changed using the Preliminary Assessmant form,

Site County: Enter the name of the county, parish
(Louisiana), or borough (Alaska) in which the site is
Iocated

are indicated with a pound sign (#). To ensure that the Proper
action is taken, outline the item(s) to be added, deleted, or
changed with l bright color end indicate the proper action
with “A” (add), “D” (delete), or "C" (change).

#II-07

Count y Code: Enter the three character numeric
FIPS county code for the county, pariah, or borough in which the site is Iocated. (The regional data
analyst will furnish this data item.)

5. There are two options available for adding, deleting,
or changing information supplied on the Preliminary Assessment form. The first is to use a new Preliminary Assessment
form, completing only those items to be added, deleted, or
changed. Mark the form clearly, using “A”, “D”, or “C”, to
indicate the action to be taken. If only date carried in STS are
to be altered, the Site Source Data Report may be used. Using
the report, mark clearly the items to be charged end the

#II-08

Site Congressional District: Enter the two character
number for the congressional district in which the
site is located.

II-09

Coordinates: Enter the coordinates, Latitude and
Longitude, of the site in degrees, minutes, seconds
and tenths of seconds. If a tenth of a second is insignificant at this site, enter “0”.

action to be taken.
II-10

B-8

Directions to Site: Starting from the nearest public
reed. provide narrative directions to the site.

PRELIMINARY

Part 1 (continued)

ASSESSMENT
hazardous,

Ill.

Responsible

#III-01

Site Owner: Enter the name of the owner of the
site. The site owner is the person, company, or fed-

Parties
IV-05

eral, state, municipal or other public or private entity, who currently holds title to the property on
which the site is located.
#III-02
-03
-04

Site Owner Address: Enter the currant complete
business, residential, or mailing address at which the
owner of the site can be reached.

#III-07

or

other

sub.

Description of potential Hazard to Environment
and/or Population: Provide a narrative description
of the potential hazard the site poses to the environment and to exposed population or wildlife. If no

V.

Priority

*V-01

Priority for Inspection: Check the appropriate box

Assessment

Site Owner Telephone Number: Enter the area code
and local telephone number at which the owner of
the site can be reached.

to indicate the priority for further l ction or inspec-

Site Operator: If different from Site Owner, enter

tion form. The Priority for Inspection assessed must
be supported by appropriate data in Part 2 - Waste

tion. If no further l ction is required, complete the
Potential Hazardous Waste Site, Current Disposi-

the name of the operator l t the site. The site oper-

Information and Part 3 - Description of Hazardous
Conditions and Incidents of this form. If no hazardous conditions exist, Part 3 is not required,

ator is the parson, company, or federal, state,
municipal or other public or private entity, who currently, or moat recently, is, or was, responsible for
operation at the site.
#III-08

Site Operator Address: Enter the current complete

-09
-10

business, residential, or mailing address at which
the operator of the site can be reached.

VI.

Information Available From

VI-01

Contact: Enter the name of the individual who can

VI-02

Of: If appropriate, enter the name of the Public or
private agency, firm, or company l nd the organi-

provide information about the site.

-11
III-12

hazardous,

hazard, or potential hazard, exists, provide the basis
for that determination.

-05
III-06

potentially

stances present, or claimed to be present, at the site.

Site Operator Telephone Number: Enter the area
code and local telephone number at which the

cation within the agency, firm, or company of the
individual named as Contact,

operator of the site cart be reached.
#III-13

VI-03

Type of ownership: Check the appropriate box to
indicate the type of site ownership, If the site is

tact

under the jurisdiction of an activity of the federal
government, enter the name of the department,

VI-04

the type of ownership and name.

IV
IV-01

Owner/Operator Notification On File: Check the
appropriate box(es) to indicate that the notification required by RCRA (3001) and/or CERCLA
(103c, Superfund) have bean received. If received,

VI-05

Agency: Enter the name of the Agency where the
individual who mace the assessment is employed

enter the date(s) received. Check none if not received.

VI-06

Organization: Enter the name of the organization
within the Agency.

Characterization of Potential Hazard

VI-07

Telephone Number: Enter the area code and local
telephone number of the individual who made the

On Site Inspection: Check the expropriate box to
indicate that the site has bean inspected or visited

assessment.

by EPA, a state or local official, or e contractor
representative of EPA or a state or local govern
ment. Enter the date of the inspection, Check the
appropriate box(es) to indicate who visited the site

VI-08
Part 2
*I.

or performed the inspection, If the site visit was performed by a contractor, enter the name of the
company.
*IV-02

Il.

Site Status: Check the appropriate box(es) to indicate the currant status of the site. Active sites are
those which treat, store, or dispose of waste. Check

IV-04

*II-01

Waste Information
Identification: Refer to Part 1-l.
Waste
States,
mation
waste,

States, Quantities, and Characteristics: Waste
Quantities, and characteristics provide inforabout the physical structure and form of the
measures of gross amounts at the site, and

Physical States: Check the appropriate box(es) to
indicate the state(s) of waste present, or thought to
be present. at the site. If Other is indicated, specify
the physical state of the waste.

Years of Operation: Enter the beginning l nd ending
years (or beginning only if operations at
on-going), e.g., 1878/1932, of waste
storage, and/or disposal activities at the
Unknown if the years of operation are

Date: Enter the date the assessment was made.

the hazards posed by the waste, considering acute
and chronic health effects and mobility along a
pathway.

Active for those active sites with an inactive storage or disposal area. Inactive sites are those at which
treatment, storage, or disposal activities no longer
occur.
IV-03

Person Responsible for Assessment: Enter the name
of the individual who made the site assessment and
assigned the priority rating to the site. The parson
responsible for the assessment may be different
from the individual who prepared the form.

agency, or activity. If Other is indicated, specify

III-14

Telephone Number: Enter the area code and local
telephone number of the individual namad as con-

the site are
treatment,
site. Check
not known.

*II-02

Waste Quantity at Site: Enter estimates of amounts
of wrote at the site. Estimates may be in weight
(Tons) or volume (Cubic Yards or Number of
Drums). Use as many entries as are appropriate;
however, measurements must be independent. For

Description of Substance Possibly Present, Known,
or Alleged: Provide a narrative description of

B-9

PRELIMINARY

Part 2 (continued)

ASSESSMENT
V.

example, do not measure the same amounts of
waste as both tons and cubic yards.
*II-03

V-01

Waste Characteristics: Check all appropriate entries

derived from one or more feedstocks, are present
et the site, enter the name of each feedstock found.

to indicate the hazards posed by waste at the site.
If waste at the site poses no hazard, check Not

See the Appendix for the feedstock list.

Applicable.
Ill.

V-02

CAS Number: Enter the CAS Number for l ach

Waste Category: General categories of waste typi-

feedstock named. See the Appendix for feedstock

cally found are listed here. Enter the estimated gross

CAS Numbers.

amount of the category of waste next to the appropriate substance name and enter the unit of measure

VI.

used with the estimate.
*III-01

Feedstocks
Feedstock Name: If feedstocks, or substances

Gross Amount: Gross Amount is the intimate of the

Sources of Information: List the sources used to
obtain information for this form. Sources cited may
include: sample analysis, reports, inspections, official records, or other documentation. Sources cited
provide the basis for information entered on the

amount of the waste category found at the site.
Estimates should be furnished in metric tons (MT),

form and may be used to obtain further information

tons (TN), cubic meters (CM), cubic yards (CY),

l bout the site.

drums (DR), acres (AC), acre feat (AF), liters (LT),
or gallons (GA). Enter the estimated amount next

*III-02

to the appropriate waste category.

Part 3

Description of Hazardous conditions and Incidents

Unit of Measure: Enter the appropriate unit of mea-

*I.

Identification: Refer to Part 1-I.

sure: MT (metric tons), TN (tons), CM (cubic meters),
CY (cubic yards), DR (number of drums), AC
(acres), AF (acre feet), LT (liters), or GA (gallons),
next to the estimate of gross amount.
*III-03

Il.

Hazardous Conditions and Incidents:

II-01

Hazards: Indicate each hazardous, or potentially
hazardous, condition known, or claimed, to exist at
the site.

comments: Comments may be used to further explain, or provide additional information, about par-

II-02

ticular waste categories.
IV.

Hazardous Substances: Specific hazardous, or
potentially hazardous, chemicals, mixtures, and

to have occurred. In cases of a continuing release,
e.g., groundwater contamination, enter the date.
or approximate date, the condition first became

substances found at the site are listed hare. This
information may not be available at the Preliminary
Assessment stage. Substances for which information
is available are to be listed here. For each substance

apparent. If conditions exist for a potential release,
check potential. Check Alleged for hazardous, or
potentially hazardous, conditions claimed to exist

listed those data items marked with an “at” sign
(@) must be included.
@IV-01

l the site.

Category: Enter in front of the substance name the
three character waste category from Section III

II-03

Wrote).

ber of acres potentially affected.

Substance Name: Enter one of the following: the
name of the substance registered with the Chemical
Abstract Service, the common or accepted abbre-

II-04

tion, or explanation, of each condition. Include any

II-05

CAS Number: Enter the number l ssigned to the
substance when it was registered with the Chemical
Abstract Service. Refer to the Appendix for most
frequently cited CAS Numbers, CAS Numbers must
be furnished for each substance limed. If a CAS
Number for this substance has not been assigned,
enter “999”.

@IV-04

Narrative Description: Provide a narrative descripadditional information which further explains the
condition.

viation of the substance, the generic name of the
substance, or commercial name of the substance.
@IV-03

Population Potentially Affected: For each hazardous condition at the site, enter the number of
people potentially affected, For Soil enter the num-

which best describes the substance, e.g., OLW (Oily

@lV-02

Observed, Potential, or Alleged: Check Observed
and enter the date. or approximate date, of occur.
rence if a release of contaminants to the environ.
ment, or tome other hazardous incident, is known

Description of Any Other Known, Potential, or AlIeged Hazards: Provide a narrative description of
any other hazardous, or potentially hazardous,
conditions at the site not covered l bove.

Ill.

Total Population Potentially Affected: Enter the
total number of people potentially affected by the
existence of hazardous, or potentially hazardous,
conditions at the site. Do not sum the numbers
shown for each condition,

Storage/Disposal Method: Enter the type of storage
or disposal facility in which the substance was
found: SI (surface impoundment, including pits,
ponds, and lagoons), PL (pile), DR (drum), TK

IV.

Comments: Other information relevant to observed,
potential, or alleged hazards may be entered here.

(tank), LF
dump).

V.

Sources of Information: List the sources used to
obtain information for this form. Sources cited

(landfill),

LM

(Iandfarm),

OD

(open

IV-05

Concentration: Enter the concentration of the substance found in samples taken at the site.

IV-06

Measure of Concentration: Enter the appropriate
unit of measure for the measured concentration of
the substance found in the sample, e.g., MG/L,
UG/L.

may include: sample analysis, reports, inspections,
official records, or other documentation. Sources
cited provide the basis for information entered
on the form and may be used to obtain further information about the site.
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APPENDIX
1. FEEDSTOCKS
Chemical Name

CAS Number

CAS

Number

Chemical

Name

CAS Number

Chemical

Name

Potassium

Dichromate

28. 1310-58-3

Potassium

Hydroxide

29.

Propylene

1. 7664-41-7

Ammonia

14. 1317-38-0

Cupric

Oxide

27. 7778-50-9

2.

7440-36-0

Antimony

15. 7758-98-7

Cupric

Sulfate

3.

1309-64-4

16. 1317-39-1

Cuprous

17. 74-85-1

Ethylene

30. 10588-01-9

Sodium

16. 7647-01-0

Hydrochloric Acid

31. 1310-73-2

Sodium Hydroxide

Hydrogen

32. 7646-78-8

Stannic

4.

7440-38-2

Antimony Trioxide
Arsenic

5.

1327-53-3

Arsenic

6.

21109-95-5

Trioxide

Berium

19. 7664-39-3

Sulfide

Oxide

Fluoride

115-07-1

Dichromate
Chloride

7.

7726-95-6

Bromine

20.

1336-25-7

Lead Oxide

33. 7772-99-8

Stannous

8.

106-99-0

Butadiene

21.

7439-97-6

Mercury

34. 7664-93-9

Sulfuric

9.

7440-43-9

74-82-8

Chloride
Acid

Cadmium

22.

Methane

35. 108-88-3

Toluene

10, 7782-50-5

Chlorine

23. 91-20-3

Napthalene

36. 1330-20-7

Xylene

11.

Chromite

24.

Nickel

37. 7646-85-7

Zinc

Chloride

12. 7440-47-3

Chromium

25. 7697-37-2

38. 7733-02-0

Zinc

Sulfate

13. 7440-48-4

Cobalt

26. 7723-14-0

Nitric Acid
Phosphorus

12737-27-8

7440-02-0

Il. HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES
CAS

Chemical

Number

CAS Number

Name

Name

CAS Number

Chemical Name

1. 75-07-0

Acetaldehyde

47.

Arsenic

Trisulfide

92. 142-71-2

Cupric

Acetate

2. 64-19-7

Acetic

48. 542-62-1

Barium

Cyanide

93.

Cupric

Acetoarsenite

3. 108-24-7

Acetic Anhydride

49.

Benzene

Acid

1303-33-9

Chemical

71-44-2

12002-03-8

94. 7447-39-4

Cupric

95. 3251-23-8

Cupric

Nitrate

Benzonitrile

96. 5893-66-3

Cupric

Oxalate

Chloride

97. 7758-98-7

Cupric

Sulfate

98.

10380-29-7

Cupric

Sulfate

99.

815-82-7

Cupric

Tartrate

Acetone Cyanohydrin

50.

65-85-0

5. 506-96-7

Acetyl Bromide

51.

100-47-0

6. 75-36-5

Acetyl Chloride

52. 98-88-4

Benzoyl

7. 107-02-8

Acrolein

53.

100-44-7

Benzyl

8. 107-13-1

Acrylonitrile

54.

7440-41-7

Beryllium

9. 124-04-9

Adipic

55.

7787-47-5

Beryllium

Chloride

100. 506-77-4

Cyanogen

10. 309-00-2

Aldrin

56.

7787-49-7

Beryllium

Fluoride

101. 110-82-7

Cyclohexane

13597-99-4

Beryllium

Nitrate

4. 75-86-5

Acid

Benzoic

Aluminum Sulfate

57.

12. 107-18-6

Allyl

58. 123-86-4

Butyl

13.

11.

10043-01-3

Alcohol

Acid
Chloride
Chloride

Acetate

102.

94-75-7

2,4-D

Acid

103.

94.11.1

2,4-D

Esters

104.

50-29-3

DDT

Allyl Chloride

59. 84-74-2

n-Butyl

Ammonia

60.

109-73-9

Butylamine

105. 333-41-5

Diazinon

15. 631-61-8

Ammonium

61.

107-92-6

Butyric Acid

106. 1918-00-9

Dicamba

107. 1194-85-6

Dichlobenil

108. 117-80-6

Dichlone

Acetate

Phthalate

Chloride

14. 7664-41-7

107-06-1

16. 1863-63-4

Ammonium Benzoate

62. 543-90-8

Cadimium

17. 1066-33-7

Ammonium Bicarbonate

63.

7789-42-6

Cadmium Bromide

Ammonium

Bichromate

64.

10108-64-2

Cadmium

109. 25321-22-6

Dichlorobenzene

Bifluoride

65. 7778-44-1

Calcium

Arsenate

110. 266-38-19-7

Dichloropropane (all isomers)

Calcium

Arsenite

111. 26952-23-8

Dichloropropene (all isomers)

112. 8003-19-8

Dichloropropene-

18. 7789-09-5
19. 1341-49-7

Ammonium

Chloride

(aII

isomers)

20.

10192-30-0

Ammonium Bisulfate

66.

21.

1111-78-0

Ammonium Carbemate

67. 75-20-7

Calcium

Carbide

22.

12125-02-9

Ammonium

Chloride

68.

Calcium

Chromate

23.

7788-98-9

Ammonium

Chromate

69. 592-01-8

Calcium

Cyanide

113. 75-89-0

2-2-Dichloropropionic

24.

3012-65-5

Ammonium

70. 26264-06-2

Calcium

Dodecylbenzene

114.

62-73-7

Dichlorvos

115.

60-57-1

Dieldrin

116.

109-89-7

Diethylamine

Citrate,

Dibasic

52740-16-6

Acetate

Ammoniated

13765-19-0

Sulfonate

Dichloropropane

Mixture
Acid

25.

13826-83-0

Ammonium

Fluoborate

26.

12125-01-8

Ammonium

Fluoride

71.

7778-54-3

Calcium

27.

1336-21-6

A mmonium

Hydroxide

72.

133-06-2

Captan

117. 124-40-3

Dimethylamine

28.

6009-70-7

73.

63-25-2

Carbaryl

118. 25154-54-5

Dinitrobenzene (all isomers)

29.

16919-19-0

Ammonium Oxalate
Ammonium Silicofluoride

74.

1563-66-2

Carbofuran

119.

51-28-5

Dinitrophenol

30.

7773-06-0

Ammonium

Sulfamate

75. 75-15-0

Carbon

Disulfide

120.

25321-14-6

Dinitrotoluene (all isomers)

Ammonium

Carbon

Tetrachloride

121.

31. 12136-76-1

Sulfide

76.

10196-04-0

Ammonium

Sulfite

77. 57-74-9

33.

14307-43-8
1782-96-4

Tartrate
Thiocyanate

78. 7782-50-5

34.

Ammonium
Ammonium

35.

7783-18-8

Ammonium

Thiosulfate

32.

85-00-7

Diquat

Chlordane

122. 298-04-4

Disulfoton

Chlorine

123.

320-54-1

Diuron

79. 108-90-7

Chlorobenzene

124.

27176-87-0

Dodecylbenzenesulfonic

80. 67-66-3

Chloroform

125. 115-29-7

Endosulfan

126.

Endrin and Metabolites

72-20-8

(all

Amyl

81.

7790-94-5

Chlorosulfonic

37. 62-53-3

Aniline

82.

2921-88-2

Chlorpyrifos

127. 106-89-8

Epichlorohydrin

38.

7647-18-9

Antimony Pentachloride

83.

1066-30-4

Chromic

Acetate

128. 563-12-2

Ethion

39.

7789-61-9

Antimony

Tribromide

84.

7738-94-5

Chromic

Acid

129. 100-41-4

Ethyl

40.

10025-91-9

Antimony

Trichloride

85.

10101-53-8

Chromic

Sulfate

130. 107-15-3

Ethylenediamine

41.

7783-56-4

Antimony

Trifluoride

Chloride

131. 106-93-4

EthyIene

Dibromide

1309-64-4

Antimony

Trioxide

86. 10049-05-5
87. 544-18-3

Chromous

42.

Cobaltous

Formate

122. 107-06-2

Ethylene

Dichloride

43.

1303-32-8

Arsenic

Disulfide

88.

Cobaltous

Sulfamate

133.

EDTA

44.

1303-28-2

Arsenic

Pentoxide

89. 56-72-4

45. 7784-34-1

Arsenic

Trichloride

46.

Arsenic

Trioxide

90.
91.

14017-41-5
1319-77-3
4170-30-3

Acid

60-00-4

Acid

isomers)

36. 628-63-7

1327-53-3

Acetate

56-23-5

Hypochlorite

Benzene

Coumaphos

134. 1185-57-5

Ferric

Ammonium

Citrate

Cresol

135. 2944-67-4

Ferric

Ammonium

Oxalate

Crotonaldehyde

136. 7705-08-0

Ferric ChIoride
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Il. HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES
CAS Number

Chemical

Name

CAS Number

137. 7783-50-8

Ferric

FIuoride

192. 74-89-5

Nitrate

Chemical

Name

Monomethylamine

CAS Number

Chemical

Name

249. 7632-0000 Sodium Nitrate

138. 10421-48-4

Ferric

193. 300-76-5

Naled

250.

7558-79-4

Sodium

Phosphate,

Dibasic

139. 10028-22-5

Ferric Sulfate

194. 91-20-3

Naphthalene

251.

7601-54-9

Sodium

Phosphate,

Tribasic

140.

Ferrous Ammonium Sulfate

195. 1338-24-5

Naphthenic

252.

10102-18-8

Sodium

141. 7758-94-3

Ferrous

196. 7440-02-0

Nickel

253.

7789-06-2

Strontium

142. 7720-78-7

Ferrous Sulfate

197.

Nickel Ammonium Sulfate

254. 57-24-9

Strychnine

143. 206-44-0

FIuoranthene

198. 37211-05-5

Nickel

Chloride

255.

Styrene

144. 50-00-0

10045-89-3

Chloride

15699-18-0

Acid

100-420-5

Formaldehyde

199. 12054-48-7

Nickel

Hydroxide

256.

12771-08-3

145. 64-18-6

Formic Acid

200. 14216-75-2

Nickel

Nitrate

257.

7664-93-9

146. 110-17-8

Fumeric Acid

201. 7786-81-4

Nickel

Sulfate

98-01-1

Furfural

202. 7697-37-2

Nitric Acid

148. 86-50-0

Guthion

203.

Nitrobenzene

147.

98-95-3

258. 93-76-5

Selenite

Sulfur

Chromate
and

Salts

Monochloride

Sulfuric Acid
2,4,5-T Acid

259. 2008-46-0 2,4,5-T Amines
2,4,5-T Esters

260. 93-79-8

149.

76-44-8

Heptachlor

204. 10102-44-0

Nitrogen

150.

118-74-1

Hexachlorobenzene

205. 25154-55-6

Nitrophenol (all isomers)

262.

151. 87-68-3

Hexachlorobutadiene

206. 1321-12-6

Nitrotoluene

263. 32534-95-5 2,4,5-TP Acid Esters

152.

Hexachloroethane

207. 30526-89-4

Paraformaldehyde

264. 72-54-8

TDE

153. 70-30-4

Hexachlorophene

208. 56-38-2

Parathion

265. 95-94-3

Tetrachlorobenzene

154. 77-47-4

Hexachlorcyclopentadiene

209. 608-93-5

Pentachlorobenzene

266. 127.18-4

Tetrachloroethane

155. 7647-01-0

Hydrochloric

210.

87-86-5

Pentachlorophenol

267. 78-00-2

Tetraethyl

211.

85-01-8

Phenanthrene

268. 107-49-3

Tetraethyl

156. 7664-39-3

Hydrofluoric

212. 108-95-2

Phenol

269.

213.

Phosgene

270. 108-88-3

Phosphoric Acid
Phosphorus

271. 8001-35-2 Toxaphene
273. 52-68-6

67-72-1

(Hydrogen

Chloride)

(Hydrogen
157. 74-90-8

Acid
Acid
Fluoride)

75-44-5

261. 13560-99-1 2,4,5-T Salts
2,4,5-TP Acid
93-72-1

158. 7783-06-4

Hydrogen
Hydrogen

159. 78-79-5

Isoprene

216. 10025-87-3

Phosphorus

160. 42504-46-1

Isopropanolamine

217.

1314-80-3

Phosphorus Pentasulfide

Dodecylbenzenesulfonate
Keithane

218.

7719-12-2

Phosphorus

161. 115-32-2

219. 7784-41-0

Potassium Arsenate

276.

162. 143-50-0

Kepone

220.

10124-50-2

Potassium Arsenite

277.

163. 301-04-2

Lead Acetate

221.

7778-50-9

Potassium

Bichromate

164. 3687-31-8

Lead Arsenate

222.

7789-00-6

Potassium

Chromate

165. 7758-95-4

Lead

Chloride

223.

7722-64-7

Potassium

166.

Lead

Fluoborate

224.

2312-35-8

Propargite

167. 7783-46-2

Lead

Fluoride

225.

79-09-4

Propionic

168.

10101-63-0

Lead Iodide

226. 123-62-6

Propionic

169.

18256-98-9

227.

Polychlorinated

13814-96-5

Cyanide
Sulfide

Dioxide

214. 7664-38-2
215. 7723-14-0

7446-18-6

Lead
Pyrophosphate

Thallium (I)
Toluene

Sulfate

272. 12002-48-1 Trichlorobenzene (all isomers)

Oxychloride
Trichloride

Permangenate

Trichlorfon

274. 25323-89-1 Trichloroethane (all isomers)
Trichloroethylene
275. 79-01-6
25167-82-2
27323-41-7

Trichlorophenol

(all

278. 121-44-8

Dodecylbenzenesulfonate
Triethylamine

279. 75-50-3

Trimethylamine

280. 541-09-3

Uranyl

Acetate

Acid

281.

Uranyl

Nitrate

Anhydride

282. 1314-62-1

Vanadium

283.

Vanadyl

10102-06-4

Pentoxide

Lead

Nitrate

170. 7428-48-0

Lead

Staerate

228. 151-50-8

Potassium Cyanide

284. 108-05-4

Vinyl

171. 15739-80-7

Lead Sulfate

229. 1310-58-3

Potassium

285. 75-35-4

Vinylidene

172. 1314-87-0

Lead Sulfide

230. 75-56-9

Propylene

286.

Xylenol

173. 592-87-0

Lead

231. 121-29-9

Pyrethrins

287. 557-34-6

Zinc

Acetate

174. 58-89-9

Lindane

232. 91-22-5

Quinoline

288.

Zinc

Ammonium

175.

Lithium Chromate

233. 108-46-3

Resorcinol

289. 1332-07-6 Zinc Borate

176. 121-75-5

Malthion

234. 7446-08-4

Selenium

177. 110-16-7

Maleic

235. 7761-88-8

Silver

178. 108-31-6

Maleic

Anhydride

236.

7631-89-2

Sodium

Arsenate

176. 2032-65-7

Mercaptodimethur

237.

7784-46-5

Sodium

Arsenite

293. 557-21-1

180. 592-04-1

Mercuric

238.

10588-01-9

Sodium

Bichromate

294.

14307-35-8

Thiocyanate

Acid

Cyanide

1336-36-3

Biphenyls

Hydroxide
Oxide

Oxide

Nitrate

290.

27774-13-6

1300-71-6
52628-25-8
7699-45-8

Zinc

Sulfate

Acetate
Chloride

Bromide

292. 7646-85-7 Zinc Chloride
7783-49-3

Zinc
Zinc
Zinc

Cyanide
Fluoride
Formate

Mercuric

Nitrate

239. 1333-83-1

Sodium

Bifluoride

295. 557-41-5

Mercuric

Sulfate

240. 7631-90-5

Sodium

Bisulfite

296.

183. 592-85-8

Mercuric

Thiocyanate

241. 7775-11-3

Sodium

Chromate

297. 7779-88-6 Zinc Nitrate

184.

Mercurous

242. 143-33-9

Sodium

Cyanide

298. 127-82-2

243.

Sodium

Dodecylbenzene

299. 1314-84-7 Zinc Phosphide

10045-94-0

10415-75-5

185. 72-43-5

Nitrate

Methoxychlor

25155-30-0

Sulfonate

186. 74.93-1

Methyl

Mercaptan

187. 80-62-6
188. 298-00-0

Methyl
Methyl

Methacrylate
Parathion

189. 7786-34-7

Mevinphos

246. 1310-73-2

Sodium

190. 315-18-4

Mexacarbate

247.

Sodium Hypochlorite

191. 75-04-7

Monoethylamine

248. 124-41-4

244. 7681-49-4

Sodium

245.

Sodium

16721-80-5
7681-52-9

Sodium

B-12

Chloride

291. 3486-35-9 Zinc Carbonate

182. 7783-35-9

181.

300.

7779-86-4

16871-71-9

Zinc
Zinc
Zinc

Hydrosulfite
Phenolsulfonate
Silicofluoride

Fluoride

301. 7733-02-0 Zinc Sulfate

Hydrosulfide

302.

13746-89-9

Zirconium

303.

16923-95-8

Zirconium

Potassium

304.

14644-61-2

Zirconium

Sulfate

305.

10026-11-6

Zirconium

Hydroxide
Methylate

isomers)

Triethanolamine

Nitrate
Fluoride

Tetrachloride
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POTENTIAL HAZARDOUS WASTE SITE
INSPECTION REPORT
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Site Inspection Report
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POTENTIAL HAZARDOUS WASTE SITE
SITE INSPECTION REPORT

General

Information

The Potential Hazardous Waste Site, Site Inspection Report form is used to record information collected during, or

Site Inspection Report form, are indicated with a pound sign
(#). To ensure that the proper action is taken, outline the

associated with, an inspection of the site and other information

item(s) to be added, deleted, or changed with a bright color

about responsible parties and past response activities.

end Indicate the proper action with "A" (add), "D" (delete) or
"C" (change).

The Site lnspection Report form contains eleven parts:

5. There are two options available for adding. deleting,
or changing information supplied on the Site Inspection Re-

Part 1 - Site Location and Inspection Information
Part 2 - Waste Information
Part 3 - Description of Hazardous Conditions and lncidents
Part 4 - Permit and Descriptive Information
Part 5 - Water, Demographic, and Environmental Data
Part 6 - Sample and Field Information

port form. The first is to use a new Site Inspection Report
form, completing only those items to be added. deleted, or
changed. Mark the form clearly, using “A”, “’D”, or “C”, to
indicate the action to be taken. If only data in STS are to be
l ltered, the Site Source Data Report may be used. Using the
report, mark clearly the items to be changed and the action
to be taken.

Part 7 - Owner Information

Detailed Instructions

Part 8 - Operator Information

Part 1

Site

I.

Part 10 - Past Response Activities

Identification: Identification (State and Site Number) is the site record key, or primary identifier,
for the site. Site records in the STS are updated

Part 11 - Enforcement Information

based on Identification. It is essential that State

Part

9

-

Generator/Transporter

Information

Inspection

Information

*I-01

State: Enter the two character alpha FIPS code for
the state in which the site is Iocated. It must be
identical to State on the Site Identification form.

*I-02

site to the automated Site Tracking System (STS). It is therefore possible to add a site to STS at the Site Inspection stage.
Instructions are given below.

and

and Site Number are correctly entered on each
form.

Part 1 - Site Location and Inspection Information contains all of the data elements also contained on the Site ldentification and Preliminary Assessment forms required to add a

Location

Part 2 - Waste Information and Part 3 - Description of

Site Number: Enter the ten character alphanumeric
code for sites which have a Dun and Bradstreet or

Hazardous Conditions and Incidents are used to record specific
information about substances, amounts, hazards, and targets,

EPA "user" Dun end Bradstreet number or the ten
character numeric GSA identification code for fed-

e.g., population potentially affected. Parts 2 and 3 are also

eral sites. The Site Number must be identical to the

contained in the Potential Hazardous Waste Site, Preliminary
Assessment form. Information recorded on Part 2 and Part 3

Site Number m the Site Identification and Preliminary Assessment forms.

during a preliminary assessment may be updated, added, deleted. or corrected on the Site Inspection Report form.

Il.

An Appendix with feedstock names and CAS Numbers
and the most frequently cited hazardous substances and CAS
Numbers is located behind the instructions for the Site Inspec-

Site Name and Location: If Site Name and Location
information require no additions or changes, these
items are not required on the Site Inspection Report
form. However, completing these items will facilitate use of the completed form and records manage-

tion Report.

ment procedures.

A number of the data items collected throughout the Site
Inspection Report support the Site Ranking Model. The majority of these data items are found in Part 5 - Water, Demographic, and Environmental Data.

#II-01

Site Name: Enter the Iegal, common, or descriptive
name of the site.

#II-02

Site Street: Enter the street address and number (if
appropriate) where the site is located. If the precise

General lnstructions

street address is unavailable for this site, enter brief
direction identifier, e.g., NW Jct I-295 & US 99,
Post Rd, 5 mi W of Rt. 5.

1. Complete the Site Inspection Report form as completely as possible.
2. Starred items (*) are required before inspection information can be added to STS. The system will not accept

#II-03

is not Iocated in a municipality, enter the name of
the municipality (or place) which is nearest the site
or which most easily Iocates the site.

incomplete inspection information.
3. To add a site to STS at the Site lnspection stage,
write "New" across the top of the form and complete items
II-01, 02, 03, 04, and 06, Site Name and Location, II-09 Co-

#II-04

ordinates, and II-10, Type of Ownership.

forms and which can be added, deleted, or changed using the

C-18

Site State: Enter the two character alpha FIPS code
for the state in which the site is Iocated. The code
must be the same as in item I-01.

4. Data items carried in STS, which are identical to
those on the Site Identification and Preliminary Assessment

Site City: Enter the city, town. village, or other
municipality in which the the is Iocated. If the site

#II-05

Site Zip Code: Enter the five character numeric zip
code for the postal zone in which the site is Iocated.

-%nlbndnwdt
ala

*147

#tla

“Ulla

all-lo

Ill.
‘Ills

● llla2

911103

“11104

II14E
IIIQS
11147

1114S
1114S
III-10

SITE INSPECTION REPORT
III-13

Site CwrrtV: Enter the nmss of the countv, pmirh

{Lwis*d, = bWOU@ (Aldw) in whim ~ ~W
b bated.
county Code: Enter the thrw dterecter numeric
WS ~ty cods for dte mun~, ~i~, or bor.
owpftkt which the8iteislocetaf .(Ths~l~
Mdwt vm furnish tiis dets ~.)
Stte C-orr~ionel District: Enter @te two dwrxcfer
number forthecmpreeeiortd diguiihtititi
Ike k bed.
Coordirum: Enwr ti Coordinstss, Lstiide md
Lon#tudc. of the sits in ~, minutes, eocondL
mdmtfuof~.lfttiti~o~ iekteig.
nifivmt std16 eite, wttm ‘W” krthe twrdnpdtim.
Type of Ownership: Uteck dte ~ropriete box to
inditxte dtetype ofeiteoumershlp.lf ~~~
emder du jurisdiction of m ativity of the fdwal
m-t, mtw the nsms of the deftmtnwtt,
--r W -WV. If Other is irtdiceted. epai~ the
t~ of ownership W@ MM.,
Inspevdmr Informedon
O.te of Inepatim: Enter uw d~ts ~ ~im
-ti. or bs~n for multiplo dsy inepectiotte.
SiQ Stetue: @e& the mpropriete box(M) to indiSeta dte Current XtZtus of dw SiM. Actiw SitSS us
dtoo? Whidr tre8t, Store,wdii ~~-. ~~
ACtiW for thee. eclin SkSS W~ M ~ivs gf~
~ordisfmsel sree. lnectiveeit,e m~stfiti
tmetmmt, storege, or dieposel activities no longm
occur.
Yeme of Opwstion: En~r the beginning wrd ending
yesrs (or beginning only if operetione et dre sitt ero
m-@ng), o.0,, 187S/1 032, of eirn o~retion. Cltak
Unknown if ymsrs of opmstim sre not known.
AWW Performing Inspectim: ~ h ~roPrime box(ee) to indicmo pertise pertiapeting kl me
kumctim. If cmtrectore perticipete, ~ids ths
eume of the firm(s).
chief Mepector: Entw 8U nsms of dte dhf, or
Iced inepator.
Title: Enter ti Chief I ~’s title, ● 4., Tnnr
Leeder, FIT went.
Orgwtixetim: Enter X rtarrte of dre orgmixetim
wherw the Cftief Inspector is emPbyed, e.g., EPA Regim 4, VA Sots Haeitft Dept., Environmmtei
Rmerdt co.
Tebphone Number: Errmr~Chief l~swn
Cde md Iocsl cmrrnercisl tde@rone number.
Otfrw lrwpeasrre: Errar dte naw of other perties
Penicipetiq in UN won.
Tiilw Enar dw tides of other @ pertici~ing
ktmekmpemim

111.11
111.12

L-lY

111.14 Title: Enter the titk ti thc idividualc interviewed.
111.15 Mdms: Enter * buei-, mailing, or mitit,at
aidrm of the irdividusls intsrview~.
III-16 Telephme Number: Enter the ● res code md Iod
Cmrmerciel tehphme numhrs of dte indnriduals
krtwviswsd.
III-17 Avase Gainti By: Check the expropriate box to
ietdiato whetfter eccesf to dw sits w- ~ined
Uww@ permission or wmrmt.
111.18 lime of Irupectim: Using a 244rwr clock, enter
dte time the inspection h~n, c. Q., for 3:24 p.m.
enter 1624.
111.19 Wee~er Conditions: Dacribe Ure wssther cond#tiMtS during the site ktepectim, ~ially My “n.
USUSI cmditiom whi~ mi~t effect WitS or obser.
vstione tdcm.
w.

Wonnetion Awiftio FrweI
lval Contut: Enter dte nsms of the individual who cm
provide informetim ebout the site.
IV42 Of: If wproprime, m9r du nmte of the public or
priwm sgsrtcy, firm, or contpenv md the orseniza.
tim witfrin dte egerq, firm, or cornmny of the
kdividusl nernsds Cm-t.
IV43 Telephme Number: Enter tie ems cods md lOCSI
tele@mrre number of the ktdividual nsrned - con.
met.
Iva Pervert Rmporreible for Si~ Impection Report
Form: Enrnr * nems of ~ rndividuol who war
mponeible for tha information mtered on the S{te
lrts~ion Report form. Tlw person ~ible for
the Site htepsctim Report form mey b different
from the individual who ~rsd ~ from.
IV* AWW: Enter the nsms of the AOMCV where the
individual who is ~ble fw the Site l~~~ion
Report form R Mt@O@.
Iv@ O~iestim: Enter ti etMU of ths ~iz~im
within the Agmcy.
IVQ7 Telephme Number: Enter the eree code md IOIXI
9bphone number of the rndividusl who is -pm.
eible for tfse Site l~ion RcporI form.
IV- Da=: Enter the dete Ute Sits l~ion Report
form Wm Prepemd.

P8rt2

Wmm i~iwl

●L

. .
MwWkebm: Refer toPui 1-1.

Il.

WMW ~, WaeU*. md ChrnHo: Wsfte
StStss, Oumtitias, md Cherecmrietm provide infer.
nwtim ebout tfmph~csl ~~~ md fom of me
w-, rnemJm of @WS emwns M the site, md
the fseeeti poad by the wmm, Vor8idming same
md drrotric 19slth effecs md mobility elong a
Psthww.

M 2 (-W)

‘11+)1

81TE INSPECTION REPORT
-—. - .
IV*

PhWicd Stetes: Check dte ~ropri~ box(=) to
hdicete the etete(s) of

WMg -t @ ~ ~l~. If

~ity * physicxl stete of dw
W-Q .
“IIQ2 W- Oumtity et Sirn: Enmr mtimeta of ernOWItS
of - w &M cite. Eetimmee ~ ~ in ~i~t
(Tom) or volume (Cubic Ymds or NurstLwr of
Drums). Use = mwty wrtria m - mpmprietc;
~, rrrmurentms mwt be indepwtdent. For
asm@c, do not ~re du w wnounts of
w- m btfr tom end abic verds.
‘1103 Wma Oammerkticw Check .11 ~propriate mtrke
toindketethe hxsxrdspoe albyw-m~s, . If
wrote 8f the site pace no heswd, check Not fi~li.
ale.
?11.
WXS9 ~: GWWrXl m~pim of wrote typi.
CCIIY found am listed here. Enter the ~i~ gmmunt of ● ech cetegory of wesm md the ~r~ri.
et. unit of srt6esure,
‘11101 Groin Amount: Grow Amount is the atim- of the
● nOunt of the wrote CXIqory ~nd XI t~ ~it~.
Ettimetes should be furnished in metric tons (MT),
tom (TN), mbit meters (CM), wbic VWdS (CYI,
drums (DR), ecree (AC), are feet (AF), Ii@m (LT),
or gdlorrs (GA). Enter dte =tirn~~ ~Wnt nut
to* $pproprim Weste arxgory.

IV46

Other is indiati,

v.
Vul

VQ2

SSWMUre, MT (metric tom), TN (tons), CM [cubic
meters), CY (cubic verde), DR (nurrr&r of drums),
AC (xcms), AF (ure feet}, LT (Iitem), or GA (gel.
Ions) next to dte estimete of wow entount.
111.03 Corrrmms: CommenS mey be ueed to fu~r explein, or provide edditimel inforrrretiorr, -t pwti-ler wxsm cetegoris.
Iv.
HamdWs ti~: Spccifw Itxtxrdws, or
Pownti?llv hxsordws, &miceIs, mixtum, md substmae found et the site ere Iismd here, For eech
eubetwtce listed those dxto iwrrrs merked with m
‘“et” sign (@] must & included.
● IVQI CetegorV: Enter in front of the eubetena nwme the

-.. .-—

Swroes of Infomtetion: List the swms used to
Obtein informetim for this form. Sour= cjt.d mSv
include: esrnple mdysis, reports, inspections, off i.
cial rmwds. or other docummtetion. Sources cttd
provide the ~is for irsformction mtw~ ~ the
form md mxy be used to obtein further information
about tfte site.

Ports
●L

Dacr@imt of H=mdosss CasdMwss md ln&denu
tintificetion: Refer to pan 1-1.

kesdosrs Conditii md Isreidestrx:
Hemrds: Indicxte euh hxzmdous, or potentisfl y
huerdws, condition known, or cltimed, to exist et
the site.
1142 Obwved, Potmtisl, w Allqed: Check Obsewea
end” mtxr tfre dete, or qproximete date, of occur.
SMCC if s rek~ of ~uminmm to tie mVtron.
ment, or some other hezxrdws incident, is known
to hue occurred. In ceses of o continuing rele~,
● .e.. Srwtixter contirninmion, inter the ds~, or
approximate dete, the condition first ~me ● p.
-t. If ~iti~ eXiSt for e potwtti~t ~@~,
&reck potmtiel. check Alle@ for hxzerdws, or
potwttislly hxsmdous, conditiom cleimed to ● x ist ● t
the site.
1143 Populstim Potwttiolly Affected: For em+! hcz.
.rdws wndition M dte UQ, m~r tie nm~ of
people potmtidly ● ffected. For Soil msw the num.
ber of am potmti~lly effectd.
11.04 Nmmtive Omcriptiorr: Provide ● narretive deecrip.
tiOSt, Or Xxplmetion. of mcfr ~ditim. lmlude WIV
dditimd ktfOmWtion w+tia fi~er •xp~.ifts ~~
artdition.
1105 -Cription of Any other Known, Potmtial, or
Alleged Hxzerds: Provide ● nerretive descriptim of
env otfter heserdous, or potentially hamrdws, con.
ditims m the site not cowml bow.
Ill.
ToUl ~ledon P~tidlv A-: Entw the
totol number of people po-nti~lly effused by the
aietmm of Iwxxrdous, or potmtially huerdous.
cwrditiom et dre site. DO not ~ m numbers
dtOWl fOf ~ ~it~n.
Iv.
~~: Other ktformetiofr rdwmt to observed,
pomntisl, or .ll~ k~rds mey be mterd here.
1141

I
Su~ Nmne: Enrnr one of dm following: the
WMU of the eu~ registered with the Chemicel
AbStr= %V&, the comma or ~ti ~br~ia.
tJm of dte eubstence, the ~eric neme of the eubawru, or Corrrmerciel noms of dse subsmrta.
CAS Number: Enter the number _iWd to dte
SUbStWl= WhM it w- ~kard witi ~ ~i~l
Abetrmt Service. Refer to the Appendix for meet
-tfv cited CAS Nuntbers. CAS Numbers must
h fumkhed for ach SUfMWIa ~~. If Q CM
Number for this eu&mce h- not ban ~i~ed.
mtm ‘999”.
S=~Dkpwel Method: Enwr the WpS of -W
or di~ titlity /n whidr dte eu&ma wee
timf: S1 (eurfece impous@mmt, inchdirtg Pti,
~. ~ -$). pL (pile), DR (drum), TK
(Wtk). LF Owrdfill), LM (lmdferrn}, 00 (w
dump) .

-.

L-Z(J

Fe&tocks
Feedstak Neme: If fedstocks, or eubstencee de.
dved from one or more fa&oc&s, ● re present 8t
the Site, inter the neme of eedt fndstock found.
SOS the Appendix for tfre fXOdS~ Ikt.
CAS Num&r: Enter the CAS Number for oedr feed.
stock rurned. * the Appendix for fadstock CAS
Numbers.

w.

u.

● 11142 Unit of MomJre: Enter the ~proprixw ~~ of

(kCtWSltretim: Enter the cmt~t~tim of ~ ~b.
etwra found in Sernph tekm et dse site.
Meum of Cortantretim: Enter ~ ~ormritie
unit of nmesure for the rncxsured CmCMW~tIOn of
the wbtma found in b SWWe, q)., MGIL,
UGIL.

*3 feodnssed

SJTE

INSPECTION REPORT

v.

SmJrwe d htforenetimI: Lkt dse eourwe uad to
obtsin informmion for dsie form. Sourws cti mey
Irrcludc: eemple enelwis. eupore, inepemiofse, o*ldd raorsfs, or other doamtentmblt. Soums M
ps’ovidc the bmis for krfomtetion wrtwed on ti
formmdmev bermdtoobtein fubktfortnmion
-dteeite.
knwkt md mtkve t~m
Pen 4
fderrtffiist: Refer to Pert 1-1.
●L
hrwrkt fnformedmt
Il.
1101 Type of Pwmit hued: Check the ~ropriete
bOX(eS) tO indicme tic types Of Kwrrnite keued to
h dts. If eteto, lord, or Other ~ of environmental pmmim hrve been &sod, ~i~ the ~.
11-02 Pemtit Number: Enter the permit nmber fw ~
bud permit.
1143 Dme Isud: Enter dte dew eeds permit w= iwud.
1144 Expiration Detc: Enwr dro - ● dt pemtit expiree
or expired,
11-05 Comm-ts: Enter my in forrtwtioer wfridt further
aplsins the ~ of permi8 hued or etetus of the
pwrrrim.
Ill.

Sb Daerfpden

● 11141 Store@Dkpmel: Oeck tkw uw~ete box(-) to
hdicete *O types of stor8p/diepmel fecilitim
found et the site. If Other k dmcked, epeci~ dte
w of feditv.

● 11142 Amount: Entm the woee emount of wme Ucieted with eedr tVPO of storegddiepoeel facility.
Amounts mey be rtrenured kI: metric tone, tons,
-K meters, mbit verde. drurm, ~, ewe fat,
liters, w gellorm

● 11143 Unit of Mewm: Enter the eppmprime unit of ~.

● 11104
111*
‘Ills
11147

sure for oe& retry, Units of me-we me MT (mmrk tons), TN (tone), CM (cubic meQrs), CY (cubic
verde), DR (drums), AC (ecra), AF (em &t), LT
Mten), of GA (oxllons).
TfWtmMt: If W- iS ~ et dte s*, dteck dt.
mproprieted box(es) to indicete tremment metfds
wind. If Odsm is chaked, specify trutnrmt method,
other: If them me buildings on cite. ~ this box.
Ame of Sit.: Enter totel woe of sie m ~.
Commm8: Enter my othm pertinmt ksformmion.

Iv.

Cendrrnntrt: Conteinmmt b ● nseeeurs of dte nmuml or utifichl mews mkm to mietimixe or prsckude ktukth fsemrds md to mirtimim or ptevmt
Omttmtsktetion of tfse mvirmmsmrt frmrt w-c et
the Site.
● IV.01 Conteinmmt of Wmtes: Check the QPropriete box
to kndtic the condition of wrtteinmmt mowms
M dte siw. When &mming the ~propriem box, ooneider tho potentiel for mvironmeettel wertwrrinetion.
i.4., ti womt ~ for wrsminmerrt in injunction
With the ~ huerdms a!btmoes.
IV42 tiption of Drurm, Diking, Liners, Berriem: Pro
-0 ~ti ~~i~ of* ~ditia of ~.
teinment moeeures et ti eits, q., weete ede.

---

L-zl

v.
“Va
V42
w.

@Mteky corrtarnd, drums nsetktg md Ieekirrg. dik.
kno coll~ing, linen hdcing md conteminmts
tiina knm coil end ~oundwmm.
~lity: -ibiliW & m ksdicmor of the
potmrtid for direm wertect with hecwdous submertas.
W- Ewily A-ible: If Uure we no fed bswien
Prwwtting humm emu to Imterdous WMW, check
Yee, otherwiee ~ No.
c omrnerm: Additimsel inforntmion tit ~ibil..
itv to hezmdotx wate mey b provided.
8osIm oflnfonnetfwr: List the eou~ ued to ob.
tein ksf onnmion for bis form. Sourcm citd mev
Include: eemple mslysis. reports, inspections, Of fi.
Cid recode, or other docwnentetion. sources cited
provide the kwsis for irrformetion entered on the
form md mey be ueed to obtein further informmlcm
ebout the cite.

We9r, Dem~k, d End roewnmd Dme
Ideretkfkkion: Refer to Pan 1-1.
Il.
Drinking Wemr 3u~kv
11-01 Type of Drinking Wemr SUPPIV: Check the eporo.
prime tmx(es) to insficete the tvpes md eouras of
drinking weter within she vicinity of the site. Corn.
mun~ refers to municipel eourcm. Notwanmunity
&em to privete murcm, ● .g., prkvete wells.
1142 Stetue: Check the appropriate box(es) to irtdicete
wltmher the wetm supply 6 mdengered or effected
by contaminants from the site. Check the eppropri.
me box to indiwte if the wmer eupply 6 being
monitored for ~ible coetteminmion,

Pert 5

●I.

Distmrm to Site: Enter the diemnce h mike to the
nareet ~tkr, hundredth, or thousandth (ee tial
tO indicete the precksion rquiti} from the site to
neereet drinking wetw ersurm.
Ill.
Dt~r
11141
GfOundwmef U= in Vicinity: -k the ~propri.
ete box to indicme groundwmer use in the vicinity
of be site. The concern is to indicme the eerious.
- of Woundwmer contemintiion from wste et
the site. Only source for Orinking irrdicmes that
CUment Wmer tOurWS ere limited to wells in the
vicinity of the cite, Drinking; Commercial, Industrial,
Irrigmion indiatee thet Foundwmer is used for
drinkin& but thm other limited drinking murc~ M~
ewileble end thm no other murcee for these eddltiOM! uem we Weileble. Commwciol, Induclria 1,
Irrigetiorr indicmee that grourtdweter is umd for
these purpoem. but thet Iimitml other eourc8s of
weter we eveileble. Not do Unueeeble ind Icmes
that groudwmer u in the era is not crittd.
111-02 Populmion served by Gmw@wmer: Enter the num.
bm of people sowed by groundweter in the vicin!ty
of the site. Populmiorr for the pum~ of the Sne
WsePmion Repore krcludee ~MSS ● rd de~irr-e
workms md students but excludee tremimts in the
twightsorhood or on lad h~eys md reeds, When
~iWImiW populmion from eerial photographs or
Other eourme, the conversion fector is 3.8 persons for
adr dwelling unit or 3 pmeons pm scre in rur~l ● em
11-03

tmce from the site boundery totkte namsr popuis.

IIIQ3 Dktmw to Narwt Drinking tir Well: Error dre

dietma in mike to ths neemt twrti, hundmdti, or
~ (- nOXdd tO indicate dte pMciti~ m.
quimd) from the site m dte ~ drtikrng wemr
enll.
Itla Oefnh to G~: Errmr Ure Gintim
~m.
III* DePthof Grwmdwew Fkmw: Entw dte owdinal
dirutiort of WOUndwatw ffow, ● .B., NNW.
1114s ~~A@WOfCwsam:

Etir~~~

titofhequwof~.
111.OT p~ti~l Ybkf of %uifwn Enmr the ~ttii

viekJ of tfu xquifw k! @none per d~.

1114s Sols Souroe Aouifw: (Yteck the UWroprixte box to

indkmt the ~uifer of conam is, or ie not. a eole
Wroe equifw.
1114s kription of Wolk: Provides nerrxtive dacrkption
Of wdh in the Vicinity of the dtc, including ~,
~. Md loation miative to Population end build.
111.10 Redraw Ame: Check the epproprfeto kx to indicste tho site k Iocmed in o recherpe u*. Commente
provide widitionxl hformmion on 6. mdterge ● e.
Ill-1 1 Dkckrew Am: Check M ~ropriete box to indi.
cotethe site iekrcetojktoao~ Uu. corn.
IWM8 provide dditional ktformetim on tfu diedrerp Xme.
W.
Swti Wsmr
IV41 Suh Wstxr Uee: check tic Xppwrixtc box to
fndioem =+ea weter W kI the vicinity of the site.
Theorde?ofprxadenc ● h Reservoir, Rccreetim,
Drinking Wemr SOU-; lrri~tion. Eoonmtic#ly
Impormnt R~rvw; COrrmemiSl/lndWrial; Not
Curmntfv Wed.
lv#2 Affastod/Poantidlv Affued Bodke of Weter:
En@r *O nswra of bedim of sutim wxter affecmd,
or wrntially ● ffected, by conw ~S frOM *O
eito. Lii dw body of eurfea wxmr neerat the site
fimt. For .edt body of wxtq dteck A= if contwninenti hwe &en idmtif~ M gmples of tie
W#tW. Enter dte Shmt dietma frwn dtebdy of
wxter m *. eito kt mike to the ~ra tatth, hundrdth.or~(m~m~i~ dre
pmckion mquird).
v.
~k md property 1~.
Vol

Vm

Total Population W~tn: Enw M -l ~lation
within one (1) mile, two (2) roil=, md time (3)
mlin of the site. Dietsrae sm ~rwl frm site
boundwke. Populetim for h pwp~ of the Site
hupdort Report hdUdCS rdderm md dmytinte
WOrkWe Md XtUden8 but amluti Mmmiau in Ute
~#I~ood of on kcd himweys md rwde. whm
aimeting poputetion h dsl ~o~~ or
Odwreou-,dn~imWwh3B pmom
fortidwdlktBmitW3~~*mmk~l
m.
D- to N- Popdmjon: E rwr in mike to
me mm—r mnth, hundrdtho or dtoLsMddl (M
~ to indioem @m pmcieion quimd) dte dis-

.
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V433
va4

tiort (one pomorr minimum).
Number of Buildin@ Within Two (2) Mil~ of Sitw
Enter UN number of buiidinps within two miles
frOM the bOUdOrke of ~ $it*
Dktma to N-t OffSite Building: Enter the distmoe in mike to the ~ ~th, hundredth, or
thOUSmdth (m Itadd tO irrdicste * precision
~imd) from de. elm boundary to the nssmet
Off*”m buikding.

V45

Population kt Vicinity of Site: Provide ● nmretive
dacnption of the netum of dts populetim within
dte VidttiW of the Site. Exsmpl~ rn~lude ~ral
xrn, e!rdi truck fxmts, urbm industrial ems, de~ly
populxted urben reeidmtiel eme.
vi.
Erwi mmwmtd Informadwr
VIQ1 Perrneebiiity of Ummumted Zone: Chuk the ● pPfOpriM8 box to krdicem the pe~ility of the
With meterisl - dte wewr mbh in the Vicinity
of the Sits.
vl@ pwmeebility of Bedti: Check the ~pmpri~e
bOX tO ktdiutc dw ~iliW of drs ~r~k ,n
ttm vicinity of the site.
VI.03 Depdt to Bedrock Enmr the depth w bdrock in
fat.
via DePti of Conmminetod Soil Zme: Enmr @w depth
of the contxminetal soil zone m feet.
VI* tild:E~ti Moftidt btivkinityof
the site.
VI* N~ p~@wiM: Enter net pmcipitxtion in inchs.
If net pmcipitxtion k not known, subtrat the ever.
.ge wxporxtion figure on the U.S. Netiond Wather
Service MOp dlwing wer~ mnual w~omti~n in
kr&Iee from the US. Erwironmerttel Dem .%rvtcs
rnep ehowing mom mmml precipitation.
V147 One Ywr 24 Hour Raietfell: Enter m kths the fig.
urn for oru year 24 hour minfxll.
V14B SIOPO: Enter dw P- of Sh sI~, tie dim.
tion of site elope, md dm pemmtege of the sur.
ramding termin wemp dope.
VM9 Flood Potitiel: Entw the boundmy yew for the
floodplain in whti dte site K l~ed. Sites flooded
wvtuellv me in s 1 (one) yem floodplain. Other sx Wltpk$ ktCIUde 10,20, SO, tOO, EOO, ● tc., indt~mg
h ~titlity of flwdirtg within dtet time Peri&.
Vi-lo Site k m Bmrkr Islmd, c~~l H~* H~md Ar-,
Riverine Fl~sy: If giwu~ in ~eoft~e
-,dlock thir box.
vi-l ? Dti to Wetlmds: If ~l~le, inter the dis.
tmm m miles to me ~ -*, hund~h, or
thOueMdth (a Itadud to irrdic4tx the precis,rn re.
quired) front the site to dte dm wetlm~ (fke
ems minimum) for EefumieN ad Other types of
wattmde.
VI-12 Dktma to Criticet +hbimt: tf ~hceble, inter IV,
dktmce in retila to dte ~ tenth, hurtdrdth, or
~ b -d tO indicem the precision m.
quird from Uee site to dte ~ eritjcsl hsbitet

M 6 bmhzsed
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of UI ~~ ets.cke. Enmr dte stands) of ti
~ -.
VI*13 Lmd Uee in Vicinity: Enmr tftedistmce in mila to
tfu ~ mnth, hundredth, or dwwmdth (es
tid to indicete the ~ision ~iw) to ffte
neerwt C08nmercid/lrdzetrid oru; Rd~tid
Am, Netionsl/Stete Pmks, F-, ~ ~l~li~ RWWa; or Agricutturd ~, prime AS L- W@ A@
Lmd. Prii Ag Led b thet crop, peeture, ~, or
foewet Imd whid! produae the hi~ti vield in rektion to inma. Ag Lend is the rmteining egriwltuml
Imd, frequently comidemd ntergirml.

Vt.

80SSS0.S Of 188f0mt~0n: Lkt thesourcez USCd to ob.
tern ktfmnetion for this form. Sources cited m~v
include: eunpk enelvsis, reportz, inspectims, offt.
Ckl records, or other -mmtmion. Swrces cited
pfw’ide the -is for informetim mtered on me
form md mey be Und to obtain further informmron
- the site.

FeR7
●L
Il.

Dwswr Infomwkn
Idemifiation: Refer to Pert 1-1.
Currerst owner(s) - Perem Compeny: Current
owner(s) ● id perent =mpmies, for those owners
whkh .re cmtpertke portlv or wholly ownKI by m.
other compenv, provide Iocetor information stran
-fiibk ~ie$. Eech Pers 7 provides specs for
four (4) current Owners end their respeczwe perent
mmpmiez. If dditionel ~ it required, complete
mother Part 7.
Nwne: Enter the kpel rserne of the owner of the
site. The owner mw be e firm, pmrrtment ~ncy,
aeeocietion, indiviiuel, etc.
D&B Number: Where w$il~le, inter the owner’s
D&B (Dun ● d Brtietrwtl number. If the current
owner is c fderel ~, inter the GSA identiflc.e.
tion code.
Street Addreee: Enter the bueinees. meiling. or residmtiel Street eddreE of tfw owner.
SIC COde: If ● ppliable, enter the owner’s primsry
SIC Code.

VI-14 Deiptim of Site in Rcletion ~ Surrounding
Topography: Prmfide s nerretive descriptim of signifmt or unueud mpau of @u wrramding top~sphy m rektion to the site. Exsmpk mi#tt in.
cludc: site is in s wlky eurroundd on ● ll sides by
mounteins, dm is et d~ oft tier or etreem which
floods frequmtly, etc.
Vfl.

Peet 6
%
Il.
1141

Ila

1143
Ill.
11101

111.02

Iv.
IV41
IVU2
IVQ3

Iva

v.

114$

--I oflnfofmedm: Ltitheeoueuadtoobtein information for *U form. Souraz cited ntey
include: eernple usdyeis, mpom, inepectiom, officiel records, or other docummtetim. Sou~ ciwd
provide dw ~is for informetim mtemd m drc
form end mev be -d to titein further information
ebout the Site.
SUSSPIO md Fidd lnfmnda
~: Refmto Pert 1-1.
SmJplee T*m
Number of Semp16 Tekwt: Next to e@ eempk
typeenter dwnurnhr ofemplecofthet type
tekal.
Sempks Sent To: Emer the neme of the tiretory
W other fecility where the emtpke were emt for
melyzie.
Eetintetd Dste R~fts Awilebk: Enter the utimmd dete du remits ● e expectd to b woilde.
FMd MQranesta Tdtar
Type: Enter the W, ● .g., mdi~ivity, explaivity,
orgenic wpor or ~ detection md mdyeis, megznt
W ~ tiectirn. of nch fmld memmment teken.
Commwtu: Dacribe raulm of fidd me-rententz,
Whether mweretekm moroffsite, md ife@i-Ie, dte tvM of diepael Mlitv reed, ● .g., drum.
w- ~~ti Imdfim
m~mdw
Typo: If @tot~ophe of dm eiw fwe bem *m,
duck me *pmpriete box(a) to indkete me type.
In CtiV Of: Enter dte neme of dte orgenizetim
or Pwtcsnwhoks cssewdyofthe fzhotqp*.
M-: Chak dte ~~riete box to indi~ dtet
mepeofthe eiteuoe fwmbemp$qsemd orobWiltd.
L=im of M-: tf cite ~ em ~eiltile, indi-e their boetion, ● q., R- 1 Air md Hazerdoue
Meterkls Division.
Wtor FM h cd-: Provide ● rr8rretiw detwiptim of MV other fmld dete collectd.
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11.02

11-03
II-M
11-05
Ila

11.07
11-0s

I 1-09
11-10
11.11
II-12
11.13

11.14
111.

Itl-ol

Cm: Emer tk dtv of the owrter’c business, maii.
ing, or reeidentiel eddrere.
Mete: Enter the two ctrerecter dphs F IPS code for
th4 SW* Of the Owner’s business, mailing, or resi.
dmtid eddrees.
Zip Code: Emer the fiw digit zip code for the
owner’s bueinest. m~iling, or reeidentid eddress.
Nsme: If the owner is ● pertly or wholly ownd
eubsidisry of ersother Oompeny, inter the Iqel
name of the owner’s perem ~mpeny,
D&B Number: Enter the permt mmpeny’s Dun and
Bredstreet number.
Street Mdres: Ewter the bushes or m~ilirtg street
addrees of the pererst mmpeny.
SIC Cede: If sppliable, enter the permt compeny’s
primSIC *e, .
City: Enter the citv of the perent compeny’s busi.
stem or meiling eddr8u.
State: Enter the two chererner olphe FIPS -e for
the etete of the perent ~v’s bminees or m~il.
~ edd-.
Zip bale: Enter die fii di@t zip code for the
permt -perry’. business or meiling afdrm.
Weeious -r(e): Lizt previous ~nerz in rwem
chronolo#iat order, i.e., most ream firet. If aldi.
tionel epea is rquird, ~pkte mother Pert 7.
Neme: Enter the Iqel rseme of the prwiow owner
The previoue ownet mev be ~ e firm, ~vern.
ment ~, emcietion, idivtiud, etc.

hrt 7 (mrseimmd)
. . -..—.
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111.02 D&B Nurrrbm: Enter the prwious owner’s Dun ● d
Bredstreet number if rnil~lt. If the ~ious
OWISW WeS ● fedmd egMCV. enter the GSA tienti.
*ion -e if eveiltile.
111.03 Street Add-: Enter the business, meiliq, or r-i.
titid Nfeet edd- Of the previous OW~.
111.04 SIC Code: If ● pphc4ble, enter the primuy SIC Code
of the previous ~.
Ill= City: Entm the city of the previous owner’s buei.
-, meilirrg, or reeidentiel address.
111.M State: Enter the twm chsrecter ● lpfte FtPS mdcfor
the mete of the prwioue owner’s business, meiimg.
or residential ddrees.
111.07 Zip Code: Enter the zip tie of the prmiou$
owner’s bueineea, maili~, or residential ddrees,
Iv.
Reeltv owner(s): Roelty owner spphes whm the
Owner kmed to ● other entity pro~rty which WeS
used for the etorage or dieposel of hezerdouc weste,
List current or mom recent first.
IV-D1 Neme: Enter tfw hpel rseme of the reelty owner.
The reelty owner may be ● firm, ~verrsrnent egert.
cy, meocietiors, irrdividuel, etc.
IV-02 D&B Number: Enter the prwiouc owner’s Dun ● nd
Bredetrem number if eveileble. If the previous
OWfter w= # tierat ege~, ~tm the GSA Hmtifl.
cetion code if eveilable.
IV-03 Street Address: Enter the reetty owner’s business,
smiling, or residential street eddr~,
IV-04 SIC Code: If eppli~le, enter the reelty owner’s
primary SIC cod~.
Iv% Citv: Enter the city of the rgettv owner’s hsi~,
meiling, or residential ddrees,
Iv* Stete: Enter the two cfserecter ● Iphe FIPS caste for
the mete of the realty owner’s buei~, mailing, or
rweidentiel eddreee.
tv.07 Zip Code: Enter the zip ode of the r~itv ~,s
bueirrae, mailing, or residential address.

v.

●

SOes- of lrr~ :Lietthe eourcestito
obtem information for this form. sour- c~~
mey include: serrrple ● elysis, reports, inspections.
officiel fecord~, or other docummwion. ~r~
citd provide the beeis for irrformmion enterd on
the form md mev be ueml to obtein fwhm infer.
mettin ebout the site.

Ma
L
Il.

Ds+emser Wammion
$dentlfbdon: Refer to Pert 1-1.
-Set Dperew_Operm#I pu.rrt ~: In.
forrmtiort on Operetom ~ eppli~~ ~ ~
ok=mor is mt the owner.
11.01 Neme: Enter the Iqel rurm of the opermor. The
operetor mey bes firm, ~t ~Y, m~
tirrrs, iwdividuel, NC.
II= D&B Number: Enter the o~etor’s Dun ad Bred8trat rsumtwr if evaiwle. If the OpMMOr ~ , f~.
ml eSNSCV, enter the GSA Merrtiftitbn mde if
aveileble.
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I 1.03

StW Address: Enter the opemtor’s busin~, ma,i.
ing, o, residential street eddr~,
Ila SIC Ltie: If eppl~le, CMer the operator’s pri.
mery SIC Code.
11-06 City: Enter the CitV of the operator’s busi~, maii.
irtg. or reeidmtiei ddress.
11.06 Stme: Enter the two cfrerecter elpfw F IPS code for
the StN. of the opermor’s business, meilmg, or resl.
dmtiel uldreee,
1147 Zip code: Enter the zip code of the O~aIorIi bu~i.
-, meiiirtg. or reeidentiel eddress.
Ha Years of Opermiorr: Enter the beginning md ● nd i ng
wrs (or *inning only if opermtins ● e on.go,ng),
● .g., 1932/1s4s, of opermion m the site,
I LOB Nmrre of Owrtw: Enter the rteme of the owner for
the period cited for this o~ator.
11.10 Name: If eppliceble, enter the Iegsl rreme of the
operetor’s Wrent compmy.
11-11 D&8 Number: Enter the opermor’s ~rent ~mwny
Dun md Bredmeet number if Milsble.
II-12 Street Address: Enter the operetor’s Perent COm.
perry buei-, msilirtg, or residential nreet eddress.
II-13 SIC Cod*: If .pplicebie, enter the opermor’s psrent
compeny primmy SIC code.
11.14 City: Enter the citv of the opermor’s psrmt mm.
peny business. meilirtg, or residemiel eddreas.
II-15 Stete: Enter me two character ● lpha F IPS code for
tic state of the opermor’s perent compeny busmesa,
meiling. or residemiel eddrees,
II-16 Zip Code: Enter the zip code of the operator’s
Went c=mpenv business, meiling, or restiential
eddrees.
Ill.
Prwiosss hretRr(t)-PNvtis Opermors’ Pment
emios
111.01 Ntme: Enter the hgel nerrra of the previous opera.
tor. The previous operetor msy be a firm, govern.
mmt SgencyO .asocimion, individwl, etc.
111-02 DSIB Number: Enter the previous operator’s DLIn
end Bradetreet number if swileble. If the prewous
OpWttOr WeS 8 f~efd ~, ent~ tht GSA iden.
tificetion ~ if eveileble.
Ill-m Street Address: Enter the previous opermor’s busi.
nees, meilirsg, or residential street eddress
111.04 SIC code: If eppliak, enter the previous opera.
tor’s Primsry SIC Code.
111.05 City: Enter the city of the prwious opermor’s busi.
IUSS, mailing, or resident~l eddr~.
111.06 Stme: Enter the two cheramer slphe FIPS code for
the etme of the prwious opmmor’s business, mail.
*, or residential eddr~.
111-07 Zip Code: Enter the tip -e of t~ ~W~W o-a.
tor’s business, meiliq, or rnidentiel eddress.
111-0s Years of Opermion: Enter the hgirmiq md ending
~ of opermion for this opermor et the sne.
1114S Nmre of ~: Enter ~ rserrte of the owner for
* period citd for this o~mor.

Pufoknskwed)
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Neme: If cpplek, wtter tfw -l ~ of the
~wious operetorl permt compwry.
111.11 OS@ Number: Enter the previous operetor% perwtt
wrrtperw Dun ● d Bruktreet number If ~il#sk.
111.12 Street Address: Enter the pcwdsrus operetor’I pwmt
-psny buei-. meiiirtg, or taidmtisl etmet
tire%.
111.13 Slc Codw If epphoebk, enter the previous Opere.
tor’s permt compeny priw SIC Cole.
III-14 CitV: Enter the citv of the prwioue operetor’c
-t ComPmv business, meiling, or msidenticl
address.
111.15 Steto: Enter the two ~er olphe FIPS code for
the state of the prwious opemtor% permt mrrtpetty
business, meiling, or residential ddres.
111.16 Zip Code: Enter the zip code of the prwioue opws.
tor’s perern compeny business, meiliq, or tien.
tiel eddress.
W.
Sourwt of Irtformction: List the eourms ued to obtsin information for this form. Sourcu cited mey
include: esmpie enalysia, reports, in~~m, offl.
ciel records. or other docurnentet ion. sour- cited
provide the besis for irtformetion mtered on the
form ● d mcv be utd to obtein further information
tiut the site.
Part o
● I.
Il.

11-01

11-02

lla3
11.04
11.06
H*

1147
NL

11141

Ill=

Generetorn~ r I rsfotmmiorr
fdmtification: Refer to P8fi 1-1.
On-Site Generetor: A compwty or egency, lotatd
within the contiguous era of the site and generming
wcete disposal on the site, is ● nterd here.
Name: If there is en oswite gmeretor, enter the
kgel neme of the on-site genemtor, The on.cite gem
eretor m8y be Q firm or govwnment egency.
D&B Number: Where wailable, inter the orwite
-otor’~ D&B (Dun end Brcdztwct) number. if
the on-site generstor is * federel egsncy, inter the
GSA idmlificztion rode.
Street Address: Enter the business w meili~ street
eddress of the on-site qenerctor.
SIC Code: If epplitile, enter the orr4te generctor’s
-v SIC Code.
City: Enter the city of the on-site ~r’s busi.
ne9 or meilirtg dress.
Sti: Emer the two chmecter d@w FIPS code for
the etete of the on+ite gmmmor’s ~ or mail=
Isq ddreu.
Zip -: Enter tfre fke digit zip code for tfw ottsite ~’s buei~ or rrwiling edd~.
OH-Sim GerwrmorkI:Thoee -mpnke or ~ks
Off*i@ who hwe ~td wrote which free been
disposal et the site ● re Ikted hut.
Nmte:Erster thete@rmme oftfseoff.cite ~
tor. The off-site gmentor meybesfirtttor~ment ~.
D&B Number: Where evei~le, enter the off-site
~o<s D&B [Oun end Brcdstreet) number. tf
- off-site ~ctor is ● fduel q, inter the
GSA Merrtifiatmt code.
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111.03 Street Address: Enter the busi~ or ntsiling street
ddress of the off.cite ~etor.
111.04 SIC Code: If eppli&k, enter the off-site wrwrator’s primery SIC Code.
111.06 City: Enter the city of tfse off-site generator’s busi.
nes or meiling aldrus.
111-06 Stete: Enter the w cherecter olphe FIPS cock for
the etete of the off+te ~neretor’s business or mall.
iq eddrees.

11147 Zip Code: Enter the fn di~it zip code for the off.
site generetor’s business or meiling eddress.
Iv.
~mrtspo~rkk Those ~rrierz who ere known to
hwe trWtSpOfted weste to the site Ue Iicted here.
Iv-ol Name: Enter the kgsl neme of the transporter. The
transporter mey be J firm, ~nmmt egency, ~.
cietion, irtdiviiuel, etc.
IV.02 D&B Number: Where weikble. inter the trms.
poner’s D&B (Dun W@ Bredstreetl number. If the
trmsporter is e federal qency, enter the GSA tden.
tifiatiort code.
IV.03 Street Address: Enter the business, msiling, or resi.
dentiel street eddress of the trmeporter.
Iv-w SIC Code: If sppliccbk, enter thz trmsporter’s pri.
mm-y SIC Code.
IV-06 City: Enter the city of the trmsponer’s business,
meilirrg, or residential aldrees.
IV-06 Stete: Enter the two cherecter slphe FIPS code for
the tt~te of the trwtsporter’s busin~, mailmg, or
residential eddrecs,
IV-07 Zip Code: Enter the five digit zip code for the trans.
pwler’s business, meiling, or residential @dress.
v.
kfrrn of hsformetkn: List the sources used to ob.
Win information for this form. Souras cited may
include: ssmpk wselysis, reports, inspections,
offuisl records, or other docummtetion. Sources
citd provide the besis for info~tion errter~ on
the form md may be d to obtein fufiher infer.
metion obout the site.
Pwt 10
●L
It.
11-01

lie
11-03
I la
IN.

Peat Response &tietties
Iderstifketion: Refer to Pmt 1-1,
~ R~ssa &tiVidSS
Pmt Response Activities: Check the opproprmte
box(ed to idicete response activities initiated
prior to the ~ of CERCLA, Decmrher, 19B0.
Dete: Enter the start dcte (or approximate dete) of
the ectivity.
A=: Enter tfte tseme of the Agency ~nsibk
for the ectNitv.
oeSCriPtbn: provide s brikf mrretive description of
the Sctivity.
~ofl nfomdon: Lietthe ~umdtoobtain information for this form. sour- citat may
incksde: eempk erselysis, rsports, inspections, offi.
ciel ruswds, or other docummtetion. Sources cited
provtie tfw bssii for information entered on the
form end mcv be uad to obtein further irtformetion
~ the site.

81TE INSPECTION REPORT
I
Pm

11

v.
Il.

mm

11-02

rqJletory or en~t ection tcr dste. Do not
iOdUde Mv CttfO~ ection ~nwrnplatm in
Ute pr~ of development.
of

~n: Refwto Pert I.I.
Enkmemem Infommon
PM Rqu~/Enforamem Action: Check the propriatc box to indiato ~ ~letorv or en.
fomamem ection 81 the fahral. etete. or Iocd Iwel
mtetd m thie cite.
Deuriptbn of Federal, Stete, Locol Roguletorv or
E~ Action: Prcwide ● nuretive deKTiption

C-26

Ill.

SaJMee of ln&mathl: Liet the mur~ m to ob.
tein information for thie form. sour- cit~ m,y
include: eernplc enelyeiq ~, i~lon*, off,.
ad records. or other docuntentetion. Sources c med
provah the beeis fOr rnfOfWUtion ertteraI on the
form and ntsy be - to Obtain further informs.
tion ~ the site.

APPENDIX

cuNumku

ae~

14. lsl?aa
16. 77ss-m.7
96. 13174S.1
17. 744s.s
1$. 7s47414
le. 7ss4.3S-3
20. 133s3&7
Z1. 7430474
z. 74424
33. 91.=3
34. 7440U24
=. MD7-37.2
2s. n23.M-o

27. 777S.SGS
3s. 13104S-3
3s. 11s.07.1
m. lmSe414
31. 131 S73-2
33. 7aS.7s.2
33. 7772.SS4
w. 76s4434
%. 10s4s.3
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APPENDIX D
RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENT INVENTORY
PERSONNEL CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
Items of personal clothing and equipment listed below are issued to each
member of the field investigation team. These items were designed to protect
team members from the elements and from hazards associated with working in
potentially dangerous environments:
l
l
l
l
l
l

Boots (neoprene and safety with steel toe and shank),
Coveralls (chemical-resistant, cotton),
Ear plugs,
Glasses (safety and prescription),
Jacket (medium weight, and wind-breaker), and
Rain suit.

Emergency Equipment
Emergency equipment is available in the field on a team basis in the event
that it is needed. These items are always carried on vehicles used in onsite
field investigations:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Emergency Oxygen Administrator,
Fire Extinguishers (assorted types and sizes),
First-Aid Kit,
Portable Eye/Face Wash Unit,
Stretcher,
Wool Blankets, and
Wood Splints.
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Respiratory Protection and Safety Equipment
Items of respiratory protection and safety equipment are maintained on
field vehicles or, when necessary, in a controlled temperature environment and
are issued as needed for onsite work. This equipment is critical to the welfare
of team members working on hazardous substance sites and must be carefully
maintained and inspected regularly:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Air Escape Mask,
Air-Purifying Respirator (with assorted cartridges or canisters)
Air Tank Refill System,
Butyl Rubber Apron,
Butyl Rubber Booties,
Butyl Rubber, Neoprene, or Viton Gloves,
Chemical Protective Hood,
Coveralls (disposable),
Fully Encapsuling Suit (butyl rubber),
Life Vests,
Safety Harness (Swiss seat),
Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (with extra tanks), and
Surgeon’s Gloves.

Tools and Vehicular Equipment
The following items are included for their general utility in field
situations:
l
l
Q
l
l
l

Booster Cables (12 ft),
Bow Saw (30 in.),
Broom,
Curved-Back Wire Brush,
Duckbill Snips (12 in.),
Electrical Tape,
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l

Grounding Rod,

l

Hacksaw (with blades),

l

Hammer (Ballpeen, carpenter’s, machinists’s, and 4-lb sledge),

l

Hatchet (13 in.),

l

Hose (garden 50 ft or more with nozzle),

l

Machete,

l

Measuring Tape,

l

Oil Spout,

l

Paint (fluorescent),

l

Pick (25 in. nonsparking),

l

Pliers (8 in. diagonal cutting, 10 in. forged grooved joint, 8 in.
lineman’s, 8 in. long nose, and 8 in. slipjoint),

l

Pocket Knife,

l

Reflectors (safety warning),

l

Rubber Mallet,

l

Safety Flares,

l

Screwdrivers

l

Shovel (D-handle, round point, nonsparking),

l

Tire Pressure Gauge,

l

Tool BOX,

l

Tow Chain (14 ft heavy duty),

l

Truck Jack,

l

Wooden Mallet,

l

Wrecking Bar (nonsparking), and

l

Wrenches, Nonsparking (10 in. adjustable, bung, 10 in. locking, 10
in. and 18 in. pipe, lug, and 6-piece combination set).

(assorted),
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General Environmental Evaluation Equipment
The items listed below have uses related to the acquisition of data and
samples for the basic characterization of a site.
Soil and Sediment Sampling Equipment-l

Aluminum Foil,

l

Bucket Auger (3 in. with handle),

l

Dredge,

l

Labscoops (with handles),

l

Plastic Jars (1 qt wide-mouth for metals),

l

Posthole Digger,

l

Split Spoon Sampler, 2 in. x 1.5 in. diameter, 24 in. x 18 in.
length,

l

Scoop (stainless steel),

l

Shovel,

l

Spatula (stainless steel, 8 in.), and

l

Tape (Teflon).

Water Sampling Equipment-l

Automatic Dispenser (Pipetor),

l

pH meter,

l

Buffer Solutions (pH 4, pH 7 and pH 10),

l

Container Brush,

l

Conductivity Meter,

l

Dissolved Oxygen Indicator (with probe for field use),

l

Distilled Water,

l

Hip Boots,

l

Nansen-Style Bottles (water sampling with case),

l

Plastic Beaker (1000 ml),
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l

Polyethylene Bags (8 in. x 12 in., 10 in. x 16 in., and 12 in. x 20
in.),

l

Rope (nylon, 3/16 and 1/4 in.),

l

Sampling Pump - Peristaltic,

l

Stainless Steel Safety Lab Can,

l

Thermometer (yellow, 20-1100),

l

Tubing (Silicone for above peristaltic pump),

l

Tubing (Teflon, 1/4 in.),

l

Wash Bottles (500 ml),

l

Water Bailer (Teflon or stainless steel),

l

Water Level Indicator (electric or tape),

l

Well Pump (submersible), and

l

Whirlpak Bags (4.5 x 9).

Air Sampling Equipment-l

Personnel Sampling Pumps (with adsorbent tubes and/or fitters and
impingers),

l

Barometer Pressure Indicator,

l

Carbon Absorption Tubes,

l

Calorimetric Tubes (length-of-stain),

l

Temperature Indicator, and

l

Wind Speed Indicator.

Special Environmental Evaluation Equipment
The items listed below have uses related to the acquisition of data and
samples for characterization of especially hazardous sites.
Ambient Site Characterization Equipment-l

Camera (35 mm and instant print),

l

Passive

l

Combustible Gas Indicator (with probe and calibrating test kit),

Dosimeter/Samplers,
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l

Metal Detector,

l

Oxygen Indicator,

l

Photoionization Detector (Portable),

l

Portable Gas Chromatography,

l

Radiation Dosimeter,

l

Radiation Meter,

l

Radiation Monitor (with audible alarm),

l

Rangefinder,

b

Resistivity Meter, and

b

Surveying Equipment.

Hazardous Material Sam ling Equipment-l

Brass Spoon nonsparking),

l

Drum Opener,

l

Drum Sealer,

l

pH Indicatin!

l

Plastic Bags (assorted sizes with elastic closures; self-sealing not
recommended),

l

Plastic Sheeting,

6

Stoppers (solid rubber, assorted sizes to fit tubing),

l

Tongs (wooden, disposable),

l

Paper (wide and narrow range),

Tubing (glass, 4-ft lenghts, 17 mm ID with No. 1 l-hole stopper),

l

Tubing (Polyethylene, 4 ft lengths; 6 mm to 20 mm ID), and

l

Wooden Doweling (assorted lengths).

Support Equipment and Office Supplies
The following list contains equipment and supplies necessary for setting
up and operating field command posts and decontamination areas:
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b

Sample Label Tags,

9

Chain of Custody Forms,

l

Bags (trash, plastic),

@

Binoculars (wide angle 7 x 35),

l

Buckets,

l

Brown Wrapping Paper,

l

Cellophane Tape,

l

Chaining Pin Set,

l

Clipboards,

l

Clips (paper and alligator),

l

Composition Book (numbered pages),

l

Dairy Brush,

l

Desk Stereoscope,

l

Detergents,

l

Engineer’s Tape (12 ft),

l

Extension Cord,

l

Fiberglass Tape (lock type, open reel, 100 ft),

l

Flagging Tape,

l

Garbage Can (with top),

l

Ground Plastic Sheets,

l

Hand Calculator,

l

Lantern (rechargeable),

l

Level (hand, 2 X),

b

Magnetic Hangers,

l

Masking Tape (2 in. wide),

l

Note Pads,
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l

Nylon Twine,

l

Overhead Tarp (with rope and stakes),

l

Pens, Pencils and Markers,

l

Recorder (microcassette),

l

Redwood Plugs (various sizes),

l

Rope and Stakes (for cordoning off area),

l

Rubber Bands,

l

Scrub Brushes,

l

Shower Curtain,

l

Signs (“caution”, “restricted area”),

l

Sprayer (garden, 4-gallon),

l

Stapler (heavy duty),

l

Wash Tubs,

l

Water Jugs (collapsible 5-gallon), and

l

Wheelbarrow.

Shipping Supplies and Labels
Listed below are items used in the shipment of samples and equipment.
Such shipments are carefully regulated by the U.S. Department of Transportation
and must be prepared in accordance with DOT requirements to avoid legal penalties. U.S. Environmental Agency sample chain-of-custody provisions must
also be kept in mind.
The reference for DOT specifications for shipping is the 49 CFR, particularly 172.101. The Bureau of Explosives Tariff No. BOE-6000 may also be
consulted:
l

Air Bills,

l

Dry Ice (or water ice),

l

Electrical Tape,

l

Evidence Tape,

l

Fiberglass Tape (l-in. and 2-in.),
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l

Foam Rubber,

l

Garbage Bags,

l

Ice Coolers (48 qt or 20 gallons), and

l

Labels
Corrosive
Danger - Peligro
Dangerous When Wet
Empty
Explosive A, B and C
Flammable Gas
Flammable Liquid
Flammable Liquid N.O.S.
Flammable Solid
Flammable Solid N.O.S.
Hydrogen
Irritant
Limited Quantity
Limited Quantity (731 or higher)
Organic Peroxide
ORMA Dry Ice
Oxidizer
Poison
Poison A
Poison B
Poison Gas
Poison Liquid N.O.S.
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Radioactivity I, II and 111
This End Up
l

Masking Tape (2 in.),

l

Metal Paint cans (half gallon or gallon with lid and sealing clips),

l

Official Sample Seal (U.S. EPA) (EPA Form 7500-2, R7-75),

l

Rubber Stopper (size 000, solid; for cooler drain),

l

Shipper’s Certification for Restricted Articles, and

l

Vermiculite.
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APPENDIX E
FIELD CHARACTERIZATION OF HAZARDOUS WASTE
One of the primary objectives of a hazardous waste site investigation
is to thoroughly determine the hazards and risks associated with the wastes.
Before such an assessment can be accomplished, the composition of the wastes
and the hazardous properties that the wastes exhibit must be determined. In
past years, much of the emphasis in environmental analytical chemistry has
been directed toward reducing the detection limits for contaminants. Only
recently has attention been focused on activities where it becomes important
to have the ability to characterize and analyze chemical wastes present in
concentrated form as is commonly found at hazardous waste sites. Many of
the procedures designed for the analysis of low level environmental samples
cannot be directly applied to the analysis of concentrated samples. Therefore, new analytical procedures are being developed and current methods
are being modified to adapt to the needs of hazardous waste analysis.
Field characterization procedures which allow investigators to rapidly
screen, classify, and segregate unknown wastes are examples of techniques which
have been specifically developed with these needs in mind. Their purpose is to
provide immediate data which will allow onsite personnel to make decisions
regarding segregation of incompatible wastes, hazard potential, safety precautions and future analytical needs. The procedures utilize portable instrumentation and equipment. The procedures also employ analyses which are simple to
perform, and they allow for rapid sample throughput even under extreme conditions. Two such procedures have been developed within the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, one through Region VII’s Emergency Planning and Response
Branch in Kansas City, Kansas, and a second through the Environmental Response
Team in Edison, New Jersey. Although both procedures have similarities, there
are enough differences in technique and application to warrant presentation of
both . Basically the former procedure is completely field oriented and is
designed for screening a small number of samples at a time. The latter technique uses instrumentation and equipment requiring a “field laboratory” type
environment, and permits rapid screening of large numbers of samples. Both
techniques are useful in their own right, and it is up to the investigator to
determine which procedure (or combination of procedures) is best suited for
his/her application.
Region VII Field Characterization Procedure
General-In an effort to strengthen the capabilities of field investigation teams,
this field characterization procedure has been developed to enable personnel to
characterize hazardous substances at the time of sampling. The characterization
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process allows for incompatible wastes to be segregated and compatible samples
to be composite for more cost effective laboratory analysis. The field
characterization procedure is designed to interface with laboratory procedures
such as those being developed in Volume III. The information provided by the
field tests will help laboratory personnel determine the safety precautions
necessary to handle a sample, as well as to determine the additional analytical
needs.
The specific tests and characterization format discussed in this sect
are designed to be used in a field investigation capacity, where fewer than 25
samples will be collected for characterization in a given day. The characterization kit is fully self-contained with the exception of support equipment
such as a radiation meter, an organic vapor detector, and personal protective
equipment. A prototype test kit has been designed and consists of the equipment
listed in Table E-1 and the support equipment listed in Table E-2.
Safety Considerations-There are numerous safety considerations which must be addressed before
collecting a hazardous waste sample and conducting this characterization procedure. Although a detailed discussion of safety measures to be followed is
not within the scope of this section, some general comments are warranted at
this time. Refer to Section 3 of this document and Volume IV for a detailed
treatment on the subject of safety. In general, the greatest risk to field
personnel exists from the time a closed container is opened to obtain a sample,
until the waste has been sufficiently characterized to assess its acute hazards.
All tests in this field characterization scheme are to be conducted in a
noncontaminated area on the upwind side of the site. The level of personal
protection may vary from site to site, but the level of protection in the
characterization area should always be equal to or better than the protection
worn in the sampling area. Respiratory protection is mandatory throughout the
characterization procedure. All contaminated sampling and characterization
materials, as well as protective gear, must be decontaminated or disposed of
properly. Some additional safety considerations, unique to specific tests,
will be addressed later in the procedure narrative.
Procedural Background-The field hazardous waste characterization procedure is divided into
several parts, beginning with a site characterization section and proceeding
into sample acquisition and characterization of the wastes. Water soluble
liquids, water insoluble liquids, and solids are characterized in separate
sections of the procedure. This separation is made in order to allow the tests
in a section to be geared towards the characteristics of the waste which will
be placed in that section. For instance, solids and liquids will require
different manipulation in order to perform the tests in the procedure, and
water soluble and insoluble wastes do not require all of the same characterization tests.
The tests included in this procedure have been restricted to those which
provide pertinent information on general physical and chemical properties,
waste compatibilities, and acute safety or toxicity hazards. It is not possible
to design a sample characterization procedure which always can provide the
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TABLE E-1.

CHARACTERIZATION KIT INVENTORY

Ite8

Approx$nate

●❂▲❏❒❂❁■▼

pads
bunsen burner

S.oolpackage

14.50/each

chemicals
● cetic ● cid

8.00/500 ml

cadmium nitrate
sodium ● cetate
sodiua hydroxide
sulfuric ● cid
copper wire, 20 gauge
cyanide detector tubes (UathesonlKi tagaua)
cubttainers, 1 liter
forceps
gloves
viton
PVC disposable
Labels
lead ● cetate paper (Fisher)
pencils & paper
peroxide indicator strips (ER Quant,
Sargent-Uelch)
pH paper
full range strips (J. T. 8aker)
full range kit (Fisher)
pipettes, disposable
2 81
5 ml
10 ml
transfer
Pipette fillers
autoaatic
small
plastic bags
large

small
potassium iodide/starch paper
propane tank

(Fisher)

spatulas
porcelain (Coors)
StainLess
steel,
stainless

steel, small

disposa~le
TOTAL

NOTE:

ls.oofloog
lo.oo/5oog
4.oo/loog
8.Ott/5bo nl
2.00/roll

15.00/package of 10
.501each
3.00/each
3.OC)/each
26.001pair
10.00/package of 100
5.00/package of 1000
7.00/box of 2000

1.00

10.011/package

of

100

-

5.00/roll
12.00/box
20.00/package
20.00/package
20.00/package
20.00/pac.kage

of
of
of
of

100
100
100
1000

18.00/each
l.0(1/each
10.001package of 50
5.00/package of 50
7.00/box of 2800
9.00/each
8.00/each
5.001each
4.00/each
25.00/case of 500
65.00/each
l.00/roll
15.00/each
7.00/each
60.00/box of 100
l.00/gallon
2.00/box

large

specimen beakers
tackle box (UMCO 2080 UP8)
tape, transparent
test tube racks
thermometer
vials, 40 ● l with septas
uater, distilled
wipers,

price

$489.00

Manufacturers or suppliers are not listed on items readily”available
from ● ost chemical or scientific suppliers.
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I tern

Approximate Price

Combustible gas indicator (MSA)
Fire extinguisher
Gas detector kit (MSA, Draeger, Matheson)
Organic Vapor Analyzer - GC (Analabs)
Personal protective equipment
Photoionization detector (HNu Systems)
Radiation meter

$600.00
$50.00
$300.00
$5,000.00
$200.00-2,000.00
$3,500.00
$400.00

information desired about every type of waste that might be encountered;
therefore, it is advisable to consider adding further tests or omitting tests
in order to satisfy the objectives of the waste characterization at each
individual site.
The procedure is designed to permit compatible wastes to be placed into
categories for composite analysis when desired and allow incompatible wastes to
be separated. Some typical waste categories are listed below:
l

air reactive wastes

l

compatible solids,

l

cyanides and sulfides,

l

inorganic acids,

l

inorganic bases and neutrals,

l

inorganic oxidizers,

l

organic oxidizers,

l

organic acids,

l

organic bases and neutrals, and

l

radioactive wastes.

Few sites will contain wastes from all of the above categories, while some
sites may require the addition of other categories such as qas cylinders or
explosive wastes. In any event, all information must be properly documented
using data sheets similiar to that listed in Figure E-1.
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Sample Number:

Ambient Temperature:

Type of Container Collected From:
Markings on the Container:

Air

Reactive:

Pea,

Neg.

POS.

Neg.

Other (Specify)

Solid

Liquid

Radioactive:

Appearance of Waste:
(attach chromatogram if applicable)

OVA or Hnu Reading:
Ignitability (explain results)
Beilstein’s

Halogen Test: POS.

Neg.

Waste/water mixture (determine water reactivity, record liquids as soluble or
insoluble in water, estimate the percent volubility of solids):

pH determination:
Oxidizer
Sulfide

Test: Pos.
Test:

Pos.

Neg.

Peroxide

Neg.

Cyanide

Test:
Test:

Pos.
POS.

Comments:

Figure E-1.

Hazardous waste characterization data sheet.
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Neg.
Neg.

Site Entry and Safety Characterization-Site entry procedures will vary on a case-by-case basis depending on the
nature of the site and how much is known about the site initially. Conservative
levels of protection should always be used until sufficient information is
obtained to deem the precautions unnecessary.
Several indispensable monitoring and survey instruments used in this
protocol are:
an explosive atmosphere meter, an oxygen meter, a hand held gas
detection pump with hydrogen cyanide detector tubes, a radiation survey meter
and a portable flame ionization detector or photoionization detector for
measuring organic vapor concentrations. Additional survey equipment (SUch as a
metal detector or additional gas detector tubes) may be necessary depending on
particular sites.
The organic vapor monitors discussed in this section are the Analabs
Organic Vapor Analyzer (OVA) and the HNu photoionization detector (HNu). The
OVA may be equipped with a gas chromatography (GC) option for added field
analysis capabilities. The HNu is a versatile, low maintenance monitoring
instrument. One must remember, however, that this instrument does not detect
several flammnable hydrocarbons, such as methane, ethane, and propane. Whenever
the vapor concentrations are above full scale for these instruments, a less
sensitive explosion meter must be employed. Volume II--Available Sampling
Methods--provides details for the use of these instruments.
Visual Site Assessment-The steps in this characterization phase are very broad and will differ
greatly from site to site. All pertinent meteorological information and geological characteristic should be recorded. A complete inventory of the site
may be conducted including the types and quantity of containers present. Any
customized containers or suspicious looking drums should be noted for special
handling and segregation. Evidence which indicates the toxicity of the waste
or potential hazards, such as dead plants and animals or bulging drums should
be recorded.
Sample Aquisition-Great care is required when opening drums or any sealed container. Any
drum opening procedure should include some method for manually or mechanically
checking for shock sensitive wastes from a safe distance, before a drum is
opened to collect a sample. Separate samples should be collected for field
characterization and laboratory analysis. A maximum of 15 milliliters (ml) of
waste is needed for field characterization tests in this procedure.
Air Reactivity --The readily air reactive wastes should be discovered
during the opening or sampling procedure. The air reactive substances normally
require special packaging. The wastes may be stored under water or some other
liquid to prohibit air from coming in contact with the waste. They may also be
found in sealed ampules, correlated drums, stainless steel canisters, or
specially lined drums. Some chemicals such as white phosphorus or barium azide
react with the oxygen in the air. While others such as cesium or various metal
hydrides react with the moisture in the air (Windholz, 1976). Many of the air
reactive chemicals are explosive.
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There may be drums containing various amounts of laboratory chemicals
(lab-packs). Lab-packs will have removable lids and often contain chemicals
which are incompatible. Any specialized or suspicious looking containers
require special handling and should be suspected of containing reactive or
explosive wastes. Gas cylinders may be encountered and should be considered
for sampling or destruction on a case-by-case basis depending on the condition
of the cylinders and the suspected contents.
Radioactivity --Once the waste is found to be compatible with the ambient
atmosphere, it is checked for radioactivity with a radiation survey meter.
Physical State--Much of the initial characterization is performed in
conjunction with the sampling operation. Determine if the waste is a liquid,
solid, semi-solid, or heterogeneous mixture. This determination may be somewhat
arbitrary for some very viscous liquids or resins, but it is not crucial because
the same characterization tests are performed on both solids and liquids. If
the waste is a heterogeneous mixture, the solid and liquid phases may be separated for characterization. Any observable characteristics of the waste should
be noted at this time. From this point, the liquids and solids are characterized separately.
General Liquid Characterization-The remainder of the waste characterization tests are to be performed at a
safe distance from the sampling area, in a noncontaminated area, but within the
decontamination line. The tests are to be performed on a portable table or
bench covered with plastic. The flame tests discussed below must be performed
in a separate location to minimize the chances of an accidental fire.
Immiscible Liquid Phases--Liquids are usually sampled with a “thieving
rod” or a similar pipette type instrument. The sample may be examined through
If more than
the glass rod for immiscible phases or other visual differences.
one phase are present, they should be separated for individual analysis.
Often, if more than one phase are present, one will be aqueous.
Flame Tests--The apparatus for the flame tests consists of a bunsen burner
fueled by a propane tank (Figure E-2). An inline pressure bleed assembly
should be added to prevent a dangerous pressure buildup in a rubber tubing.
This may be accomplished by placing a Tee-joint in the line and running a tube
from the Tee into a flask of heavy oil or other low flammability viscous liquid.
This will allow excess propane to bubble into the liquid before much pressure
can build up in the tubing. The flame height must be adjusted with the propane
tank valve rather than the bunsen burner adjustment in order to prevent a
continual loss of propane. It may be necessary to construct a windbreak with
coolers or other nonflammable objects. A fire extinguisher should always be
kept close by when conducting these characterization tests.
The first flame characterization test to perform is a crude flammability
test with the waste. One or two drops of the waste are placed in a porcelain
spoon and held above the flame of a bunsen burner fueled by a portable propane
tank. The ignitability should be recorded as well as any other observations
such as flame color or sootiness. An indication of the composition of the
waste may be obtained from these observations. For instance, aromatic compounds
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PRESSURE BLEED ASSEMBLY

E-8
Figure E-2

BUNSEN
BURNER

BEAKER OF OIL OR
LOW FLAMIBILITY VISCOUS LIQUID

Figure E-2.

Flame test appar atus.

PROPANE
TANK

generally produce a yellow sooty flame. If 11OV current is available, a more
accurate flammability test could be performed with a Setaflash or comparable
flash point tester.
The Beilstein’s halogen test is also conducted at this time. A small twoor three-looped coil is made in the end of a piece of 20 gauge copper wire.
The coil is held in the edge of the flame until any green flame disappears.
Next, the wire coil is allowed to cool and then dipped into the waste and
returned to the flame. A green flame will indicate the presence of a halogen
(chlorine, bromine or iodine). Fluorine does not produce a positive result.
The green flame will usually appear shortly after the bulk of the waste has
burned off of the coil. This test is surprisingly sensitive and is important
for identifying the presence of halogenated organics such as polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs) or chlorinated solvents. Under ideal conditions, PCBs have
been detected at concentrations below 200 mg/kg by this method. However, this
is not below the 50 mg/kg EPA action level for PCB disp sal; therefore, a
negative result on this test does not rule out the need for laboratory screening
for halogenated organics.
There are several factors which may interfere with the Beilstein test.
Very volatile liquids may have a tendency to evaporate n the flame before
decomposition can occur. thereby producing a neqative r ult. Several nonhalogenated compounds have been stated to-also cause a green flame, such as
organic acids, copper cyanide, urea, and quinoline and pyridine derivatives
(Shriner, 1964).
Water Reactivity and Volubility--Place approximately 1 ml of the sample
in a
ml glass vial , plastic specimen beaker, or similar flask, and carefully
add 1 ml of distilled water while monitoring the temperature of the mixture.
A large temperature change, gas generation, ignition, or color change are all
indications of water reactivity and should be recorded as such. Slight temperature changes indicate heats of solution and should not be attributed to
water reactivity.
Determine if the liquid is soluble or insoluble in water. A waste which
is soluble in water will be considered inorganic and characterized more completely in the next section, Inorganic Liquid Characterization. A waste which
is not readily soluble in water Will be characterized using procedures in the
section entitled Organic Liquid Characterization. Some organic solvents such
as acetone and alcohols are miscible with water but the mixing reaction that
occurs is usually easily detectable.
If the liquid is not soluble in water, record whether it is denser or
lighter than water. This can be an indication of the wastes composition, as
most halogenated organics are heavier than water and most hydrocarbons are
less dense than water.
Inorganic Liquid Characterization-Headspace Check--Check for the presence of water soluble volatile organics
in the waste by testing the headspace above the sample with an OVA or HNu. If
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vapors are detected, further organic analysis in the laboratory or with the GC
mode of the OVA is advisable.
pH Determination--Test papers were selected as the method of pH determination for this procedure. The pH paper was chosen preferable to a more sensitive pH meter because of the size, probe contamination problems, and long term
reliability problems associated with a pH meter.
To measure the pH, either immerse a portion of a strip of indicator paper
into the sample, or place a drop of the waste onto the paper. If the waste is
colored or dark and stains the paper, the desired pH color change can be seen
at the margin of the stained area or on the reverse side of the spot. For the
purposes of this characterization procedure, a pH of less than 3 is considered
acidic, a pH greater than or equal to 3 but less than or equal to 10 is termed
neutral, and a pH greater than 10 is considered basic.
Oxidizers and Peroxides--Strong inorganic oxidizers are detected with
potassium iodide (KI)/starch paper. Place a drop of the waste on a strip of
dry KI/starch paper and another drop on a strip of KI/starch paper which has
been previously moistened with buffer solution. [Buffer Solution: Dissolve
24.3 g of sodium bicarbonate (NaC2H3C2.3H20) or 14.6 g of anhydrous sodium bicarbonate (NaC2H303) in 40 mls distilled water. Add 48 mls of concentrated
acetic acid and bring solution to 100 ml with distilled water.] The development
of a purple to black stain on either strip indicates the presence of an oxidizer.
If the waste is dark and stains the paper due to its color, check for the
oxidizer stain around the perimeter of the spot or on the reverse side of the
indicator paper as was done with the pH paper.
An alternative method for detecting oxidizers is by measuring the oxidation.
reduction potential of a waste solution through the use of a pH-conductivity
meter (Turpin, 1981). This is a very sensitive method and may be considered
for use when a large number of samples are to be characterized and where electricity will be available. A modified version of this procedure can be found
under the heading, Emergency Response Team Waste Compatibility Test Procedure
(Modified), later in this section.
When possible, peroxides in the aqueous solution are detected with EM-Quant
Peroxide Test Strips. Often the waste is too dark to allow this test to be
performed reliably, but it can provide useful information when employable. To
perform the test, adjust the pH of 1 milliliter (ml) of the sample to between
a pH of 2 and 12 with sodium hydroxide (1.ON) or sulfuric acid (4:1) solutions.
Next, immerse the reagent portion of the strip in the sample for 5 seconds.
Remove the strip from the sample and observe the reagent pad for the formation
of a blue stain. The test is sensitive to a few parts per million and the
boldness of the blue stain is representative of the concentration.
Cyanides and Sulfides--The neutral and basic liquids are now tested for
the presence of sulfide- or cyanide ions. To test for sulfide, place a drop of
the sample on a strip of dry lead acetate paper and a drop on another strip
pre-moistened with buffer solution. A black stain on either strip indicates
the presence of sulfide. If the sulfide test is positive, the sulfide should
be removed before the following cyanide test is conducted. This may be
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be removed before the following cyanide test is conducted. This may be
accomplished by adding cadmium nitrate to a small amount of the sample and
swirling the mixture to precipitate cadmium sulfide. As a check on sulfide
removal, alternate adding small amounts of cadmium nitrate and repeating the
spot test until the test is negative.
The first cyanide test discussed is conducted through the use of MathesonKitigawa Cyanide Ion Detector tubes. High chloride ion concentrations may
interfere with the detector tube test, therefore the waste is diluted by adding
8 mls of distilled water to a 0.5 ml sample. This should dilute the sample to
where effects from the interfering ions are minimal and the test is still
sensitive to less than 100 mg/l cyanide. After diluting the sample, score and
break the tips off of a Matheson-Kitigawa Cyanide Ion Detector tube and set it
in the sample. Allow the liquid to rise into the column by capillary action
and observe any color change in the tube. A deep blue color will indicate
the presence of the cyanide ion.
An alternative spot test method for detecting cyanide amenable to chlorination and cyanogen chlorides (CNCl) is discussed in Standard Methods for the
Examination of Water and Wastewater (American Public Health Association et al.,
1980). The procedure may be modified to facilitate screening concentrated
waste solutions rather than environmental samples for which the procedure
was designed.
A third alternative method for detecting sulfide or cyanide containing
wastes consists of using a Draeger or comparable gas detector pump and hydrogen
sulfide and hydrogen cyanide detector tubes. The detector tubes which are
chosen should contain reagents to remove interfering compounds. One or two
drops of sulfuric acid solution (4:1) is added to an equally small amount of
sample in a vial and the vapor space above the mixture is immediately tested
for H2S and HCN. If both tests are negative, several more drops of sample and
acid solution are added and the test is repeated. The detector tubes may be
reused several times if the test results continue to be negative. Due to the
high toxicity or H2S and HCN, precautions must be taken to avoid breathing any
gases which may evolve from the sample.
Inorganic Liquid Laboratory Analysis--The nonreactive wastes which exhibit
like properties as shown by the previous tests may be composite for further
laboratory analysis when desired. Caution must be exercised when compositing
samples and close observation is necessary to detect any reactions between
the wastes.
The laboratory analysis of the water soluble liquids will vary depending
on the results of the field tests and what analytical equipment is available to
the laboratory. Preliminary tests could include total dissolved solids and
total organic carbon (TOC), followed by more detailed cation and anion analysis.
The TOC procedure may show that additional organic analysis is necessary.
Tests specified in the Resource Conservation Recovery Act regulations, such as
EP, toxicity, or corrosivity may also be conducted (U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, 1980).
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Organic Liquid Characterization-Headspace Check--A majority of the liquid organic wastes encountered at a
disposal site will contain volatile solvents or other volatile organics as a
significant portion of their volume. These chemicals are usually readily
detectable in the headspace above the sample with an OVA, HNu or other vapor
detection instrument. The concentration of the vapors above the waste is
recorded along with temperature of the sample at the time of the reading. An
experienced analyst, equipped with a GC-modified OVA or other portable GC and
standards of common solvents can further characterize the vapors and often
identify the major volatile components of the wastes. If there are no detectable vapors above the waste, it can be assumed to consist of nonvolatile
organics. For instance, PCB oils may not contain any volatile components.
Organic Oxidizers and Peroxides--Check for water insoluble oxidizers by
placing a drop of the waste on a strip of dry KI/starch paper and a drop on a
strip pre-moistened with buffer solution. A purple to black stain on either
strip indicates a strong oxidizer.
The organic peroxide test is performed with EM-Quant peroxide test strips.
This test can only be performed on relatively clear liquids. After immersing
the reagent portion of the strip in the sample for five seconds, the strip must
be moistened by breathing several times on the reagent pad. When a respirator
is worn this may be accomplished by holding the strip below the exhalation
valve of the mask. Peroxides are indicated by a blue stain as in the inorganic
liquid test.
pH Determination--A pH value is obtained for organic liquids by adding 1
ml of deionized water to 1 ml of the sample, mixing, allowing to separate, and
determining the pH of the water phase. The pH range for such solutions will
not be nearly as wide as for water-soluble wastes; therefore, to detect small
differences in pH values, accuracy in the pH determinations is important. cutoff limits to designate the wastes as organic acids, neutrals, or bases cannot
be prestated in this procedure, because such designations would vary depending
on the range of pH differences, on the pH of the deionized water before it is
added to the waste, and on the relative distribution of the pH values of other
samples tested from the site.
Organic Laboratory Analysis--Water insoluble wastes with similar properties
may be composite for laboratory analysis. Care must be taken to avoid compositing unlike or incompatible wastes. The Beilstein positive and negative
wastes should not be mixed, in order to prevent the contamination of nonhalogenated organics with PCBS or other unwanted halogenated wastes.
Preliminary laboratory sample cleanup and analysis may include resin
column cleanup, thin layer chromatography, or an infrared scan. The heat
value, specific gravity, and sulfur content of the sample will need to be
determined if wastes are being considered for disposal by incinerator. More
detailed volatile, base/neutral, acid, and pesticide analyses are possible
by gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS), high performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) or GC procedures. Alternative or additional analytical
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techniques may be used in the laboratory depending on what add tional
information is needed and the available aboratory facilities.
Solids

Characterization--

Physical Characteristics--Often information will be evide t about the
hazards of a waste by the way it is packaged and its physical characteristics
such as texture, color and density. If a-waste is packaged to exclude water,
as in plastic lined or water tight containers, it should be treated as a
water reactive waste until proven otherwise. Conversely, if a waste is moist
or contains water, it should not be allowed to dry out until sufficient tests
have been conducted to show that it is not explosive when dry. Record any
visual observations of the waste before proceeding into the characterization
procedure.
Headspace Check--Check for the presence of volatile organics in the waste
by testing the headspace above the sample with an OVA or HNu and record any
readings.
Flame Tests--The bunsen burner ignitability test discussed in General
Liquid Characterization is also performed on solids. Place a very small sample
of the waste on a porcelain spatula and hold it in the edge of the flame.
Record all observations, such as flammability, flame color, the amount and
color of residue left after burning, etc.
,
The Beilstein’s copper wire halogen test is conducted at this time if the
consistency of the waste is such that it will adhere to the coil of copper
wire. Remember to hold the wire in the flame until the green flame disappears
before repeating the test with the waste on the coil.
Water Tests--There often will be sufficient moisture in the waste to
conduct some of the water dependent tests before water is added to the waste.
Try to get a pH determination by pressing the pH strip onto the waste with a
blunt instrument. If sufficient moisture is present, the water will soak into
the strip and the pH reading can be taken on the side of the strip which did
not come in direct contact with the sample. If the pH test is successful, the
oxidizer test may be performed in the same manner. Apply a dry strip and a
buffer solution moistened strip of KI/starch paper to the waste and check for
the development of a purple to black stain on the strips. A stain on either
strip indicates a strong oxidizer.
After the pH and oxidizer tests are attempted, carefully add approximately
1 ml of distilled water to 1 cubic centimeter of sample while monitoring the
temperature. Record any temperature change or signs of water reactivity such
as gas generation, violent churning, etc. Roughly estimate the percentage
volubility of the waste in water.
If the pH and oxidizer tests were unsuccessful on the dry solid, these
tests may be conducted on the waste/water mixture by the methods described for
inorganic liquids. The peroxide test will nearly always be impossible to
perform on the mixture due to the color of the solution,
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Sulfides and cyanides can be detected in the waste/water mixture by one or
more of the methods described for use on inorganic liquids.
Solids Laboratory Analysis --The solid samples which exhibit similar properties In the test results and have similar appearance and consistency may be
composite for laboratory analysis. The lab analysis should begin with determinations of percent moisture and percent volatile solids, followed by further
inorganic and organic analysis as deemed necessary.
Characterization Procedure Summary-Procedure Flow Diagram--A flow diagram outlining the major points in the
field characterization tests is shown in Figure E-3.
Site Entry and Safety Characterization --All background information about
the site is collected prior to site entry. Maximum personal protection is worn
during the initial site characterization.
l

l
l
l

Determine the percent of the lower explosive limit (LEL) of vapors in
the atmosphere with a combustible gas indicator while continually
monitoring the oxygen level.
Test for hydrogen cyanide with a Draeger pump and tubes.
Test for radioactivity with a survey meter.
Continually monitor with an organic vapor analyzer or photoionization
detector.

Visual Site Assessment-l
l
l

Record the air temperature and other pertinent meteorological information and geological characteristics.
State of containers (corrosion, bulging drums, etc.).
Other nonspecific information (dead plants or animals, vegetation
stress, labels on drums, etc.).

Sample Aquisition--Drum opening techniques and safety measures are not
within th e scope of this procedure.
l

Air Reactivity
Determine if the waste is air reactive.

l

Radioactivity
Test individual wastes for radioactivity.

l

Physical State
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Flow diagram of the field characterization tests.

Determine if it is a liquid, solid, semisolid, or heterogeneous
mixture.
1.

Liquid--go to the section entitled General Liquid
Characterization.

2.

Solid--go to the section entitled Solid Characterization.

3.

Semisolid--go to the section(s) entitled General Liquid
Characterization or Solid Characterization.

4.

Heterogeneous-- separate phases if possible and go to the
section(s) entitled General Liquid Characterization or Solids
Characterization.

Liquid Characterization-l

Immiscible Liquid Phases
Check for multiphases. If more than one liquid phase is present,
it may be possible to separate and analyze the phases
individually.

l

Flame Tests
Perform an open flame and/or a Setaflash ignitability test and
Beilstein’s copper wire halogen test.

l

Water Reactivity and Volubility
Mix 1 ml of the waste with 1 ml of water to check for water
reactivity and water volubility.
1.

Water reactivity: Record the temperature change when water is
added to the waste. Slight temperature changes indicate heats
of solution and should not be attributed to water reactivity.
Also, check for gas generation, color change, combustion, and
determine if the waste is denser or lighter than water.

2.

Water volubility: A waste which is soluble in water will be
considered inorganic and characterized further in Inorganic
Liquid Characterization. Wastes which are insoluble in water
Will be considered organic wastes and further characterized in
Organic Liquid Characterization.

Inorganic Liquid Characterization-l

Headspace Check
Check for the presence of soluble volatile organics with an OVA
or HNu. If volatiles are present, further organic analysis in
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the lab or with the gas chromatography (GC) mode of OVA may be
necessary.
l

pH Determination
Determine the pH of the waste with pH paper

l

1.

pH <3 - acidic

2.

pH —
>3 and —
<10 - neutral

3.

pH >10 - basic

Oxidizers and Peroxides
Check for inorganic oxidizers with potassium iodide (KI)/starch
paper and peroxides with peroxide indicator strips.

l

Cyanides and Sulfides
Check for sulfides and cyanides (several methods are discussed).

l

Inorganic Liquid Laboratory Analysis
Wastes with similar characteristics may be composite for
laboratory analysis.
1.

Total dissolved solids and total organic carbon.

2.

Cation and anion analysis.

3.

Organic analysis if necessary.

Organic Liquid Characterization-l

Headspace Check
Check for the presence of volatile organics with an OVA or HNu.
If present, further volatile organics analysis with the GC mode
of the OVA may be desirable. If absent, the waste consists of
heavier nonvolatile organics.

l

Organic Oxidizers and Peroxides
Check for an organic oxidizer with KI/starch paper and peroxides
with peroxide indicator paper.

l

pH Determination
Check the pH of a deionized water shakedown of the organic.

l

Organic Laboratory Analysis
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The wastes of the separate organic groups may be composite with
the exception of some viscous wastes.

Solids

1.

Infrared analysis for determining molecular structural
features.

2.

Volatiles, base/neutrals, acids, pesticides by GC/MS and
GC .

Characterization--

Physical Characteristics
Record color, texture, density, etc.
Headspace Check
Check for the presence of volatile organics above the waste with
an OVA or HNu.
Flame Tests
Perform the open flame ignitability test and Beilstein’s copper
wire halogen test if possible.
Water Tests
Carefully mix approximately 1 cubic centimeter of waste with 1
milliliter of distilled water.
1.

Check the water reactivity parameters discussed during
Liquid Characterization.

2.

Determine the pH of the waste/water mixture.

3.

Roughly estimate the volubility of the waste in water.

4.

Check for oxidizers with KI/starch paper.

5.

Check for sulfides and cyanides.

Solids Laboratory Analysis
Solids with similar properties may be composite
1.

Percent moisture and percent volatile solids.

2.

Inorganic and organic analysis as deemed necessary.
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Emergency Response Team Waste Compatibility Test Procedure (Modified)
Overall Characterization Scheme-Collected samples will be characterized by following the scheme shown in
Figure E-4 and by using the procedures given in this section. The physical
description of the sample is a visual observation of color, physical state,
viscosity, number of phases, etc., in the sample and does not have a written
procedure. Careful records will be kept for each sample as it is tested. An
Analytical Report Sheet is shown in Figure E-5.
Safety is the prime consideration in characterizing the samples; efficient
handling to process the maximum number of samples is also important. To
accomplish both of these goals, it is recommended that analyses be conducted in
a “field laboratory” type environment located outside of the hot zone perimeter.
This can be a completely equipped mobile laboratory or a makeshift arrangement
set up specifically for the task at hand; in any event it should be organized
and arranged in such a way as to simulate a laboratory atmosphere. Work
stations should be assigned and organized to specific tasks, electrical power
conveniently located and adequate ventilation in the form of hoods or fans made
available.
Radiation Monitoring-Determine if the waste is radioactive by (1) screening drums as soon as
possible after staging and opening, or (2) screening samples as soon as received.
The available instrument is generally a gamma survey instrument which indicates
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TESTS FOR ALL SAMPLES
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
RADIATION MONITORING
VOLATILE VAPOR MONITORING
pH

l

WATER REACTIVITY

l

WATER SOLUBILITY

~

OXIDATION/REDUCTION POTENTIAL

j
FLAMMABILITY

pH-DEPENDENT TESTING

OR HIGHER

CYANIDE

SAMPLES WITH pH 7 OR HIGHER

SULFIDE

SAMPLES WITH pH

Figure E-4.

~

Test sequence for characterizing hazardous wastes.
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ANALYTICAL SEPORT SNSET
Analyst
Date

sample/Drum No.
Water’Reactivity

React ive

Nonreactive

Flsmability
Flzmable

Suat*ining

Nonflmrmmble

Value

SY2!u

Poeitive

Negative

Paper

Detector

Sulfide

Positive

Negs t ive

Paper

Detector

Redox Potential

Oxidizing Agent

Reducing Agent

Reference

mV

&mple

mv

C~entl

OVA Reading

Pm

NNu Resoling

Pm

&/hr

Radioactivity
Phyeical Description

Analyst

.-

Solubility

Figure E-5.

Sample analytical report sheet.
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in units of milliroentgens per hour (mR/hr). Note that normal environmental
gamma radiation background is 0.01 to 0.02 mR/hr and that the routine worker
exposure rate should not be more than 2-3 times the background level.
Volatile Vapor Monitoring-Determine the volatile vapor concentration of the waste:
l

as soon as drums are staged and opened (sampler inlet positioned at
drum bung hole); or

l

upon receipt of samples at the laboratory (container headspace
screening).

Two portable screening instruments have been identified for use in this procedure, namely the Centry Organic Vapor Analyzer and the HNu Photoionization
Analyzer. Both instruments are useful as gen{ ral screening tools; however,
they are subject to limitations which must be recognized to properly interpret
generated data.
l

The instruments do not respond to a“ 1 substances that may be present.

l

Different instruments (specifically different detectors) do not
exhibit identical responses to the-same compounds. ‘

l

Extremely toxic substances such as phosgene, HCN, etc., are not
detected with these instruments.

l

The response is a cumulative one indicative of all detectable
substances present.

pH Measurement-l

Equipment
Multiband pH paper with fixed indicator colors
50-milliliter glass beakers
Disposable glass transfer pipets

l

Procedure for Liquid Samples
1.

Mark sample number near top of empty beaker with permanent
marker.

2.

Record sample number in notebook.

3.

Transfer approximately 5 milliliter of sample to a 50-milliliter
beaker, using a transfer pipet.

4.

Dip multiband pH paper into sample, wetting all bands.
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l

5.

If necessary, carefully wipe off excess sample.

6.

Compare the reaction zone band with the fixed indicator color
bands to estimate the pH of the sample.

7.

Record estimated pH in notebook and on Analytical Report Sheet.

8.

Use this same sample aliquot for Water Reactivity/Volubility
testing.

Procedure for Solid or Tar-like Samples
1.

Use the Water Reactivity sample aliquot for pH measurement,
after completing the reactivity/volubility testing.

2.

Dip multiband pH paper into sample, wetting all bands.

3.

If necessary, carefully wipe off excess sample.

4.

Compare the reaction zone band with the fixed indicator color
bands to estimate the pH. This is considered an indirect pH
since water has been added to the sample.

5.

Record the estimated pH, marking (ind.) for indirect measurement
after the value in the notebook and on the Analytical Report
Sheet.

Water Reactivity/Volubility-l

Equipment
50-milliliter glass beakers
500-milliliter polyethylene wash bottles
Disposable glass Pasteur transfer pipets
Disposable tongue depressors
Deionized water at approximate temperature of samples
Foam plastic shaped to fit beakers. A thermocouple inserted in
the bottom of the plastic holder is connected to a Digimite
digital readout thermometer. Six beaker units can be
accommodated.

l

Reactivity Procedure
1.

Mark sample number near top of empty beaker with permanent
marker.
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2.

Record sample number in notebook.

3.

Transfer approximately 5 milliliters or 5 grams of sample to
beaker, using disposable pipet or tongue depressor.

4.

Insert beaker into holder and let equilibrate until temperature
readout is stable.

5.

From a wash bottle carefully pour approximately 5 milliliters of
deionized water down the side of the sample-containing beaker so
it contacts the sample slowly. Have the hood door closed as
much as possible for safety.-

6.

Observe and record any visible reaction such as:
fuming or bubbling
color change
evolution of gas
temperature change

7.

l

If any of Step 6 ind cations have occurred, classify sample as
“Water Reactive” and record temperature change in notebook and
on Analytical Report Sheet.

Volubility Procedure
1.

Remove beaker from foam plastic holder and swirl to mix contents.

2.

Observe beaker contents and classify in notebook and on
Analytical Report Sheet as follows:
Soluble--All of sample is in solution; only one phase
exists.
Semisoluble--Part of the sample has dissolved in the added
water and/or colored the water phase. Two or more solution
phases or some undissolved solid can be seen.
Insoluble--None of the sample has dissolved in the added
water.

It should be noted that these classifications are based on the
analyst’s judgment; they are not quantitative determinations of
solubility.
Oxidatjon-Reduction (Redox) Potential-l

Equipment
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Disposable Specimen Containers with screw-on caps
Disposable glass Pasteur transfer pipets
Disposable tongue depressors
pH/Millivolt Meter (Orion Model 701A or equivalent)
Platinum Redox electrode (Orion Models 96-78 or 97-78 or
equivalent)
Electrode filling solutions:

l

a.

Orion 90-00-01 (proprietary mixture of salts saturated with
silver)

b.

Orion 90-00-11 (4M potassium chloride saturated with silver
chloride)

Reagents
Test Solution A--prepare by dissolving 0.392 grams of ferrous
ammonium sulfate in about 500 milliliters deionized water; add
2.8 milliliters 36N sulfuric acid and dilute to 1000 milliliters
with deionized water.
Test Solution B--prepare by dissolving 0.194 grams of potassium
chromate, previously dried at 120”C for 2 hours, in 500 milliliters deionized water; add 2.8 milliliters 36N sulfuric acid
and dilute to 1000 milliliters with deionized water.
The EMF values for the test solutions should be similar to those
shown below for silver/silver chloride reference electrodes.
These
values should be checked periodically during sample analysis.
Test Solution

l

Standard EMF

A (Oxidation Potential)

380 millivolts

B (Reduction Potential)

630 millivolts

Procedure for Oxidation Potential
1.

Fill the electrode with 90-00-01 filling solution for low ionic
strength samples or 90-00-11 for high ionic strength samples.
Since most hazardous waste samples will have high ionic strength;
filling solution 90-00-11 should be used.

2.

Place the electrode in a beaker containing Test Solution A and
turn the function switch to the millivolt mode.
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l

3.

Record the millivolt reading in the Redox Reference Notebook and
on the Analytical Report Sheet. If the potential reading is 450
or higher, clean the electrode as directed in Preventive Maintenance, or replace it with another electrode which gives a
potential reading of 350-450 millivolts for Solution A.

4.

Use the same reference reading for a batch of eight samples.
Then repeat Steps 1 and 2 above to obtain a reference reading
for the” next batch of eight samples.

5.

Mark the sample numb r near top of empty Specimen Contain r with
permanent marker.

6.

Record sample number in notebook.

7.

Transfer approximate” y 50 milliliters or 50 grams of samp e
into the container.

8.

Add 40 milliliters of Test Solution A.

9.

Seal the container and shake vigorously for 15 seconds.

10.

Let stand for 5 minutes.

11.

Use a Pasteur transfer pipet to transfer the aqueous phase to a
disposable beaker. If the aqueous phase cannot be readily
identified, add a few drops of water to the beaker and note
which phase it joins.

12.

Place the electrode in the aqueous solution and turn the function
switch on the meter to the millivolt mode.

13.

Record the millivolt reading in notebook and on the Analytical
Report Sheet.

14.

Clean the electrode with a Kim-Wipe.

Procedure for Reduction Potential
1.

Follow the same procedure outlined above for Oxidation Potential,
EXCEPT use Test Solution B in Steps 2 and 3. Clean or replace
the electrode if the potential reading is above 700 millivolts
and consider 600-700 as an acceptable range of millivolt readings.

Flammability-l

Equipment
32-milliliters Wheaton vials
Aluminum heat block with holes drilled to accept Wheaton vials
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and a dial thermometer
Hot plate capable of maintaining temperature of heat block at
60”C
Disposable glass transfer pipets
Small propane torch
Dial thermometer with appropriate range
l

Procedure
1.

Mark sample number near top of empty vial with permanent marker.

2.

Record sample number in notebook.

3.

Transfer approximately 5 milliliters of sample into vial using
transfer pipet.

4.

Insert vial into heat block so that sample number shows.

5.

Let equilibrate for 3 to 5 minutes.

6.

Pass propane torch across top of vial three or four times.

7.

Record in notebook if sample ignites (flames) or pops.

8.

As a final check on flammability, turn off the hood and pass the
propane torch across the top of the vials once more. Note
results and turn the hood on again.

9.

Designate samples as follows:
Flammable--Sample pops and/or flames briefly.
Flame sustaining-- Sample sustains flame.
Nonflammable--Sample does not pop or flame.

Cyanide-Note:
l

Only samples with a pH of 4 or higher will be tested for cyanide.
Equipment
32-milliliters Wheaton vials with plastic caps
Disposable glass transfer pipets
Disposable tongue depressors
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Cyantesmo test paper (Macherey-Nagel)
Dropping bottle of concentrated sulfuric acid (H2S04)
Drager hydrogen cyanide low range detector tubes and sampling
pump
l

Procedure--Cyanide Test Paper
1.

Mark sample number on empty vial with permanent marker.

2.

Record sample number in notebook.

3.

Transfer approximately 5 milliliters or 5 grams of sample into
vial using pipet or tongue depressor.

4.

This step should be conducted
Add 2 drops of concentrated H2S04.
under a hood or with other precautions against the release of
cyanide gas.

5.

Fold test paper strip over edge of vial so it is held in place
by vial cap and extends into sample. Do this quickly so that
any gas evolving is tested.

6.

Cap vial and swirl to mix.

7.

Look for blue stain immediately or after 15 minutes.

8.

Record in notebook and on Analytical Report Sheet that this is
the paper test and report results as follows:
Negative cyanide--if no stain appears.
Positive cyanide--if blue stain appears.
Uncertain cyanide--i f stain of other color appears; describe
stain.

9.
l

Test positive and uncertain cyanide samples with detector tubes.

Procedure--Hydrogen Cyanide (HCN) Detector Tubes
1.

Place new detector tube in sampling pump following manufacturer’s
instructions.

2.

Mark sample number on empty vial with permanent marker.

3.

Record sample number in notebook.

4.

Transfer approximately 5 milliliters of sample into vial using
pipet.
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5.

Add H2S04 dropwise, with swirling between each addition, to bring
pH to 5 or lower. Proper precautions should be made for the
potential release of cyanide gas.

6.

Place detector tube over acidified vial and take appropriate
number of strokes on the pump.

7.

Look at detector tube scale to see if HCN has been detected.

8.

Record in notebook and on Analytical Report Sheet that this is
the detector test and record results as follows:
Negative cyanide--if no reading on scale.
Positive cyanide--if scale shows reading; include numerical
reading.
Note:

Ammonia, chlorine, hydrogen sulfide, and sulfur dioxide
may interfere with detector tube reading if present at
adequate concentration.

Sulfide-Only samples with a pH of 7 or higher will be tested for sulfide.

Note:
l

Equipment
32-milliliters Wheaton vials with plastic caps
Lead acetate test paper
Disposable Pasteur glass transfer pipets
Disposable tongue depressors
Dropping bottle of concentrated hydrochloric acid (HCl)

l

Procedure--Sulfide Test Paper
1.

Mark sample number near top of empty vial with permanent marker.

2.

Record sample number in notebook.

3.

Transfer approximately 5 milliliters or 5 grams of sample into
vial using disposable pipet or tongue depressor.

4.

Quickly fold acetate paper strip over edge of vial and cap the
vial. Swirl liquid samples to wet paper.

5.

Look for brown to black coloration on the test paper immediately
and again after 15 minutes.
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6.

If no stain appears, add a few drops of HCl to the vial and cap
quickly. Swirl the contents and look for coloration Immediately
and after 15 minutes.

7.

Record in notebook and on Analytical Report Sheet:
Negative H#.--lf no stain appears.
Positive HzS--if brown or black stain appears.
Uncertain HzS--if stain of other color appears; describe
stain.

Calibration Procedures and Frequency-Orion Model 701A pH/Milllvolt Meter/Orion Redox Electrode 96-78--This
meter/electrode system is used to determine oxidation potential and is checked
three times daily, at the beginning, middle and the end of the working day.
The procedure used is as follows:
l

Reagents
Electrode Filling Solution Orion 90-00-01 (proprietary mixture
of salts saturated with silver).
Check Solution A. Dissolve 4.22 grams potassium ferrocyanide
(K4Fe(CN)6 . H20) and 1.65 grams potassium ferricyannide
(K3Fe(CN)6) in 100 milllliters deionized water.
Check Solution B. Dissolve 0.42 grams potassium ferrocyanide
(K4Fe(CN)6 . 3H20), 1.65 grams potassium ferricyanide (K3Fe(CN6)
and 3.39 grams potassium fluoride (KF.2H20) in 100 milliliters
deionized water.

l

Procedure
1.

Ensure that the redox electrode is filled with the proper filling
solution.

2.

Connect the electrode to the meter and set the meter function
switch to the millivolt mode.

3.

Pour Check Solution A into a clean disposable beaker.

4.

Place the electrode in the beaker and wait a short time for a
stable millivolt reading. The potential should be about 192
millivolts.

5.

Clean the electrode with a Kim-Wipe.
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Preventive

6.

Pour Check Solution B into a clean disposable beaker and take a
millivolt reading as soon as stable. The potential should be
about 250 millivolts.

7.

If the Check Solution readings are not within *1O percent of the
expected readings, clean the electrode using procedures in
Section 11 of this Plan.

Maintenance--

Orion Model 701A pH/mV Meter--Checkout and maintenance procedures given in
the manufacturer’s manual will be performed on a monthly basis and more
frequently if the analysts using the instrument identify any problem.
Orion Redox Electrode Model 96-78 or 97-78--Hazardous waste sample tend to
foul the electrode and cause the potential readings for test solutions to
become higher than acceptable. The routine electrode maintenance used includes:
1.

Cleaning the electrode with a Kim-Wipe after every sample.

2.

Reading the potential of two check solutions three times daily.

3.

Changing the filling solution every day.

4.

Cleaning the electrode with dionized water following the instructions
in the electrode manual when the Check Solutions show a problem.

5*

Using a polishing strip on the sensing element when all other cleaning
methods fail.
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APPENDIX F
PACKAGING, MARKING, LABELING, AND SHIPPING OF HAZARDOUS WASTE SITE SAMPLES
General Provisions
The basic sample types collected during hazardous waste site investigations
can be classified as follows: (1) environmental samples, (2) hazardous waste
site samples, and (3) hazardous waste/oil mixture samples.
Environmental samples are specifically exempt by Department of Transportation (DOT) regulations from hazardous categorization and may be shipped
according to procedures detailed later in this section. Other specific exemptions may apply in other cases as with the use of special packaging for samples
[e.g., Labelmaster, Inc .,* Package No. 38; Dow Chemical Company* Imbiber Pack
for shipment of Poison B, n.o.s. by United Parcel Service;* Air Shipment of 5
percent nitric acid in 25 ml ampoules (DOTE 8116); certain preservatives (April
11, 1979 and December 18, 1980 letters from Alan I. Roberts); and samples of
discharge subject to National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
regulations (40 CFR 260.4a)].
If the shipper believes that any sample contains a Department of Transportation regulated material, the sample must be packed and labeled according to
the requirements set forth in the DOT hazardous materials table shown in 49 CFR
172.101. When dealing with unanalyzed hazardous waste site samples, however,
the shipper will usually not know if a sample contains a DOT regulated material. If these samples cannot be classified as environmental samples or
exempted as previously specified, then they must be packaged, labeled and shipped
to ensure compliance with hazardous material transportation regulations.
The EPA recommended procedures** detailed later in this section meet the
DOT standard requirement for all packages as specified in 40 CFR 173.24. In
general, these standard requirements are as follows:
*Mention of the name of a particular corporation or product is not an endorsement of that corporation or product.
**From National Guidance for Compliance with Department of Transportation
Regulations in the Shipment of Environmental Laboratory Samples, March 6, 1981
signed jointly by Deputy Assistant Administrators for Water Enforcement,
Drinking Water, Monitoring and Technical Support, and Water Regulations and
Standards.
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General Packaging Requirements-Each package used for shipping hazardous material s . . ..shall be so designed
and constructed, and its contents so limited, that under conditions normally
incident to transportation:
1.

There will be no significant release of the hazardous material
to the environment;

2.

The effectiveness of the packaging will not be substantially
reduced; and

3.

There will be no mixture of gases or vapors in the package which
could, through any credible spontaneous increase of heat or
pressure, or-through an explosion, significantly reduce the
effectiveness of the packaging.

General Packaging Requirements; Air Shipments-In addition, shipments by air must also meet the requirements of 49 CFR
Section 173.6:
1.

. . ..each package must be designed and constructed to prevent
leakage that may be caused by changes in altitude and temperature
during air transportation.

2.

Inner containers that are breakable (such as earthenware, glass,
or brittle plastic), must be packaged to prevent breakage and
leakage under conditions normally incident to transportation.
These completed packages must be capable of withstanding a 4
foot drop on to solid concrete in the position most likely to
cause damage. Cushioning and absorbent materials must not be
capable of reacting dangerously with the contents . . . .

3.

For any packaging with a capacity of 110 gallons or less containing liquids, sufficient ullage* must be provided to prevent
liquid contents from completely filling the packaging at 130°F
(55°C). The primary packaging (which may include composite
packaging), for which retention of the liquid is the basic
function, must be capable of withstanding, without leakage, an
internal absolute pressure of no less than 26 lb/sq in. or no
less than the sum of the absolute vapor pressure of the contents
at 130°F (55°C) and the atmospheric pressure at sea level,
whichever is greater.

4.

Stoppers, corks, or other such friction-type closures must be
held securely, tightly and effectively in place with wire, nylon
reinforced tape, or other positive means. Each screw-type
closure on any inside plastic packaging must be secured to
prevent the closure from loosening due to vibration or substantial changes in temperature or pressure.

*Ullage is the gas/air space at the top of the bottle.
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General Transportation Requirements-Transportation of samples is also regulated by DOT. Environmental samples
may be shipped by any means available with consideration being given to the
holding time requirements of 40 CFR 165. Unanalyzed samples from hazardous
waste sites may be transported by any rented car or truck, common carrier
truck, bus, railroad, or by cargo only air carriers but they may not be transported by common carrier passenger air carrier. Prior arrangements with air
cargo companies may facilitate shipment. DOT regulations do not apply to
transportation by any government owned or operated vehicle, including aircraft;
however, EPA personnel will use the packaging procedures described below except
when a Bill of Lading with certification form is not required (see “Shipp ng
Papers”).
Packaging, Marking, Labeling Requirements for Environmental Samples
Samples judged to be environmental samples should be packaged and sh pped
by the following EPA recommended procedure:
1.

Sample volume should be limited to the quantity necessary to conduct
the requisite analysis and the smallest appropriate container should
be used.

2.

Plastic containers should be used unless EPA approved analytical
methods require glass.

3.

Plastic or glass containers should have screw-type lids. If it is
necessary to use stoppers, corks or other friction-type closures,
they must be held securely in place with wire or nylon reinforced
tape.

4.

Samples which by EPA approved analytical methods are required to be
preserved with ice should be placed in sturdy plastic bags or containers which can be sealed to minimize ice water leakage. When dry
ice is used to preserve plant or animal tissue and the package is
to be offered for transportation by air, the packaging must be
designed and constructed to permit the release of carbon dioxide gas.
The air carrier should be notified well in advance of shipment. The
package should be marked “carbon dioxide, solid” or “dry ice” and
“frozen diagnostic specimens.”

5.

Shipping containers --All sample containers are to be placed inside a
strong outside shipping container. A metal picnic cooler (ice chest)
lined inside with hard plastic complies with the DOT drop test
requirement.* Care must be taken to secure the drainage hole at the
bottom of the cooler so that if a sample container or an ice bag
leaks, the contents cannot escape the shipping container through the
drain hole. The container should also be taped shut to achieve as
tight a seal as possible around the lid to prevent leakage should the
container be accidently turned over.

*Tests conducted by the NEIC show that these coolers pass the 4-foot drop test.
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6.

Glass containers--The container’s screw-type lid must be tightened
before it is placed in the shipping container. In the shipping
container glass bottles should be separated by cushioning or absorbent
material (e.g., styrofoam, blotting paper or newspaper) to prevent
contact with other hard objects and prevent breakage. For example, a
l-gallon glass bottle (organic sample) can be placed between two
carved out styrofoam sheets which secure the bottle at the top and
bottom. Small glass bottles (volatile organic samples) can be placed
inside a l-quart plastic cubic container with screwtype lids to
minimize breakage and contain leakage.

7.

Plastic containers--Polyethylene bottles or cubic containers do not
require cushioning materials to prevent breakage but do need to be
protected from puncture by sharp objects. Caps are to be tightly
screwed on before the plastic containers are placed in the shipping
container.

8.

Ice can be placed in separate sealed plastic bags, or in large-mouthed
plastic cubic containers with screwtype lids. As an alternative,
sample bottles and ice can be placed together in a large sturdy plastic
bag which will provide an additional waterproof lining in the shipping
container. After all sample containers have been carefully arranged
and ice has been added, the plastic bag should be tightly closed with
wire, nylon reinforced tape or other positive means.

9.

Place a copy of the chain-of-custody form in the shipping container
before closing and sealing it.

10.

Close and seal the shipping container in the manner described above
under “Shipping Containers.”

The shippinq container must be marked “This END UP” and arrows indicating
the proper upward position of the container should be affixed. A sticker showing the Agency program office’s name and address must be placed on the
outside of the cooler.
Packaging, Marking and Labeling Requirements for Unanalyzed Samplings from
Hazardous Waste Sites
When a reasonable doubt exists as to sample class, function and labeling
requirements for sample transportation, DOT (49 CFR 173.2) indicates that the
material should be classified according to the following order of hazards:
1.

Radioactive material

2.

Poison A

3.

Flammable gas

4*

Nonflammable gas

5.

Flammable liquid
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6.

Oxidizer

7.

Flammable solid

8.

Corrosive material (Liquid)

9.

Poison B

10.

Corrosive material (solid)

11.

Irritating materials

12.

Combustible liquid (in containers having capacities
exceeding 110 gallons)

Samples taken onsite during an investigation of a hazardous waste facility,
blended waste oil facility, etc. are considered to be contaminated and hazardous;
they are to be handled as flammable liquid (or flammable solid) for shipping
and packaged accordingly. This is because the prioritized DOT classification
above established only radioactive material, Poison A, and gases as more hazardous than flammable liquid. The possibility of radioactive materials in
samples is eliminated by the use of a radiation survey meter for personnel
safety when entering the site; it is extremely unlikely that Poisons A are
present on hazardous waste sites because most of them are gases or very volatile
liquids; gases are normally not sampled or shipped. Moreover, field flashpoint
testing to reduce the packaging requirements is both impractical and extremely
dangerous. Poison A packaging and shipping procedures are described later
in this section if they should be needed.
Packaging, Marking and Labeling Requirements for Flammable Liquid (or Flammable
Solid) n.o.s.
1.

Collect sample in an 8-ounce or smaller glass container with a
nonmetallic, Teflon-lined screw cap. Allow sufficient ullage
(approximately 10 percent by volume) so container is not full of
liquid at 130°F (55°C). This does not apply for samples collected
expressly for volatile organic analysis. If collecting a solid
material, the net weight must not exceed 1 pound.

2.

Attach proper y completed Sample Identif cation Tag to the sample
container.

3.

Tightly close sample
container and place
it in a 2-mil-thick (or
.
.
thicker) polyethylene bag, one sample per bag. Sample tag should be
positioned for reading through the bag. Close the bag with a wire,
reinforced tape or other secure means.

4.

Mark a metal can with the sample number and list the appropriate data
on a chain-of-custody form.
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5.

Place the sealed bag inside the marked metal can with incombustible,
absorbent cushioning material (e.g., vermiculite or diatomaceous
[fuller’s] earth) to prevent breakage, one sample per can. Pressure
close the can and use clips, tape or other positive means to hold the
lid securely, tightly and effectively closed.

6.

Place one or more metal cans, surrounded with incombustible packing
material for stability during transport, into a strong outside container
such as a metal picnic cooler or a strong fiberboard box.

7.

Place chain-of-custody form inside the shipping container before
closing and sealing.

8.

Close and lock or seal shipping container.

9.

Marking and Labeling--Use abbreviations only where specified. Using
the stickers prepared for this purpose or by hand printing, place the
following information on the shipping container: laboratory name and
address, “Flammable Liquid, n.o.s. ,* UN 1993”, (if solid, use “Flammable Solid, n.o.s., UN 1325”), “Limited Quantities” or “LTD. QTY.”,
“This end up” or “This side up” and arrows. Also on the outside of
the container place the following labels: “Cargo Aircraft Only,”**
“Flammable Liquid” or “Flammable Solid” (“Dangerous When Wet” label
should be used if the solid has not been exposed to a wet environment).

10.

Shipping Papers --Use abbreviations only where specified below.
Complete the Bill of Lading and sign the certification statement (if
the carrier does not provide one use the standard industry form) with
the following information in the order listed. A form may be used
for more than one shipping container (see attached examples).
“Flammable Liquid, n.o.s., UN 1993” (or Flammable Solid, n.o.s.,
Flammable Solid, UN 1325” as appropriate, “Cargo Aircraft Only’’,**
“Limited Quantities” or LTD. QTY.,” “Net Weight “ or “Net Volume______"
by item, if there is more than one sample can in the shipping container
(e. g., "24 at 6 oz. ” rather than “144 oz.”).

11.

A team member must accompany shipping container(s) to the carrier
and, if required, open outside container(s) for carrier inspection.

*Using “Flammable” does not convey the certain knowledge that a sample is or
group of samples are in fact flammable, or indicate how flammable they are; it
is, rather, intended to prescribe the class of packaging in order to comply with
DOT regulations; “n.o.s.” means not otherwise specified.
**Use this label only if the total quantity in the package exceeds 1 quart liquid.
Maximum net quantity in each package cannot exceed 10 gallons for flammable
liquids and 25 pounds for flammable solids.
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Packaginq, Marking, Labeling, and Shipping Requirements for Flammable Liquid,
Corrosive, n.o.s.
If a sample exhibits corrosive properties, it must be packaged and shipped
as Flammable Liquid, Corrosive, n.o.s. RCRA defines an aqueous solution as
corrosive if the pH is <2 or~12.5. DOT does not specify pH limits but uses
criteria based on a materials abilitv to produce skin rash or corrosion on
steel. Shipping requirements for materials that are corrosive are as follows:
1.

Collect the sample in a l-quart glass container and close it with a
nonmetallic, Teflon-lined screw cap. Allow adequate ullage (about 10
percent by volume) so the container will not be liquid full at 130°F
(55°c).

2.

Attach a properly filled out sample identification tag to the sample
container.

3.

Place the quart container inside a 12B fiberboard box with incombustible, absorbent cushioning material (vermiculite or diatomaceous
earth). Polyethylene bags are not used for quart corrosive sample
bottles. Use tape to close the box, apply both “Flammable Liquid”
and “corrosive” labels and mark box “Flammable Liquid, Corrosive,
n.o.s., UN 2924,” the laboratory name and address, “This side up” or
“This end up” and arrows.

4.

Place the fiberboard box(es), surrounded with sufficient additional,
incombustible, absorbent cushioning material to absorb the contents
of broken containers, into a strong shipping container as previously
described.

5.

Place a properly filled out chain-of-custody record form in the
shipping container; close and lock or seal the container.

6.

A team member must accompany shipping container(s) to the carrier
and, if required, will open-outer container for verification of
inside packaging by the carrier’s agent.

Packing , Marking, Labeling and Shipping Requirements for Samples Classified as
Poison A
Samples suspected of containing one of the liquids classified by DOT as
Poison A must be shipped in conformance to the following specifications (49 CFR
173.328):
1.

Collect the sample in a polyethylene or glass container which has an
outer diameter smaller than the valve hole of a DOT Spec. 3A1800 or
3AA1800 metal cylinder for 2-25 pressurized gas. Allow sufficient
ullage (about 10 percent by volume) so it is not liquid-full at 130°F
(55°c). Seal the sample container as appropriate.
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2.

Attach a properly filled out sample Identification Tag to the sample
container.

3.

Using a string or flexible wire attached to the neck of the sample
container, lower it into a metal cylinder (DOT Spec. 3A1800 or
3AA1800) which has been partly filled with incombustible, absorbent
loose packing material (vermiculite or diatomaceous earth). Fill the
cylinder to the valve hole with more of the packing material using
care to assure sufficient packing between the sample container and
the sides, bottom and top of the cylinder to prevent breakage. Drop
the string or wire into the valve hole. Use one cylinder for each
sample of Poison A.

4.

Install the cylinder valve, use 250 ft-lb of torque (for a l-inch
opening) and replace the valve protector on the cylinder using Teflon
tape.

5.

Marking and labeling the cylinder--Use abbreviations only where
specified. Place the information below on the side of the cylinder
or on a metal tag wired to the valve protector. Use hand printing or
prepared labels.
“Poisonous* liquid, n.o.s., NA 1955” or “poisonous gas, n.o.s.,
1955,” laboratory name and address.

NA

Place a “Poisonous Gas” label on the cylinder. A “Poisonous Liquid”
label may not be used, even if the sample is liquid.
6.

Cylinders may be shipped as is or several may be packed in an overpack.
A properly filled out chain-of-custody record form must be placed in
the shipping container or must otherwise accompany the shipment.

7.

Mark and label the shipping container as follows: Use the same
labels and printing as on the cylinder (see No. 5 above) and in
addition mark the container “Laboratory Sample,” “Inside Packages
Comply with Prescribed Specifications,” and “THIS SIDE UP” or “THIS END
UP” and arrows should be placed on the outside in an appropriate
location.

8.

Shipping papers--Complete the Bill of Lading and complete and sign
the certification statement (if the carrier does not provide one, use
the standard industry form). Use the following information in the
order given. A form may be used for more than one shipping container;
use abbreviations only as indicated.

*“poisonous” does not convey the certain knowledge that a sample is in fact
poisonous, nor how poisonous it may be; it is, rather intended to establish the
class of packaging being used to comply with DOT regulations.
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“Poisonous liquid, n.o.s., Poison A, NA 1955” or “Poisonous gas,
Poison A, n.o.s., NA 1955,” “Limited Quantity” or “LTD QTY" “Laboratory Samples," "Net Weight ____" or "Net Volume ____" (of
hazardous contents) by cylinder, if more than one cylinder is contained in a shipping container and “Poison A“ for hazard class. The
net weight or net volume must be placed just before or after the
“Poisonous liquid, n.o.s., NA 1955” or “Poison gas, n.o.s., NA 1955”
marking.
9.

Materials classified and packed as Poison A may not be Shipped by
nongovernment aircraft. Unless samples are driven to the laboratory,
a team member must accompany the shipping container(s) to the carrier
and will, if required, open the shipping container for inspection
of the contents.
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